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ABSTRACT 
 

Fate of Plastic Pollution in the Arabian Seas 
 

Cecilia Martin 
 
 

Plastic pollution has become of public concern recently and only in the last decades the 

need of quantifying loads of plastic in the marine environment and identifying their 

ultimate destination has been urged as a mean to point at where interventions should 

concentrate. The Arabian seas (Red Sea and Arabian Gulf) have oceanographic features 

that candidate them as accumulation zones for marine plastics, but, especially the Red Sea, 

are largely unexplored. The dissertation here presented provides significant advances in 

the understanding of the marine plastic distribution in the two basins.  

Despite the initial hypothesis, the Red Sea was found to hold a remarkably low abundance 

of plastic particles in its surface waters. Similarly, previous assessments have reported the 

same in the Arabian Gulf. In line with the global estimates, only a small portion of the 

plastic that is discarded yearly in the marine environment is found in its surface waters, 

implying the presence of removal processes. However, the unexpectedly low loads of 

floating plastics in the Arabian seas indicate that sinks are likely more significant here than 

elsewhere.  

In the Red Sea, an extensive survey of macroplastic stranded on shores, globally considered 

a major sink of marine plastic, has indicated that Avicennia marina mangrove forests, 

through the mesh created by their pneumatophores, contribute significantly more than 

unvegetated shores in retaining plastics. Loads of plastic in the Arabian Gulf mangrove 
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stands, more impacted by coastal development than stands in the Red Sea, are even larger. 

The role of mangroves as significant sinks of plastics is further corroborated by the finding 

that the burial rates of plastic in their sediments follow an exponential increase in line with 

the global plastic production increase, ultimately demonstrating that plastic is likely 

sequestered there permanently.  

Mangrove forests alone are, however, not enough to justify the mismatch between plastic 

inputs and loads in surface waters. The experimental finding showed here that coral 

structures can passively trap substantial loads of microplastics and the large extension of 

reefs, especially in the Red Sea, suggest that reefs might constitute a missing sink of marine 

plastic in the basin worth exploring. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Marine litter is defined as “any persistent, manufactured or processed solid material 

discarded, disposed of, abandoned or lost in the marine and coastal environment” (UNEP, 

2005). Estimates report that 40 to 80% of marine litter and up to 100% of buoyant 

anthropogenic debris are made of plastic (Derraik, 2002; Barnes et al., 2009; Iñiguez, 

Conesa and Fullana, 2016; Schneider et al., 2018; Galgani et al., 2019), despite plastic 

waste accounts for only 12% of the worldwide municipal waste (Kaza et al., 2018). The 

reason behind the plastic prevalence in the marine environment is its lightweight and 

durability, which makes it easily transported by winds and currents and persistent in the 

water. Indeed, the lifespan of plastic is estimated to be hundreds to thousands of years 

(Wang et al., 2016), hence, “nearly every piece of plastic ever created still exists today” 

(CNN quote on twitter). 

1.1 Global plastic production and waste  

Plastic polymers were first synthetized in the second half of the 19th century starting from 

organic materials (e.g. cellulose and casein). Parkesine, invented in 1862, was the precursor 

of these semi-synthetic new polymers that ruled until the beginning of the 20th century. 

Year 1907 marked the invention of the first fully-synthetic polymer, the bakelite, named 

after its inventor, the Belgian chemist Leo Hendrick Baekeland. Ended the I World War, 

industries started to realize the potential and versatility given by this light, moldable and 

durable material, resulting in the vast production and commercial development of bakelite 

in the Thirties. Meanwhile polymers as those commonly used today, e.g. polypropylene 

(PP), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polystyrene (PS), 
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were developed, but laborious and expansive synthetization methods impeded their spread 

at that time. The II World War was a stepping stone for plastic polymers, widely used to 

craft military vehicles, weapons and insulation systems. Thanks to new advances in 

chemistry and technology, manufacturing costs fell considerably, causing a boom of the 

production of plastic, which in the postwar changed destination from military to mass 

consumer goods. Since then, plastic production has exponentially increased and by 1976 

plastic was the most used material in the world (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). Nowadays, 

the rate of global plastic production has reached 400 million tons per year, following an 

annual increase of 8.4% since the 1950s (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017).  

Since plastic polymers are majorly used to produce single-use products, most (ca 75%) of 

the plastic produced in the past 70 years has become waste. Cumulatively, approximately 

6,300 million tons of plastic waste have been generated since the 1950s and only 12% and 

9% of it have been incinerated and recycled, respectively (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). 

Hence, most of the plastic waste made has been accumulating in landfills or in the 

environment.  

1.2 Sources of marine plastic pollution 

Most of the plastic waste reaches the marine environment as macroplastics (i.e. plastics 

larger than 5 mm or 2.5 cm, depending on the categorization applied, Hartmann et al., 

2019), either from land-based or sea-based sources. The firsts include mismanaged plastic 

waste (i.e. littered or disposed of in open dumps or uncontrolled landfills) from human 

settlements and industrial, agricultural or tourist activities on land; the seconds include 
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losses from ships, e.g. Abandoned, Lost or otherwise Discarded Fishing Gear (ALDFG), 

and discharges from aquaculture facilities (UNEP, 2005; GESAMP, 2015).  

In 1975, military operations, vessel waste and ship casualties were responsible alone of 

dumping 6.4 million tons of waste in the ocean (Council, 1975), of which plastic accounted 

for approximately 11.3% by dry weight (Cantin, Eyraud and Fenton, 1990). The 

disproportionate discard of waste from sea-based activities in those years urged to promptly 

enforce containing measures, which resulted in the MARPOL 73/78 that prohibited 

disposal of plastic waste from ships and aimed at reducing accidental losses when possible 

(Ninaber, 1997; Julian, 2000). MARPOL 73/78 entered in force in 1988, but 

implementation of it has been challenging (Rakestraw, 2012). Accidental losses are 

especially difficult to prevent and are therefore still significant. As a consequence, they 

contribute majorly to the loads of plastic floating in the open ocean. For instance, an 

estimated 6 to 30% of the global fishing gear was lost in 2017 (Richardson, Hardesty and 

Wilcox, 2019) and 46% by weight of plastic floating in the Northern Pacific Ocean are 

fishing nets (Lebreton et al., 2018). Totally, sea-based activities are estimated to contribute 

2.7 million tons of macroplastic waste to the marine environment (Forrest et al., 2019). 

Jambeck et al. have estimated that, in 2010, land-based activities in coastal countries have 

discarded 4.8 to 12.7 million tons of macroplastic waste in the ocean (J. R. Jambeck et al., 

2015). However, this figure does not include leakage from waste export practices. Indeed, 

estimates from Jambeck et al. are obtained starting from the values of waste generated per 

capita in each country and the waste mismanagement rate of the same country, hence as if 

the waste was treated in the same country of origin (J. R. Jambeck et al., 2015).  However, 

high-income countries are increasingly exporting their waste to lower income nations 
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where waste management costs are considerably lower but, conversely, infrastructures are 

poorer. This practice intensifies the risk of plastic leakage in the environment and use of 

improper waste management practices (e.g. uncontrolled waste incineration), that 

contribute to generate ~800,000 tons of marine macroplastic annually (Forrest et al., 2019). 

Land-sourced plastic, if not directly littered in the marine environment, enters in coastal 

waters mainly drifted by winds or transported by waterways. Hence, marine plastic of a 

land-based origin does not derive only from coastal activities, but also from further inland. 

Rivers contribute consistently to the transport of plastic from non-coastal regions, by 

reversing in the seawater from 1.15 to 2.41 million tons of plastics every year (Lebreton et 

al., 2017).  

Approximately 1.5 million tons of plastic reach the oceans as primary microplastics 

(Forrest et al., 2019). These are plastics that enter the marine environment in millimetric 

sizes, either because manufactured as small particles (e.g. pellets and beads, Cole et al., 

2011) or produced by the abrasion of larger objects during manufacturing or use (e.g. fibers 

originating from the washing of synthetic textiles or particles generated from the attrition 

of car tyres while driving, Boucher and Friot, 2017). Among primary microplastics, 

synthetic fibers are abundant and ubiquitous in the environment due to their lightweight, 

that allows aeolian transport, and to their small diameter that reduces their retention by 

wastewater filters (Browne et al., 2011; Dris et al., 2016). 

Cumulatively, ~15 million tons of plastic are estimated to reach the oceans annually 

(Forrest et al., 2019). 
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1.3 Plastic abundance in surface waters and sinks 

Buoyant plastic released in coastal waters can be transported by currents, navigate for long 

distances and congregate in vast areas of the ocean like the five main subtropical gyres, 

located in the North and South Atlantic Ocean, in the North and South Pacific Ocean and 

in the Indian Ocean. These large accumulation zones are often referred in the media as 

“great garbage patches”, a term that identifies large areas (of million km2) holding high 

concentrations of plastic items mainly of few millimeters in size, hence hardly visible at 

the naked eye (Cózar et al., 2015). Estimated concentrations of plastic in the great garbage 

patches are in the order of 105 pieces km-2 and up to 108 pieces km-2 in the most polluted 

areas (Eriksen et al., 2014; Cózar et al., 2015; Van Sebille et al., 2015; Lebreton et al., 

2018).  Loads of plastic comparable to those found in the oceanic gyres have been estimated 

floating in the Mediterranean Sea, that holds mean concentrations of 150,000 to 1,250,000 

pieces km−2 or 420 to 670 g km−2, depending on estimates (Cózar et al., 2015; Ruiz-Orejón, 

Sardá and Ramis-Pujol, 2016; Suaria et al., 2016). The Bay of Bengal is also a hotspot for 

floating plastic debris, mainly originating from the nearby land-based activities (Ryan, 

2013). Although remote and isolated from major pollution sources, the Arctic Ocean has 

also been reported as an accumulation zone for floating plastic, which end its journey there 

transported by the Thermoaline Circulation from the North Atlantic (Cózar et al., 2017).  

Cumulatively, the estimated load of plastic floating on global surface waters is comprised 

between 7,000 and 269,000 tons (Cózar et al., 2014; Eriksen et al., 2014; Van Sebille et 

al., 2015), representing only 1% of the plastic waste that is released in the marine 

environment (Law, 2017). The discrepancy between inputs and loads in surface waters can 

be partly attributed to an underestimation of the floating plastic loads due to inadequate 
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sampling methods (Lebreton, Egger and Slat, 2019; Lindeque et al., 2020). Indeed, 

traditional surveys are conducted trawling 1 m-wide manta nets that can hardly collect 

large debris. In the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP), coupling 6 m-wide manta net 

sampling with aircraft surveys has allowed to overcome the size detection limit and, 

consequently, to estimate loads of floating plastic sixteen times higher than those reported 

in previous traditional surveys (Lebreton et al., 2018). However, this underestimation is 

not enough to justify the gap between expected and estimated plastic loads, hence, in the 

last decade, research efforts have concentrated towards understanding where the missing 

marine plastic is to be found. Ultimately, four main sinks of plastics have been identified: 

shore deposition, fragmentation, ingestion by marine biota and sinking followed by 

sequestration in marine sediments (Fig. 1.1). 

 

Fig. 1.1 Reservoirs of plastic in the marine environment: sea surface, water column, coastline, sea ice, biota, 

the seafloor and sediments. Fragmentation can occur in every reservoir, particularly in presence of sunlight 
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Figure 1
The mass balance of plastics in the marine environment. The large gray arrows indicate fluxes into and out of the marine environment,
including potential biodegradation of plastics. The boxes indicate reservoirs of plastic debris, and the black arrows indicate potential
pathways of plastics between reservoirs. Fragmentation of plastics caused by weathering and biological processes can occur in all
reservoirs, especially when exposed to sunlight (at the sea surface and along coastlines).

habitats, ecosystems, and perhaps even biogeochemical cycling, as well as those that affect human
activities, economics, and human health. The most commonly reported interactions between
plastic debris and wildlife are entanglement and ingestion, whereas people commonly encounter
litter on beaches and large debris as hazards to navigation. Impacts upon encounter with debris are
dependent on the particular characteristics of the debris, such as its size, shape, form, and chemical
composition. For example, both a large derelict fishing net and a millimeter-sized plastic particle
drifting at the sea surface could transport rafting organisms; however, unlike the net, the particle
does not pose a hazard to navigation but could be easily ingested. Evidence of impacts might
come from observational data (such as surveys of wildlife or habitats), laboratory experiments, or
field experiments. Especially for observational data, care must be taken to distinguish evidence of
contamination (i.e., the presence of debris) from evidence of impact, or a response to the debris
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(at the sea surface and on coastlines). Black arrows indicate possible exchange of plastic between reservoirs. 

The illustration is from Law, 2017. 

1.3.1 Plastic debris deposition on shores 

Potentially, any coast or beach in the world could be reached by a floating item 

(Ebbesmeyer et al., 2007). Hence, marine debris is found on shores regardless of their 

remoteness and proximity to human settlements (Convey, Barnes and Morton, 2002; 

Andrades et al., 2018; Monteiro, Ivar do Sul and Costa, 2018; Ryan et al., 2019). For 

instance, 17.6 tons of plastics are estimated beached on Henderson island, a remote, 

uninhabited island in the South Pacific with one of the highest reported densities of 

anthropogenic debris (Lavers and Bond, 2017). 

Despite plastic can travel for long distances, a significant fraction of plastic persists close 

to its input source (Willis et al., 2017; Olivelli, Hardesty and Wilcox, 2020). Numerical 

models of floating plastic transport demonstrated that approximately 40% of the marine 

plastic from land-based activities is eventually carried back to shore (Lebreton, Greer and 

Borrero, 2012). There, plastic can be washed back again in the sea by high sea states or 

storms. Hence, shore deposition often constitutes a temporary sink, that can only partly 

explain the observed gap between marine plastic inputs and floating plastic debris. 

1.3.2  Fragmentation in micro- and nanoplastics and degradation 

Mechanical and physical processes like photodegradation by Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, 

hydrolysis, oxidation and wave action break the floating plastic (Andrady, 2011; Webb et 

al., 2013) generating microplastics, defined as particles smaller than 1 or 5 mm depending 

on the categorization applied (Moore, 2008; Costa et al., 2010; Hartmann et al., 2019). 
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These are also called secondary microplastics to distinguish them from the primary 

microplastics that reach the marine environment already in millimetric sizes (Boucher and 

Friot, 2017). 

The continuous fragmentation of plastics generates increasingly small polymeric chains, 

which constitute an unseen threat in the ocean. For instance, the small size of nanoplastics 

(< 100 nm) makes it feasible for them to cross the cellular membrane (Nel et al., 2009; 

Mattsson et al., 2018). Only the complete degradation of plastics into CO2 and H2O would 

stop plastic to pose a risk for the marine environment and its inhabitants. However, the 

mineralization of plastic is a slow process of hundreds to thousands of years, particularly 

so in the water column, where the abiotic factors responsible for the degradation are 

reduced (i.e. low oxygen content, temperatures and attenuated UV light, Andrady, 2011). 

The recent discovery of microorganisms holding plastic-degrading enzymes (Yoshida et 

al., 2016) and their ubiquity in the environment (Danso et al., 2018) would suggest that 

biodegradation too might be a sink of plastic. 

The small dimension of micro- and nanoplastics makes it challenging to detect them in the 

marine environment, causing a possible underestimation of plastics in surface waters. 

Fragmentation of plastic into non-detectable particles may also be the reason behind the 

observed size distribution of plastic debris in surface waters. Indeed, considering that most 

of the microplastics derives from fragmentation, there should be an inverted proportion 

between size and abundance, with debris of smaller sizes exponentially more abundant than 

larger ones. However, global estimates show that plastic below 1 mm is less frequent than 

expected, while the power distribution is maintained for particles larger than 1 mm (Cózar 

et al., 2014). This discrepancy may be explained by the typical pathway of fragmentation 
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of a plastic particle, that gets shredded layer by layer (Fig. S1 in Reisser et al., 2014; 

Andrady, 2017), rapidly generating small particles that are hardly detectable and 

accountable. Additionally, the presence of size-dependent sinks in the marine environment 

may also contribute to deplete surface waters of plastics smaller than 1 mm. 

1.3.3 Ingestion by marine biota 

The first evidence of plastic ingestion in marine biota, i.e. petrels, dates back to the early 

1960s, even though published later (Rothstein, 1973). Ever since, ingestion of plastic 

started to become commonly described in several taxa, mainly megafauna like marine 

turtles and mammals (Mrosovsky, Ryan and James, 2009; De Stephanis et al., 2013). 

Nowadays publications of this kind are increasing noticeably every year and ingestion has 

been reported even in smaller organisms such as crabs (Watts et al., 2014), mussels (Li et 

al., 2016), corals (Hall et al., 2015), echinoderms (Graham and Thompson, 2009), 

zooplankton (Cole et al., 2013) and deep-sea species (Taylor et al., 2016). To date, a total 

of 701 species were reported to have ingested plastic (Kühn and van Franeker, 2020). 

Plastic ingestion is called primary when debris are ingested directly and it is intentional if 

plastic is mistaken for prey or accidental if plastic is ingested while preying (Ryan, 2016). 

In the first case, there is a correlation between body and plastic size, where the item size 

matches the natural prey size, and a preference for certain colors, those of the preys (Santos 

et al., 2016; Ory et al., 2017). The secondary ingestion occurs when a contaminated prey 

is ingested (Ryan, 2016). Hence, plastic ingestion is size-dependent. Thus, assimilation by 

small organisms, abundant in the marine environment and with a small prey size, may 
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contribute to justify the unexpected low frequency of plastic below 1 mm in the oceanic 

surface waters. 

1.3.4 Plastic sinking and sequestration in marine sediments 

Approximately 65% of the plastic produced is less dense than seawater (seawater density 

= 1.027 g cm-3), hence, it floats (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). This includes polymers 

like polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS), which are those most 

frequently found in surface waters (Brignac et al., 2019). Contrarily, polyvinylchloride 

(PVC, density 1.14–1.56 g cm-3), polyethylene terephthalate (PET, density 1.32–1.41 g cm-

3), polyurethane (PUR, density 1.22-1.27 g cm-3) and polyamide (PA, density 1.12–1.24 g 

cm-3) sink in the water column, thus, despite representing one third of the plastic 

production, they account for approximately only 5% of the plastic in surface waters (Erni-

Cassola et al., 2019).  

Plastic less dense than seawater is susceptible to sinking too, elicited by fragmentation and 

biofouling. Fragmentation reduces the plastic particle surface-to-volume ratio, which help 

them floating when high (Lebreton et al., 2018). Small plastic items are therefore prone to 

sinking and found more frequently than large items in deeper waters (Reisser et al., 2015). 

Biofouling is the accumulation of organisms on the marine plastic debris, used as a 

substrate for colonization (Carson et al., 2013; Zettler, Mincer and Amaral-Zettler, 2013). 

This provokes an increase in the density of the item that exceeds water density, causing 

particle sinking. Sinking by biofouling depends also on the size and on the surface-to-

volume ratio of the plastic piece. Indeed, less biofouling is needed to sink small particles 

or thin plastic items like films, that, consequently, would sink more rapidly than large and 
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hard fragments (Kooi et al., 2017). Hence, despite PE and PP are mainly used to 

manufacture films (e.g. bags and wraps, PlasticsEurope, 2019), the majority of PE and PP 

plastics found floating in the open ocean are hard pieces (Lebreton et al., 2018).  

The likely sinking of small plastics in the water column also helps justifying the loss of 

plastics below 1 mm in oceanic surface waters (Egger, Sulu-Gambari and Lebreton, 2020). 

Sunken plastic becomes available to ingestion in organisms that feed at intermediate depths 

or reaches the bottom and gets sequestered in sediments (Van Cauwenberghe, Devriese, et 

al., 2015). Burrowing organisms and filter-feeders contribute as well to the incorporation 

of plastic in sediment (Galloway, Cole and Lewis, 2017). Given the high concentrations of 

plastics estimated in marine sediments, they are now considered one of the major if not the 

major sink of plastic in the sea, particularly so for deep-sea sediments (Woodall et al., 

2014; Van Cauwenberghe, Devriese, et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2019, 2020).  
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2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 

2.1 General aim 

The global plastic production curve is getting steeper every year and no deceleration of the 

process is foreseen in the next future (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). The same trend has 

been observed in the marine environment, where plastic pollution has exponentially 

increased in the past decades, both in surface waters and marine sediments (Lebreton et al., 

2018; Brandon, Jones and Ohman, 2019; Isobe et al., 2019), indicating that improved waste 

management practices have not yet contributed to reduce plastic waste inputs in the ocean 

(Wilcox, Hardesty and Law, 2019). Since interventions aimed at diminishing the sources 

of plastic waste have lagged responses on the inputs in the marine environment, at present, 

one of the best practices is to monitor where and how marine plastic distributes in order to 

direct efforts where most needed. Indeed, monitoring marine plastic pollution would help 

inform on where plastic aggregates, and thus where clean-ups should be conducted, or on 

where plastic originates, and, consequently, where interventions should focus to contain 

the waste before it even reaches the marine environment.  

Several locations remain yet unexplored and some accumulation zones or hotspots of 

floating plastic might still be undiscovered. Semi-enclosed or enclosed seas are believed to 

act as accumulation zones (Lebreton, Greer and Borrero, 2012; Aytan et al., 2016; Y. Li et 

al., 2018) and especially the Mediterranean Sea was revealed as one of those (Cózar et al., 

2015). Several are the reasons for the high loads of plastic there. First, its geomorphology. 

the Mediterranean is connected to the Atlantic Ocean only through the Gibraltar strait 

where an inverse estuarine circulation pushes the surface waters of the Atlantic inward 
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together with its floating debris (Lacombe et al., 1981). Second, the highly populated 

coasts, which host approximately 150 million people (UNEP/MAP, 2012). Third, the 

numerous and densely populated rivers flowing in the Mediterranean catchment area (e.g. 

Nilo, Po, Ebro), responsible for delivering plastics from inland (Lebreton et al., 2017). 

Fourth, the highly dense marine traffic, which is one of the busiest of the world 

(UNEP/MAP, 2012). 

The Red Sea, similarly to the Mediterranean Sea, is a semi-enclosed basin with an inverse 

estuarine circulation and it is a crucial crossing point for the global marine traffic, hence, 

it might accumulate marine plastic. Indeed, numerical models of floating plastic 

distribution have often depicted the Red Sea as an hotspot (Lebreton, Greer and Borrero, 

2012; Eriksen et al., 2014; Van Sebille et al., 2015). However, this figure has not been 

supported by environmental data on loads of plastic in the Red Sea, which were not 

available before the publication of the studies reported in this thesis, except for two papers 

on localized beach litter assessments in Yemen and Jordan (Abu-Hilal and Al-Najjar, 2004; 

Abdo, Al-shwa and Mohsen, 2011). The uniqueness and limited dimension of the Red Sea 

makes it a good candidate for a comprehensive study on the distribution and fate of marine 

plastic in a delimited system. Indeed, the aim of the here presented thesis is to monitor the 

distribution of plastic debris in the Red Sea waters and marine environments in order to 

ultimately make a mass balance of marine plastic pollution inputs and reservoirs in the Red 

Sea. 

Given the similarities and proximity with the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf, also a semi-

enclosed sea, is also object of some of the studies reported in this thesis. 
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2.1.1 Study area 

The Red Sea is a semi-closed basin of 438,000 km2 with a recent and peculiar geological 

history. Opened during the Eocene, it is connected to the Indian Ocean only through the 

strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, about 30 km wide, and to the Mediterranean through the Suez 

Canal opened in 1869 (Fletcher, 1958; Braithwaite, 1987). No permanent rivers flow in the 

Red Sea and occasional storms contribute with 60-100 mm of freshwater every year 

(Bashitialshaaer, Persson and Aljaradin, 2011). This and the high evaporation rates (2 m 

annually, Sofianos, Johns and Murray, 2002) are the reasons for the high salinity of the 

basin (40‰). Thanks to that, the strait is mainly characterized by an inverse estuarine 

circulation, where a thin fresher and surface layer of water flows inside the Red Sea on a 

dense and deep outflow of water. However, during summer (June to September), driven by 

the summer monsoon blowing from North West (NW), the two-layer circulation converts 

into a three-layer exchange where surface and deep outflows of water are interspaced by 

an intermediate inflow (Sofianos and Johns, 2002; Raitsos et al., 2013, Fig. 2.1).  

The coast of the Red Sea, differently from the Mediterranean Sea, is characterized by 

scattered and small human settlements, except for Jeddah having a ~4 million people 

population (Fig. 2.2), and tourism only on the Egyptian coast. Although scarcely 

distributed, human settlements of Red Sea coastal countries have poor waste management 

practices, hence, they anyway generate significant loads of plastic waste. Waste production 

in Saudi Arabia is 15.3 million tons yr-1, of which 17.4% is plastic, and only cardboard and 

metal are recycled (Nizami et al., 2015). Jeddah alone generates 1.9 million tons of waste 

annually, of which 1.5 million tons are all destined to a single landfill facility (Anjum et 

al., 2016). As per J. R. Jambeck et al. (2015), 10% of the plastic waste generated by the 
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coastal population of Saudi Arabia is mismanaged. With the exception of Israel, 

mismanaged plastic is > 60% of the plastic waste generated in the other countries facing 

the Red Sea. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Wind speed and direction averaged during summer and winter monsoon seasons (from Raitsos et 

al., 2013) and schematic of the circulation at Bab-el-Mandeb strait. The green arrows indicate water masses 

that inflow in the Red Sea and red arrows water masses that outflow.  

Despite the inadequate disposal of plastic waste, the loads of plastic that reach the Red Sea 

from land-based sources may be limited by the lack of permanent rivers in the Red Sea 

catchment area. However, aeolian transport could play a significant role in carrying plastic 

into the Red Sea. Indeed, high loads of dust are blown during sand storms on the Red Sea 

surface and, being dust already recognized as a carrier of microorganism in the region 

(Yahya et al., 2019), it might as well transport lightweight plastics.   
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Considering the limited sources of marine plastic from land, sea-based activities might 

have a higher contribution to the loads of marine plastic pollution in the region than 

elsewhere. Indeed, the Red Sea, being a crossing point from the Indian Ocean to the 

Mediterranean Sea and vice versa, has a highly dense ship traffic, especially of merchant 

vessels and oil tankers (Fig. 2.2, Gladstone et al., 1999). 

Approximately 2,000 km of Red Sea coastal waters are covered by a fringing reef platform 

5,000 years old dominated by more than 200 species of scleractinian and soft corals 

sustaining an invertebrate and reef fish community of more than 1,000 and 1,200 species, 

respectively (Fig. 2.2). Coral reefs are important coastal buffers and as they slow the wave 

action before it impacts on the coast, they might encounter and trap plastic particles that 

flow along. Indeed, coral reefs are mainly inhabited by suspension- and filter-feeders (e.g. 

corals, clams and sponges), which likely remove microplastics from the water that they 

process and expel in large volumes, as suggested by the ingestion of plastic experimentally 

observed in these taxa (Hall et al., 2015; Baird, 2016; Allen, Seymour and Rittschof, 2017; 

Arossa et al., 2019; Rotjan et al., 2019). Although ingestion represents only a short-term 

removal, the frequently observed egestion of plastic particles as pseudofaeces can have a 

significant impact on the buoyancy of plastic in the water that ultimately sinks and gets 

sequestered in coral reef sediments (Cheang, Ma and Fok, 2018; Cordova, Hadi and 

Prayudha, 2018). Given this and the large extension of coral reefs in the Red Sea, this 

ecosystem may represent a relevant plastic reservoir that, for instance, is absent in the 

Mediterranean Sea.  

Mangrove forests extend in the Red Sea for 132 km2 and, contrarily to global trends, their 

extension in the region has increased in the past decades (Almahasheer et al., 2016). 
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Similarly to coral reefs, mangroves are coastal buffers and they are known to trap particles 

and accumulate them permanently in their sediments (Duarte et al., 2013). Mangroves 

might equally contribute to microplastic sequestration, as supported by findings of high 

concentrations of microplastics in mangrove sediments of other regions (Mohamed Nor 

and Obbard, 2014; J. Li et al., 2018). Hence, mangrove forests, especially their sediments, 

are likely sinks of plastics in the Red Sea (Fig. 2.2). 

 

Fig. 2.2 Putative sources and sinks of plastic in the Red Sea. The top layer shows the land-based (major 

human settlements and dust) and sea-based (marine traffic density) sources and the bottom layer shows the 

potential sinks (i.e. surface seawater, shores, coral reefs and mangroves), object of the dissertation. The 

human settlements displayed are those with more than 100,000 inhabitants (N.B. the size of the ellipses is 

only indicative of the relative size between human settlements, but not proportional to the number of 

inhabitants in each). The marine traffic density and distribution was obtained from marinetraffic.com. The 

distribution of reefs was obtained from reefbase.org and the mangrove distribution from Almahasheer et al., 

2016.  
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The Arabian Gulf has an area of 240,000 km2 and is connected to the Indian Ocean through 

a 54 km large channel at its narrowest point, the strait of Hormuz, where an inverse 

estuarine circulation occurs all year long (Kämpf and Sadrinasab, 2006). Marine traffic 

through the strait is dense with one ship passing every 6 minutes in peaks time and 60% of 

global oil transport sailing from this region (Reynolds, 1993). Waste management practices 

rely on landfilling and incineration, while recycling is available only for cardboard 

(Alhumoud, 2005). Coral reefs are less extended than in the Red Sea, while mangrove 

forests cover an area of 165 km2 (Almahasheer, 2018). Whereas research on marine plastic 

pollution in the Red Sea was very limited at the time of starting the project presented in 

this thesis, evaluations of plastic in surface waters and in the marine sediments of the 

Arabian Gulf were being conducted (e.g. Castillo, Al-Maslamani and Obbard, 2016; Naji 

et al., 2017). For instance, in 1994, more than 13 million anthropogenic items were 

estimated stranded along 800 km of United Arab Emirates (UAE) coast (Khordagui and 

Abu-Hilal, 1994) and, more recently, 400,000 particles km-2 (approximately 25,000 

excluding fibers) were estimated floating in Qatar surface waters (Abayomi et al., 2017).  

2.2 Goal statement 

The goal of this PhD dissertation is to quantify marine plastic pollution in the Arabian seas, 

especially the Red Sea, yet unexplored, and investigate its distribution in surface waters, 

shores and marine sediments. This PhD thesis aims at providing understanding of the 

balance between plastic inputs and losses and the role of the major ecosystems and 

organisms of the basin in the fate of the plastic pollution. Ultimately, the aim is to provide 

an estimate of the plastic abundance in the basin and its multiple compartments and a 

comprehensive understanding of the dynamics responsible of its distribution. 
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2.3 Objectives 

The here described PhD project verifies the hypotheses of abundance, sources and sinks of 

marine plastic pollution for the Red Sea, focusing on three main objectives, divided in as 

many chapters. Some of the hypotheses are investigated for the Arabian Gulf too, where 

the existing literature did not provide evidence. 

Objective 1 Estimating the concentration of plastic items in Red Sea surface waters and 

determining their distribution in space and time. This chapter focuses on estimating the 

loads of plastic in the top 10-20 centimeters of water and tries to identify possible hotspots 

in the basin where floating plastic might aggregate. It investigates the temporal variability 

of plastic abundance during the year with a special regard to the loads during winter and 

summer seasons, characterized by peculiar circulation patterns driven by the two alternate 

monsoons. 

Objective 2 Evaluating the deposition of macroplastic on Red Sea shores as a potential 

sink of marine plastic in the basin. This chapter focuses on estimating loads and spatial 

variability of macrolitter, especially plastic, on Saudi Arabian unvegetated and vegetated 

shores (i.e. sandy beaches and mangrove forests). It describes a new method for high-scale 

surveys of beach litter, which involves use of remote sensing paired to artificial 

intelligence. Macrolitter was monitored in the mangrove forests of the Arabian Gulf too, 

since no such record was available in the literature for the region. 

Objective 3 Validating the role of coastal ecosystems as sinks of microplastics. This chapter 

aims at verifying the occurrence of short-term and long-term plastic removal processes by 

corals and mangroves. Plastic removal, through active (ingestion) and passive (adhesion to 
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the surface) mechanisms, is here experimentally investigated in 3 species of corals common 

in the Red Sea. Burial rates of plastic in mangrove sediments is calculated for forests of 

the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf.  
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3.1.1 Abstract  

The floating plastic debris along the Arabian coast of the Red Sea was sampled by using 

surface-trawling plankton nets. A total of 120 sampling sites were spread out over the near-

shore waters along 1,500 km of coastline during seven cruises performed during 2016 and 

2017. Plastic debris, dominated by millimeter-sized pieces, was constituted mostly of 

fragments of rigid objects (73%) followed by pieces of films (17%), fishing lines (6%) and 

foam (4%). These fragments were mainly made up by polyethylene (69%) and 

polypropylene (21%). Fibers, likely released from synthetic textiles, were ubiquitous and 

abundant, although were analyzed independently due to the risk of including non-plastic 

fibers and airborne contamination of samples in spite of the precautions taken. The plastic 

concentrations (excluding possible plastic fibers) contrasts with those found in other semi-

closed seas such as the neighboring Mediterranean. They were relatively low all over the 

Red Sea (< 50,000 items km-2; mean ± SD = 3,546 ± 8,154 plastic item km-2, 1.1 ± 3.0 g 

km-2) showing no clear spatial relationship with the distribution of coastal population. 

Results suggests a low plastic waste input from land as the most plausible explanation for 

this relative shortage of plastic in the surface waters of the Red Sea; however, the additional 

intervention of particular processes of surface plastic removal by fish or the filtering 

activity of the extensive coral reefs along the coastline cannot be discarded. In addition, 

our study highlights the relevance of determining specific regional conversion rates of 

mismanaged plastic waste to marine debris, accounting for the role of near-shore activities 

(e.g. beach tourism, recreational navigation), in order to estimate plastic waste inputs into 

the ocean.  
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3.1.2 Introduction  

Efforts to assess the global distribution of marine floating plastic debris over the last years 

are now allowing for a comprehensive depiction of global patterns. High plastic 

accumulation zones were hypothesized, and confirmed, in each of the five subtropical 

gyres (Law et al., 2010; Goldstein, 2012; Cózar et al., 2014), and semi-enclosed systems 

such as the Mediterranean (Cózar et al., 2015; Ruiz-Orejón et al., 2016; Suaria et al., 2016) 

and the Arctic Ocean (Cózar et al., 2017), which has been equated to a “polar 

Mediterranean” because being surrounded by continents and linked to global ocean 

circulation through terminal surface currents (Aagaard et al., 1985; Østerhus et al., 2005). 

However, extensive areas remain yet unexplored, particularly semi-enclosed basins highly 

susceptible to accumulate plastic because of the limited hydrodynamic capacity to transfer 

the inputs they receive from land or import through ocean circulation into the open ocean. 

This is the case for the Red Sea, spreading over 438,000 km² in one of the world warmest 

regions. 

The Red Sea is characterized by low annual rainfall, the absence of permanent rivers in its 

catchment area and high evaporation. In the north, the artificial canal in the Gulf of Suez 

opens an important shipping route connecting the Mediterranean to the Red Sea. In the 

south, the Red Sea connects to the Indian Ocean through the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb. The 

maritime traffic is intense along the Red Sea (Gladstone et al., 1999) and the shoreline is 

sparsely populated. The Red Sea is largely a coastal ocean, with a deep (up to 2,800 m) 

central zone and extensive shallow areas supporting mangroves, seagrass beds and one of 

the most extensive coral reef systems in the world (Bruckner et al., 2012).  
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The Red Sea basin, like Mediterranean, shows an inverse estuarine circulation driven by 

high evaporation in the basin, with the water exchange with the Indian Ocean defined by a 

surface inflow of low-salinity water over a deeper outflowing high-salinity water layer 

(Cessi et al., 2014). This dominant two-layer transport is replaced between June and 

September by a three-layer exchange comprised of a shallow surface outflow, an 

intermediate intrusion of the relatively fresh and cold Gulf of Aden water and a deep 

hypersaline outflow (Sofianos and Johns, 2002). This hydrodynamic pattern implies a 

limited capacity to export floating debris from the Red Sea and a more likely import from 

the Indian Ocean, suggesting that the Red Sea may act as a trap for floating plastic 

pollution, as reported for the Mediterranean Sea (Cózar et al., 2015). On the other hand, 

the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea show also relevant dissimilarities in relation to 

coastal population levels, touristic activity or biological communities, which may affect 

the input and loads of plastic pollution. 

Here we assessed, for the first time, the load and distribution of floating plastic litter across 

the Red Sea, with a focus on the Eastern half, encompassing the Economic Exclusive Zone 

(EEZ) of Saudi Arabia. Our aim was to examine the occurrence, composition and 

distribution of plastic debris in the surface waters and, by using other world seas and 

particularly the Mediterranean Sea as reference, to characterize its pollution level and 

possible sources. 
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3.1.3 Material and Methods 

3.1.3.1 Field sampling and sample processing 

A total of 120 samples were collected during 7 cruises on board KAUST R/V Thuwal 

covering 1,500 km of the Arabian coastline of the Red Sea. During 2016, ninety-five 

samples were collected in five cruises from February 17th to December 1st and twenty-five 

additional samples were collected in two cruises from March 1st to April 6th 2017 (Table 

3.1).  

Table 3.1 Number of surface seawater samples collected during each of 7 research cruises spanning from 

February 2016 to April 2017 and relative plastic abundance (items km-2). The mean wind speed during each 

cruise is also reported. 

Cruise Sampling period 
# 

Samples 

Wind speed (m s-1) 

Median (mean ± 
SD) 

Plastic abundance (items 
km-2) 

Median (mean ± SD) 

1 
February 17th - March 1st, 

2016 
48 4.3 (4.3±2.3) 1,335 (4,894±10483) 

2 
September 20th - 27th, 

2016 
16 2.8 (3.3±2.4) 0 (956±1912) 

3 October 3rd - 8th, 2016 10 2.2 (3.0±2.5) 750 (1091±1813) 

4 November 6th - 9th, 2016 7 3.9 (3.3±2.0) 680 (679±773) 

5 
November 21st - 

December 1st, 2016 
14 2.8 (3.2±1.1) 0 (716±1121) 

6 March 1st - 13th, 2017 18 6.2 (5.4±2.1) 2,763 (6,903±11,979) 

7 
March 31st - April 6th, 

2017 
7 4.1 (4.1±2.1) 4,085 (5,581±5,980) 

 

Plastic debris was sampled followed standard procedures, similar to those used in the 

assessment of plastic pollution in the Mediterranean Sea (Cózar et al., 2015), by using a 
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manta trawl (0.5 x 0.15-m mouth, 150-μm mesh). The net was towed at the top 10 cm of 

the sea surface with an average speed of 2.5 knots during 15-30 min. The material collected 

by the net was mixed with 0.2-mm-filtered seawater and floating plastic debris was 

carefully picked out from the water surface with the aid of a stereoscopic microscope in 

laboratory. This examination was repeated to ensure the detection of the smallest particles, 

isolating separately plastic items and fibers. Plastic items were extracted from the seawater 

samples and washed and dried at room temperature, whereas the materials identified as 

possible plastic fibers found in the samples were counted and analyzed independently. 

Rigorous precaution was taken during the sample processing, using cleaned instruments 

and blanks from sampling operations until the end of the sorting at the laboratory.  

Plastic items were counted, photographed and processed to measure each item using 

ImageJ Software (http://imagej.nih.gov). They were classified into four size intervals: 0.2 

- 0.5 mm, 0.5 - 1 mm, 1 - 5 mm and 5 - 500 mm (width of the net mouth). To render plastic 

counts per bin independent of the width of the bin, the abundance of plastic items for each 

bin was normalized by dividing them by the size interval width (Cózar et al., 2014). In 

addition, plastic items were classified according to aspect and consistency in rigid 

fragments (hard pieces from broken objects); films (bags, wrappings, or pieces of them); 

fishing lines (including those released from nets); foamed plastic; pellets (raw form of 

plastic) and beads (possibly derived from products for cleansing and personal care).  

To confirm the plastic nature of the material collected in the examinations, Fourier-

transform infrared spectroscopy (Nicolet 10 FT-IR for particles ≥ 250 μm and Nicolet 6700 

µFT-IR coupled with a microscope for particles < 250 μm) was applied to a random subset 

of items (n = 198). Thirty-two scans at medium resolution were performed per item. Wave 
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number ranged between 4000 - 650 cm−1 and the spectra were verified using the OMNIC 

Spectra Library. Unfortunately, this could not be applied to items identified as possible 

fibers, as this FT-IR testing of this particular type of debris requires a Diamond 

Compression cell, which was not available. Hence, plastic fibers are reported separately, 

as their identification has not been confirmed and remains putative. 

3.1.3.2 Data analyses 

The area sampled in each net tow was estimated from the product of trawling length (from 

GPS positions) and width of the net. Given the effect of wind mixing on the vertical 

distribution of buoyant plastic debris, the wind correction proposed by Kukulka et al. 

(2012) was applied to the net tows carried out with average friction velocity in water (u*) 

> 0.6 (30.8% of the tows). Differences in wind speed among the seven surveys were 

statistically tested with the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test. 

Population within the 50-km coastal strip of the Red Sea was estimated from gridded global 

population data from the 2008 LandScan data set 

(http://web.ornl.gov/sci/landscan/datasets/LS2008.ris). The linear distance from Sharm El 

Sheikh, at the northernmost part of the Red Sea, was used as reference to analyze the 

distribution of plastic and population along the Red Sea. Data on floating plastic abundance 

and population was aggregated into 29 bins of 50-km length each along the north-south 

transect (1400 km long). The relationship between these variables was explored using 

Spearman’s correlation in the R statistical package.  

Plastic concentration in the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea were compared using a non-

parametric Mann–Whitney U test. Likewise, plastic concentration in relation to the 
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distance to land was analyzed using different distance bins and compared to plastic 

abundances measured in the Côte d'Azur, French Mediterranean coast (Pedrotti et al., 

2016). To allow this comparison, sampling sites in the Red Sea (n = 120, distance from 

land: 0.17 - 151 km) and the Mediterranean Sea (n = 70, 0.3 - 340 km) were grouped into 

four logarithmic bins of distance to shore (0.1 to 1 km, 1 to 10 km, 10 to 100 km and 100 

to 1000 km). A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test for significant 

differences in floating plastic fragment abundance between distance bins. 

3.1.4 Results  

Plastic fragments were found in 60.8% of the samples, with a total of 298 plastic items 

(excluding fibers) found in the 120 stations sampled during the seven cruises carried out 

across the Red Sea. The concentrations of plastic fragments were generally low, ranging 

from 0 to 50,393 item km-2 (Fig. 3.1a), with an average ± SD concentration of 3,546 ± 

8,154 plastic item km-2 (median = 1,030 items km-2, cf. Table 2 for concentration per unit 

volume). The mass concentration of plastic fragments ranged from 0 to 22 g km-2 (median 

= 0.03 g km-2, mean ± SD = 1.1 ± 3.0 g km-2). The highest plastic fragment concentration 

was sampled around 300 km South of Sharm El Sheikh (Fig. 3.1d). 

Possible plastic fibers were found in all samples. However, despite all precautions, blank 

controls showed between 0 and 3 possible plastic fibers, highlighting the high risk of 

contamination of samples by fibers. After subtracting the fibers in the blank controls from 

that in the corresponding samples, the concentration of possible plastic fibers ranged 

between 9 and 222,838 fibres km-2 (median = 25,110 fibres km-2, mean ± SD = 32,703 ± 

30,208 fibres km-2) (Fig. 3.1b). These items were the most abundant and prevalent (Fig. 
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3.1c) although they were not combined with the estimate of the load of plastic debris in the 

Red Sea due to uncertainties as to the plastic nature of these fibers, which could not be 

verified. Nevertheless, because of the low mass of the fibers (about 0.002 mg fiber-

1 assuming an average plastic density, 1.6 g cm-3, Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012), its contribution 

to the total plastic mass would be minimal (< 7%) even if all possible plastic fibers would 

be included. 

Coastal population is relatively low along the Arabian coast, except for the human 

settlement of Jeddah, accounting for almost 74% of the total coastal population in the East 

coast of the Red Sea (Fig. 3.1d), but we found no clear relationship between plastic 

concentration and population, either for plastic fragments (r = -0.19, p = 0.30, n = 29) or 

possible plastic fibers (r = 0.34, p = 0.06, n = 29).  

In relation to plastic categories, rigid fragments were the most abundant items (73%), 

followed by pieces of films (17%), fishing lines (6%) and foam (4%) (Fig. 3.2a). Neither 

pellets nor beads were found in the samples. Thus, we will refer these plastic categories 

(pieces of rigid objects, films, fishing lines and foam) as plastic fragments, in contrast to 

fibers. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy confirmed the plastic identity of 

all particles analyzed. Most of the plastic items were polyethylene (PE, 69%), followed by 

polypropylene (PP, 21%), polystyrene (PS, 4%), polyvinyl chloride (PVC, 3%) and 

polyurethane (PU, 1%), cellophane (CP, 1%) and polyamide (PA, 1%) (Fig. 3.2b). The 

predominance of PE and PP, accounting for 90% of the total plastic, is in close agreement 

with the dominance of these materials in floating plastic fragments reported for the 

Mediterranean Sea (Suaria et al., 2016). 
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Fig. 3.1 Concentration of plastic fragments (a) and possible plastic fibers (b) in the Red Sea surface waters 

in 120 sampling sites. Average percentage of plastic fragments and possible plastic fibers along the Red Sea 

transect (c). Coastal population (grey bars), plastic concentrations (blue line) and possible plastic fibers 

(orange line) in relation to the linear distance from Sharm El Sheikh (0 km), at the northernmost part of the 

Red Sea (d). 

The mean length of the plastic items was 2.08 ± 2.74 mm, ranging from 0.26 to 29.67 mm. 

The low number of plastics items collected only allowed the use of four size bins to analyse 

the plastic size distribution, in contrast with narrower size classes allowed by the larger 
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number of items obtained in previous studies (Cózar et al., 2014; 2015; 2017). Once the 

plastic abundances were normalized by the width of the size bins, the highest abundance 

appeared in size range between 0.5 - 1 mm (55.1%) (Fig. 3.2c). 

 

Fig. 3.2 Frequency of occurrence of plastic items by category (a) and type (b), and relative abundance of 

plastic items per size classes and category (c). Please note that fibers are excluded because just fragments of 

rigid objects, films, fishing lines and foam could be tested through FT-IR spectroscopy.  

Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated that there were statistically significant differences in wind 

speeds between the surveys likely due to seasonal variability between months of sampling 

(Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.001). However, there were no statistically significant 

differences in abundance of plastic fragments nor possible plastic fibers between the seven 

surveys (Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 0.19 for plastic items and p = 0.48 for fibers). 
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The comparison of plastic fragment concentrations in the Mediterranean Sea and Red Sea 

showed significant differences (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.001), with the concentration in the 

Red Sea being two orders of magnitude lower than that in the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 3.3). 

However, we did not observe significant variation in plastic abundance in the Red Sea 

between water strips to land (Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 0.4). 

 

Fig. 3.3 Comparison between floating plastic concentrations in Mediterranean (blue) and Red Sea (red) for 

different water strips from land (0.1 - 1 km, 1 - 10 km, 10 - 100 km, 100 - 1000 km). Data from the 

Mediterranean are described in Pedrotti et al., 2016. The Mediterranean water strips close to land (< 10 km 

to land) mainly accounts for the Côte d'Azur in France. Black lines into the boxes indicate median values, 

boxes indicate first and third quartiles, and whiskers indicate the 90th and 10th percentiles.  

3.1.5 Discussion 

The concentration of plastic debris found in the surface waters of the Red Sea is the lowest 

thus far reported for a coastal sea (Table 3.2). The average concentration of plastic items 
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(excluding fibers) in the Eastern Red Sea was 1.08 g km-2, two orders of magnitude below 

the concentrations measured using comparable sampling methods in the Mediterranean Sea 

(range 423 to 672 g km-2, Cózar et al., 2015; Ruiz-Orejón et al., 2016; Suaria et al., 2016), 

and comparable to that in the areas with the lowest plastic loads in the global open ocean 

(Cózar et al., 2014, Table 3.2).   

Table 3.2 Comparison of floating plastic fragment concentrations (listed by increasing number) obtained in 

previous studies performed in the open ocean and other semi-closed seas and those derived here for the Red 

Sea. All plastic concentrations exclude fibres. 

 
Average 

abundance 
(items km-2) 

Average 
abundance 
(items m-3) 

Maximum 
abundance 
(items km-2) 

Average 
weight 

(g km-2) 
N Source 

Red Sea 3,546 0.04 50,393 1.1 120 This study 

Open Ocean: 
Nonaccumulation 
Zones 

7,894 0.05 190,000 21 629 Cózar et al., 
2014 

Baltic Sea 14,667 0.09 48,000 ND 12 Setälä et al., 
2016 

Greenland And 
Barents Seas 80,796 0.54 317,000 99 17 Cózar et al., 

2017 

Mediterranean Sea 147,500 0.59 1,164,403 579 71 

Ruiz-Orejón, 
Sardá and 

Ramis-Pujol, 
2016 

Open Ocean: 
Subtropical 
Accumulation Zones 

155,389 1.04 1,260,000 407 275 Cózar et al., 
2014 

Mediterranean Sea 195,510 1.96 576,555 ND 33 Pedrotti et al., 
2016 

Mediterranean Sea 243,853 0.49 1,224,084 423 39 Cózar et al., 
2015 

Mediterranean Sea 382,400 0.76 4,321,120 672 74  Suaria et al., 
2016 

Mediterranean Sea 1,518,340 7.68 64,812,600 ND 17 
van der Hal, 

Ariel and 
Angel, 2017 

East Asian Seas 1,720,000 3.70 ND ND 56 Isobe et al. 
2015 
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There are two reasons, not mutually exclusive, that may explain such low abundance of 

floating plastic fragments in the semi-enclosed Red Sea, (1) low inputs of plastic waste into 

the Red Sea; and/or (2) fast removal rates of plastic debris from the surface. The average 

number of inhabitants per linear kilometre settled on Arabian coast is 4,100 km-1, whereas 

the Côte d'Azur (in the French Mediterranean coast) supports 10,300 inhabitants per linear 

kilometre (http://web.ornl.gov/sci/landscan/), which is consistent with the difference in 

plastic load between these two areas (Fig. 3.3). Indeed, the lack of a significant correlation 

between the concentration of floating plastic fragments and population along the Red Sea 

is in contrast with the correlation found by Pedrotti et al. (2016) in the Côte d'Azur, where 

there was a more even distribution of population, with several large coastal cities such as 

Toulon, Nice, Monaco or Geneva.  

In addition, the lack of rivers discharging in the Red Sea may also lead to low inputs, as 

rivers are major conduits for plastic inputs into the ocean (Lebreton et al., 2017). However, 

waste management remains an unresolved problem in the Red Sea region (Gladstone et al., 

1999). Using the estimates of mismanaged plastic waste per person for Saudi Arabia and 

France by Jambeck et al. (2015), the total amount of mismanaged plastic waste was 

estimated to be higher in the Red Sea, at 23.7 tons km-1 year-1 for the Arabian coast, than 

for the Côte d'Azur, with 14.4 tons km-1 year-1, which contrasts with the concentrations of 

floating plastic debris measured in the waters. The explanation for this mismatch could be 

related to important differences in the transfer of mismanaged plastic waste from land to 

sea and/or a higher loss rate of floating plastic. First, the efficiency of this transfer in the 

Arabian coast and the Côte d'Azur may differ because of the absence of rivers in the Red 

Sea, which possibly accounts for part of the differences found in floating plastic pollution. 
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In addition, near-shore activities, such as beach tourism, cruises and recreational navigation 

are far more intense in the Côte d'Azur, which experiences a large increase in summer 

population and waste generation on the coasts, than in the Arabian coast of the Red Sea, 

where coastal tourism is virtually absent. The monitoring of beach debris in the 

Mediterranean Balearic Islands demonstrated the importance of near-shore activities 

associated with summer coastal tourism in the abundance and composition of the waste 

stranded on beaches (Martinez-ribes et al., 2007), which has high probability to become 

marine floating debris.  

Provided the lack of rivers in the Red Sea, wind could play a major role in transporting 

plastic waste from land into the sea, which would be most effective in delivering fibers and 

light film-type objects, such as wrappings and bags. Indeed, this typology of light debris 

was relatively abundant in Red Sea surface waters. The concentration of possible plastic 

fibers was comparable to that reported for other ocean regions (Setälä et al., 2016), with 

fibers representing, numerically, 92%, on average of the total number of possible plastic 

items (Fig. 3.1c). The typology of the floating plastic fragments (hard pieces, films, lines 

and foam) showed a proportion of 17% of films in abundance, which is in the upper range 

of the proportion of film reported in assessment of floating plastic litter in the 

Mediterranean Sea (range from 1 to 6%, Cózar et al., 2015; Suaria et al., 2016; Van der 

Hal et al., 2017). 

Surface losses of plastic may be related to multiple processes. Shore deposition, nano-

fragmentation, ingestion by marine organisms, or sinking by aggregation or ballasting	due 

to epiphytic growth are some of the general pathways suggested as conduits of plastic 

debris from the surface waters to coast (Cózar et al., 2014). Here, we limit our discussion 
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on the surface losses of plastic to suggest some processes that could operate with particular 

intensity in the Red Sea. Firstly, the presence of mangroves and extensive coral reefs is an 

additional feature that differentiates Arabian coast of the Red Sea from that of the 

Mediterranean. Mangroves have been reported to act as traps for microplastics in Brazil 

and Singapore (Ivar do Sul et al., 2014; Nor and Obbard 2014). Therefore, mangroves 

could be trapping part of the waste transported by the occasional rainfall events as well as 

marine debris stranded on the coasts during storm events. Although we do not have 

quantitative information on plastic waste in Red Sea mangroves, macro-debris was 

commonly observed in these coastal ecosystems during our surveys. The extensive coral 

reefs along the coast of the Red Sea (Fig. 2.2), which act as large filters of particulate 

materials, may also act as important microplastic sinks. Indeed, numerous coral-reef 

inhabitants, including the corals themselves, efficiently capture bacteria, phytoplankton, 

zooplankton and small-sized detritus in the water advected over the reefs (Tranter and 

George 1969; Yahel et al., 1998; Houlbreque and Ferrier-Pages 2009). Although the 

studies of plastic ingestion in corals are yet very scarce, researchers recently demonstrated 

that scleractinian corals do capture and ingest microplastics, from 0.1 to 2 mm in length 

(Hall et al., 2015) and from 0.125 to 1 mm (Allen et al., 2017); matching the size range of 

plastic debris reported in our assessment.  Mesopelagic fish assemblages have also been 

reported to be relevant feeders of plastic fragments in the size interval from 0.5 to 5 mm 

(Boerger et al., 2010; Davison and Asch 2011; Foekema et al., 2013), and are especially 

abundant in the Red Sea, with nocturnal feeding migration to the surface particularly active 

in comparison with other world regions (Dypvik and Kaartvedt 2013). Other important 

consumers may include seabirds and turtles, which are abundant in the Red Sea. The size 
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distribution of floating plastic debris found in the Red Sea, with a drop in abundance 

towards the smallest sizes, is consistent with the hypothesis of an efficient biological 

removal of small plastic particles (Cózar et al., 2014), but the role of Red Sea biota, 

including mangroves, coral ecosystems, mesopelagic fish and other consumers, as sinks 

for floating plastic debris need yet to be assessed. 

Here we show a remarkable low concentration in abundance and weight of plastic 

fragments in the surface waters of the Red Sea, orders of magnitude below that reported 

for other semi-enclosed sea, such as the Mediterranean Sea. Whereas this may be partially 

attributable to sporadic surface runoff into the Red Sea and low levels of coastal 

development and tourism, the poor waste management in the region suggests relatively 

high inputs. Hence, the exceedingly low floating plastic concentrations in the Red Sea also 

suggest intense biological removal as an important process in the mass balance conducive 

to the low loads of plastic fragments that characterize Red Sea waters.  
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3.2.1 Abstract 

The Red Sea holds one of the lowest concentrations of floating plastic worldwide and no 

evident congregation zones were identified so far, despite peculiar oceanographic features 

that candidate the basin as an accumulation area for floating debris. However, the Red Sea 

exhibits a complex pattern of surface currents, which changes according to the monsoon 

season, possibly affecting the abundance of plastic throughout the year. To explore the 

effect of seasonality on plastic concentration in surface waters, we conducted a fortnightly 

time series sampling, using a neuston net, for 21 months at a pelagic station in the central 

Red Sea, where the major seasonal overturn of the Red Sea surface circulation occurs. The 

estimated average abundance (±SE) was 58,563 ± 19,272 items km−2 

(73.5 ± 40.75 g km−2), highly variable according to season, lower during the summer 

monsoon. Indeed, the winter monsoon pushes oceanic surface waters inside the Red Sea, 

transporting alongside floating plastic items, whilst surface currents exit the basin during 

the summer monsoon, depleting central Red Sea waters from floating plastic. Composition 

of plastic items also changes through time. Particularly, the higher proportion of films and 

foams during summer months suggests that the main source of plastic at the sampling 

station from June to September is a short-range transport, while during winter months, the 

higher contribution of small fragments indicates that, from October to May, plastic is also 

transported to the central Red Sea through surface currents for long distances, possibly 

coming all the way from the Indian Ocean. 
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3.2.2 Introduction 

Similarly to the Mediterranean Sea and Arctic Ocean, the Red Sea is a semi-enclosed basin, 

connected to the Mediterranean sea itself through the Suez Canal. Because of the reduced 

dimension of the channel, the only hydrologically-relevant connection with an external 

basin is the Bab-el-Mandeb strait, which connects the southern Red Sea with the Gulf of 

Aden and ultimately the Indian Ocean. At the strait, a mainly inverse estuarine circulation, 

characterized by an inflow of surface Indian Ocean waters balanced by an output of denser 

Red Sea waters at depth, occurs for 8 months per year (Sofianos and Johns, 2002). The 

semi-enclosed nature and inverse estuarine circulation are features that contribute to the 

accumulation of marine plastic in the Mediterranean Sea, where plastic floating on Atlantic 

Ocean surface waters enters and never exits the basin.  Likewise, these were expected to 

lead to high plastic accumulation in the Red Sea, which, in turn, has been shown to sustain 

one of the lowest concentrations of plastic worldwide (Martí et al., 2017). Together with 

low inputs, high removal rates were proposed as an explanation of this finding.  

The scarcity of microplastics in Red Sea surface waters, and the difference with the 

Mediterranean Sea and other seas, is also to be found within the unique oceanographic 

features of the Red Sea. Due to its elongated and narrow shape, with an average width of 

only 220 km (Sofianos and Johns, 2002), the Red Sea is considered a coastal sea. Because 

of the limited width, horizontal circulation patterns, although complex, appear only at the 

mesoscale, characterized by an alternation of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies (Yao et al., 

2014). Hence, the survey conducted by Martí et al. (2017) at a national scale reported rather 

uniform plastic concentrations in surface waters, with no clear aggregation areas identified. 
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Since the Red Sea catchment area lacks of perennial rivers, which act as major vectors 

delivering plastic into the marine environment (Lebreton et al., 2017), wind transport may 

play a major role in the Red Sea. For example, the frequent dust storms over the Red Sea 

are already recognized as important carriers of microorganisms and nutrients into the 

marine environment (Raitsos et al., 2013; Yahya et al., 2019). The dominance of the wind 

transport would be expected to result in high inputs of lightweight plastic types with a low 

volume-to-surface ratio, such as like films (i.e. bags, wrappings, or pieces of them) and 

fibers (i.e. thin filaments normally originating from textiles, Martí et al., 2017). Since only 

objects characterized by high volume-to-surface ratio have the potential to travel long 

distances to reach the open sea, the lightweight items delivered by winds more likely persist 

in coastal waters or strand on the shore (e.g., Lebreton et al., 2018). Hence, the survey 

conducted by Martí et al. (2017) in pelagic waters reported low concentrations of plastic.  

Winds are not uniform during the year in the Red Sea, and experience seasonal patterns, 

driven by monsoonal dynamics (Patzert, 1974), that should result in seasonality in the 

transport of plastics to the Red Sea. Winds over the Red Sea experience two contrasting 

seasons, driven by the winter monsoon from October to May and the summer monsoon 

from June to September. In winter, winds blow from South East (SE) in the Southern Red 

Sea and from North West (NW) in the Northern Red Sea, while in summer, winds blow 

from NW across the whole of the Red Sea (Patzert, 1974; Murray and Johns, 1997). The 

same seasonal inversion is also reflected on main surface currents, flowing in the same 

direction (SE) in summer months all over the basin, but changing towards NW during 

winter in the Southern half of the Red Sea (Patzert, 1974). The crossing point of these two 

main currents is located in the central Red Sea, estimated from 19º N to 24º N depending 
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on the model used (Sofianos and Johns, 2003; Yao et al., 2014). At the Bab-el-Mandeb 

strait, the inverse estuarine circulation occurs only from October to May, contrarily from 

the Gibraltar strait in the Mediterranean Sea that shows it all year around. During the 

summer months, it changes to a three-layer circulation with deep and surface waters 

outflowing to the Gulf of Aden and an intermediate layer of oceanic waters inflowing in 

the Red Sea (Sofianos and Johns, 2002). This mechanism should therefore drift 

microplastics floating on surface waters inside the Red Sea from October to May and 

outside from June to September, affecting plastic concentrations in Red Sea surface waters 

during the year.  

Given these premises, a seasonal pattern in the abundance of buoyant microplastics is 

expected in the Red Sea. Because surveys in Marti et al. (2017) were conducted at different 

stations in different times of the year, a seasonal pattern of plastic distribution did not arise. 

In order to examine the hypothesized seasonal variability in the abundance of floating 

microplastic, we sampled biweekly drifting microplastics at a pelagic station in the central 

Eastern Red Sea, where the main surface current overturns according to seasons, during 

nearly two years (21 months). 

3.2.3 Materials and methods 

3.2.3.1 Field sampling 

The sampling station is located at 22.31 oN 39.0 oE, at < 10 km from the coast, where the 

small town of Thuwal and the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology 

(KAUST) are located, inhabited by approximately 8,000 people, at about 90 km North from 

Jeddah, the main human settlement on Red Sea shores, counting approximately three 
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million people. The sampling station, located at a depth of about 50 m, is surrounded by a 

system of inshore reefs within a radius of 3 km.   

At the sampling station, we deployed a neuston net (Aquatic BioTechnology, Manta net) 

to collect surface plastic. The net was deployed from a small vessel (< 10 m in length) 

using a crane which also allowed trawling on the side of the boat. This avoided 

interferences with the turbulence created by the vessel propellers at the back, which could 

lead to plastic sinking and consequently underestimation of its abundance in surface waters. 

The neuston net used was designed with an opening mouth of 60 x 20 cm and a mesh size 

of 200 µm. Two floaters on each size of the sustaining aluminum frame allow the net mouth 

to float at approximately 1/3 above the water surface, by limiting the encumbrance (e.g. 

compared to a classic manta trawl) and making this type of net more suitable for a sampling 

on a small-sized vessel (Appendix A, Fig. A1). The net is equipped with a General 

Oceanics 2030R flowmeter. 

Before deployment, time and number indicated by the flowmeter were recorded. The net 

was towed for 30 min at 2-3 knots. After trawling, the net was retrieved on board, counts 

on the flowmeter recoded and mesh washed from the outside with seawater to ensure 

congregation of the sample in the net cod-end. The sample was collected in bottles, after 

thorough rinsing of the cod-end to ensure complete collection, and saved in a cooler until 

return. Once back in the lab, the sample was concentrated and fixed in ethanol for further 

inspection.  

We conducted a total of 41 samplings from 4th September 2016 to 28th May 2018, 

approximately one sampling every two weeks, at around 10 - 11 a.m. Wind speed of the 
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area around Thuwal at the time and date of the sampling was retrieved from 

https://www.wunderground.com/. 

3.2.3.2 Sample processing 

The sample was re-suspended in 45 µm filtered seawater to facilitate a density-based 

separation of buoyant plastic items. It was then entirely screened under a stereoscope in a 

petri dish after partition in smaller subsamples. All putative plastic items floating on the 

surface were sorted. The bottom of the petri dish was also carefully checked to pick sinking 

plastic items, either because biofouled or of polymers denser than seawater. The petri dish 

screening was repeated three times at three different magnifications. Sorted plastic items 

were rinsed with distilled water and once dried photographed and measured using an image 

analysis software (Image J, https://imagej.nih.gov/). Items were classified in fragments 

(hard pieces from broken objects), films (bags, wrappings, or pieces of them), foams 

(expanded cellular plastics), threads (filaments from fishing lines, ropes and nets), beads 

(e.g. derived from products for cleansing and personal care) and pellets (raw plastic used 

for manufacturing). A subsample of the sorted items (> 50%) was then analyzed with 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (we used Nicolet 10 FT-IR for particles ≥ 250 μm 

and Nicolet 6700 μFT-IR for particles < 250 μm) to confirm it as plastic. Wave number 

ranged between 4,000 and 650 cm−1. We first collected the background spectrum which 

was then subtracted to the object spectrum. We performed at least 16 scans per object, 

progressively increasing scans if necessary, to decrease the noise. We characterized the 

polymer type against comparison with the OMNIC spectra library and confirmed the result 

if library match was > 50%. The subsample of items that was not analyzed with FT-IR 
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could be visually confirmed as plastic items due to characteristics of shape (e.g. regular 

edges), color (e.g. brilliant colors) and consistency of the material. 

Fibers in the sample were also counted and picked. All the material used for the sample 

collection and the inspection at the stereoscope was previously rinsed with distilled water 

and a blank, a petri dish with a thin layer of distilled water, was set close to the working 

area during sample processing to account for contamination from environmental fibers. 

However, a blank could not be set during sampling operations and fibers sorted could not 

be confirmed as plastic. Therefore, although we will report the abundance of fibers (after 

subtraction of number of fibers in the blank), we will exclude fibers from all our analyses. 

3.2.3.3 Data analyses 

Area of water sampled per tow was calculated multiplying flowmeter counts (i.e. difference 

in counts between tow start and end), rotor constant (retrieved from the flowmeter manual 

at http://www.GeneralOceanics.com) and width of the net. Volume of water sampled was 

obtained multiplying area sampled and height of the net submerged. Abundance and 

concentration of plastic were calculated as number and weight (in g) of plastic per km2 or 

m3. A correction on the abundance of plastic (N items km-2 or m-3) was applied when the 

friction velocity of water (u*w) > 0.6, based on the effect of wind mixing on the vertical 

distribution of the buoyant plastic as proposed by Kukulka et al. (2012). 

To obtain a size distribution of plastic items, sorted pieces of plastic were assigned to 15 

size classes, which bins were set following a 0.01-log series of the Feret diameter measured 

with ImageJ. Abundance of items in each size class was normalized per width of the size 

class. Size distributions of 4 plastic shapes (i.e. films, foams, fragments and threads) were 
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compared using an Anderson-Darling k-sample test and compared in pairs using 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. The size distribution for beads and pellets was not 

produced since the sample size ≤ 10. 

Distribution of plastic abundance (wind-corrected) and concentration during the 41 

sampling dates were tested using Generalized Additive Models (GAMs). We built models 

for both untransformed (Appendix A, Fig. A2) and log-transformed + k (Appendix A, Fig. 

A3 and Fig. A4) data, where k is a constant equivalent to the lowest value ≠ 0, added in 

order to allow log-transformation in presence of zeros. Models from untransformed and 

log-transformed data were compared using the Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) and 

consequently, the model from log-transformed data was preferred. Models were considered 

significant when p-value < 0.05. Differences in the average concentration of plastic 

between the winter and the summer monsoon were tested with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 

Proportion of each plastic shape (fragments, films, foams, threads, beads and pellets) was 

calculated for each sampling date and its distribution in time was tested using GAM 

models. Differences in composition of plastic by shape between the winter and the summer 

monsoon were tested with a chi-square test. All statistical analyses were performed in R 

studio 1.1.383 and comparisons were considered significant if p-value < 0.05. 

3.2.4 Results 

We collected a total of 830 plastic items, excluding fibers, in 41 samples (Appendix A, 

Table A1). Retrieved items were mainly fragments (73%) and films (14.9%), in 

polyethylene (PE, 65.6%) or polypropylene (PP, 26.3%), transparent (35.3%) or white 

colored (30.4%, Fig. 3.4a, b, c).  
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Fig. 3.4 Composition and size distribution of plastic items from central Red Sea surface waters. Relative 

frequency of plastic items, excluding fibers, by shape (A, n = 830), polymer type (B, n = 448) and color (C, 

n = 830) and size distribution of plastic items (D, n = 825) and of the four main plastic shape (films, foams, 

fragments and threads, E). In plot B, PE stands for polyethylene, PP for polypropylene, PS for polystyrene, 

PVPr for polyvinyl propionate and Others include polyamide (PA), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC), 

polyurethane (PUR) and urethane alkyd. Size distribution is reported as abundance of all items per size class 

(grey line, plot D), abundance normalized per width of the size class (red line, plot D) or cumulative 

probability that films (n = 120, yellow line, plot E), foams (n = 43, green line, plot E), fragments (N = 605, 

blue line, plot E) and threads (N = 42, pink line, plot E) with a size X are smaller than a given size x, F(x) = 

P[X ≤ x]. 
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Items length ranged from 0.18 mm to 115 mm (mean ±SE 2.64 ±0.22 mm). The highest 

abundance of items normalized per mm-1 of the size class width falls between 0.6 and 1 

mm (Fig. 3.4d). Plastic shapes showed different size distributions (Anderson-Darling k-

sample test, T.AD = 3.0, p-value = 0.02). Particularly, fragments (mean size ±SE = 1.61 

±0.08 mm) were significantly smaller in size than foams (2.54 ±0.25 mm, KS test, D = 

0.33, p-value = 3x10-4), which were smaller than films (7.04 ± 1.34 mm, KS test, D = 0.25, 

p-value = 0.04). Threads (5.33 ±0.86 mm) and films showed the same size distribution (KS 

test, D = 0.13, p-value = 0.6, Fig. 3.4e). 

Abundance of plastic items, excluding fibers, during the 41 sampling dates ranged from 0 

(in only one sample, dated 23rd September 2016) to 613,937 plastic items km-2 (sample 

dated 19th February 2018, Table 3.3), for an average (±SE) of 58,563 ±19,272 pieces km-2 

and an average concentration of 73.5 ± 40.75 g km-2 (median 19,777 pieces km-2 and 8.05 

g km-2, Table 3.3). We obtained an average density of 102,402 ±14,358 fibers km-2, which 

we excluded from further analyses for the reasons explained in paragraph 3.2.3.2. 

Plastic abundance during almost two years shows a seasonal pattern at the sampling station, 

by increasing from September to May on both years, while decreasing from May to 

September (Fig. 3.5a). The GAM model shows, for both years, the most negative effect in 

September, turning positive in the following months and reaching a peak in March/April 

to become negative again in summer (Appendix A, Fig. A3). Generally, mean plastic 

abundance in samples collected during the winter monsoon (54,334 ±24,908 items km-2) 

was significantly higher than that in samples collected during the summer monsoon (9,673 

±2,410 items km-2, Fig 3.5b). Concentration of plastic (in g plastic km-2) through time also 

shows the same seasonal pattern (Appendix A, Fig. A4). 
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Table 3.3 Concentration of plastic items in 41 samples collected from 4th September 2016 to 28th May 2018 

in central Red Sea surface waters. Concentrations are reported as abundance (N of items) or weight (g or mg) 

of plastic per km2 or m3. Abundance is corrected following Kukulka et al. (2012), depending on wind speed, 

also reported. 

Sampling 
date 

Wind speed 
(m/s) 

N plastic items km-2 

(wind corrected)  
N plastic items m-3 

(wind corrected) 
g plastic 

km-2 
mg plastic 

m-3 

4/09/2016 3.1 1359 0.01 2.08 0.013 
23/09/2016 2.2 0 0 0 0 
17/10/2016 3.3 15521 0.10 9.96 0.063 
31/10/2016 0 3104 0.02 0.36 0.002 
14/11/2016 2.2 23584 0.15 14.77 0.092 
28/11/2016 3.9 898 0.01 0.4 0.003 
13/12/2016 2.2 848 0.01 0.02 0.0001 
23/01/2017 2.8 11022 0.07 8.37 0.052 
06/02/2017 6.1 8463 0.14 3.97 0.025 
20/02/2017 2.2 13565 0.08 2.61 0.016 
06/03/2017 3.3 119822 0.75 98.37 0.615 
20/03/2017 5.3 71523 0.45 16.55 0.103 
3/04/2017 6.7 52454 0.33 3.42 0.021 
17/04/2017 5.0 29126 0.18 7.94 0.05 
15/05/2017 1.7 37081 0.23 13.35 0.083 
29/05/2017 7.5 51836 0.32 8.48 0.053 
12/06/2017 3.1 10271 0.06 2.06 0.013 
03/07/2017 4.7 22596 0.14 8.05 0.05 
17/07/2017 4.4 10271 0.06 0.34 0.002 
1/08/2017 5.0 8702 0.05 1.55 0.01 
21/08/2017 3.6 4748 0.03 20.68 0.129 
28/08/2017 3.9 3536 0.02 0.04 0.0002 
13/09/2017 4.4 18839 0.12 6.15 0.038 
25/09/2017 3.3 16408 0.10 30.31 0.189 
17/10/2017 6.7 34404 0.22 9.55 0.06 
23/10/2017 4.4 27571 0.17 5.61 0.035 
6/11/2017 3.9 22253 0.14 10.04 0.063 
27/11/2017 3.9 3735 0.02 0.98 0.006 
4/12/2017 3.9 29651 0.19 1.66 0.01 
18/12/2017 1.4 2194 0.01 0.38 0.002 
8/01/2018 10.3 494735 3.09 1432.5 8.953 
22/01/2018 3.1 42878 0.27 108.16 0.676 
5/02/2018 3.3 19777 0.12 26.73 0.167 
19/02/2018 5.8 613937 3.84 923.45 5.772 
6/03/2018 2.5 67560 0.42 48.33 0.302 
20/03/2018 0.6 252426 1.58 104.22 0.651 
9/04/2018 2.8 76723 0.48 47.91 0.299 
16/04/2018 2.2 31263 0.20 9.73 0.061 
30/04/2018 1.7 132067 0.83 17.99 0.112 
14/05/2018 4.7 8105 0.05 2.33 0.015 
28/05/2018 2.8 6211 0.04 3.87 0.024 

Mean ±SE  58,563 ±19,272 0.37 ±0.12 73.5 ±40.75 0.46 ±0.25 
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The composition of floating plastic by shape also differed through time and, particularly, 

films reached their highest contribution in August/September, at the end of the summer 

monsoon, while fragments reached the highest contribution in March, during winter, and 

the lowest in October, just after the end of the summer monsoon (Fig. 3.5c). The GAM 

models confirm a positive effect of film contribution in summer (Appendix A, Fig. A5a), 

while for fragments it generally shows a positive effect in winter and negative in summer, 

although during the winter of the second year the positive effect starts with a delay (Fig 

S5b). Threads had also a significantly different contribution in time, which however did 

not follow a seasonal pattern (Appendix A, Fig. A5c). The relative contribution of other 

shapes did not show any significant distribution in time. In general, films and foams were 

more frequent than expected during the summer monsoon (31.9% and 14.9%) compared 

to the winter monsoon (13.9% and 4.5%) and fragments were more frequent that expected 

during the winter monsoon (74.5%) than during the summer monsoon (48.9%, Chi-square 

test, X = 24.03, p-value = 2.1x10-4, Fig. 3.5d). The higher contribution of fragments in 

winter and their smaller size compared to other plastic shapes, justifies why the difference 

in plastic weights between seasons is less significant (Appendix A, Fig. A4b) than the 

difference in abundances (Fig. 3.5b).   
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Fig. 3.5 Seasonality of plastic (log-transformed) abundance and composition in central Red Sea surface 

waters. A. Log-transformed plastic abundance (in N items km-2, wind corrected, + k) during a sampling period 

of 1.75 years (21 months). The grey line represents the loess fit of log-transformed plastic abundance. The 

area of the plot shaded in red represent the summer monsoon. B. Plastic concentration (in N items km-2, wind 

corrected) in samples collected during the summer monsoon (June to September, N = 10) and the winter 

monsoon (October to May, N = 31). Difference in abundance between season was tested with a Wilcoxon 

rank sum test which parameters are reported in figure. C. Proportion of 6 shapes of plastic items (beads, 

films, foams, fragments, pellets and threads) during a sampling period of 1.75 years. D. Cumulative 

percentage of plastic items by shape during the summer (N = 47) and the winter (N = 783) monsoon. 

Differences in composition between the two seasons were tested with a Chi-square test which parameters are 

reported in figure. 
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3.2.5 Discussion 

The data presented identifies the Saudi waters of the central Red Sea as a plastic hotspot in 

the Red Sea, where the median abundance and mass of floating plastic fragments (19,777 

items km-2 and 8.05 g km-2) were one and two orders of magnitude higher than the median 

values estimated for the entire basin (1,030 items km-2 and 0.03 g km-2), respectively (Martí 

et al., 2017). Current models of surface circulation in the Red Sea (Sofianos and Johns, 

2003; Churchill et al., 2014) suggest that the Eastern coast of the Red Sea experiences a 

convergence of currents at 22° N, where the sampling station was located, during the winter 

monsoon, from October to May, that would aggregate plastic in the study area during much 

of the year. In addition to accounting for the high abundance of floating plastic items in the 

study area, this explanation is also consistent with the significantly higher concentration of 

floating plastic items found during the winter monsoon compared to the summer months 

(June to September) when surface currents at the eastern boundary of the central Red Sea 

drive floating debris South, facilitating their export from the basin. The lowest abundance 

of plastic is indeed reached in August/September, at the end of the summer monsoon, it 

starts to increase again in October, when the surface currents revert to NW, reaching a peak 

in March/April, to later decrease again in May/June at the beginning of the new summer 

monsoon. These results suggest that currents drive plastic load patterns at the sampling 

station during the winter months, while they deplete the central Red Sea surface waters of 

floating plastic during the summer months.  

While the overall composition of floating plastic per shape, polymer and size does not 

differ from that reported in Martí et al. (2017), we found a higher frequency of films and 

foamed plastics in summer than in winter. These are lightweight plastic forms, unlikely 
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transported in the water for long distances, therefore unlikely carried by the main surface 

currents coming from the South in winter. Fragments instead, having a high volume-to-

surface ratio, can reach the station through these long-travelling currents and are indeed 

less frequent during the summer monsoon, when currents transport floating plastic South 

and outside the Red Sea. This suggests that the main source of plastic at the sampling 

station during summer is short-ranged, while floating plastic, mainly fragments, that 

aggregate in winter are transported from the open sea, possibly originating from the Indian 

Ocean, conveyed through the surface current inflowing at the Bab-el-Mandeb strait. The 

short-range origin of films and foams and the long-range transport of plastic fragments 

through currents is also supported by the different size distribution of the three plastic 

types. Indeed, larger sizes, as those reported for films and foams, suggest a slower 

fragmentation, hence a shorter period spent in the water exposed to wave action, sunlight 

and other degrading agents.  

While the model we propose explains the fluctuation in plastic abundance through time at 

a seasonal scale, the intra-seasonal variability in plastic abundance and composition also 

found suggests that there are other environmental factors (e.g. local winds and currents) 

that might influence plastic distribution at smaller temporal scales. Therefore, although we 

show here that the seasonal inversion of surface currents in the Red Sea justifies the 

differences in plastic abundance and composition across seasons at the sampling station, 

we do not exclude the role of other variables in determining plastic distribution at other 

temporal scales. 

In summary, the results presented here reveal the presence of a plastic hotspot at a 

convergence of currents at 22° N in the central Red Sea. We also show a seasonal pattern 
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of plastic abundance at this location, with monsoon driven currents advecting plastics to 

the South during the summer, thereby leading to relatively low concentrations, and NW 

currents transporting plastics into the sampling area during winter, when abundance is 

highest. Understanding seasonal variability in plastic loads and its drivers provides clues 

on the sources and fate of plastic that can inform management strategies toward minimizing 

this risk to the marine ecosystem. 
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4.1.1 Abstract 

A global beach litter assessment is challenged by use of low-efficiency methodologies and 

incomparable protocols that impede data integration and acquisition at a national scale. The 

implementation of an objective, reproducible and efficient approach is therefore required. 

Here we show the application of a remote sensing-based methodology using a test beach 

located on the Saudi Arabian Red Sea coastline. Litter was recorded via image acquisition 

from an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, while an automatic processing of the high volume of 

imagery was developed through machine learning, employed for debris detection and 

classification in three categories. Application of the method resulted in an almost 40 times 

faster beach coverage when compared to a standard visual-census approach. While the 

machine learning tool faced some challenges in correctly detecting objects of interest, first 

classification results are promising and motivate efforts to further develop the technique 

and implement it at much larger scales. 

4.1.2 Introduction 

Recent evidence that marine plastic pollution is an ubiquitous and everlasting threat 

impacting on marine life has raised public awareness mainly in the last decade (Wang et 

al., 2016; Galloway, Cole and Lewis, 2017). Consequently, research efforts have been 

catalyzed to quantify loads of plastic in the marine environment and help inform on 

possible mitigating measures (Cressey, 2016; Xanthos and Walker, 2017). Beach litter may 

represent a terminal phase of oceanic transport or may represent a transient storage, with 

some deposits washed again to sea following severe storms (Ramachandran et al., 2005; 

Shimizu et al., 2008; Browne et al., 2011). In any case, beach cast litter constitutes an 
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important stock, which needs to be accounted for when attempting mass balances of plastic 

entering the marine environment. Whereas progress has been made in estimating both 

global input rates (J. R. Jambeck et al., 2015) and global stocks and distribution of floating 

plastic (Cozar et al., 2014; Eriksen et al., 2014; Van Sebille et al., 2015), estimates of the 

abundance and distribution of beach litter stocks, although numerous, are typically pursued 

on local or regional scales only (e.g. Moore et al., 2001; Claereboudt, 2004; Martinez-ribes 

et al., 2007; Bravo et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2013; Laglbauer et al., 2014; Andrades et al., 

2016; Hengstmann et al., 2017; Lavers and Bond, 2017; Watts et al., 2017, see also Table 

2.1 in Galgani, Hanke and Maes, 2015) and are therefore insufficient to attempt a global 

inventory. In addition, despite the availability of guidelines to monitor beach litter (e.g. 

AMDS, NMDMP, NOWPAP and OSPAR guidelines; Cheshire et al., 2009; Ryan et al., 

2009; OSPAR, 2010; Schulz et al., 2017), protocols differ, making comparison and 

integration of data challenging (Galgani, Hanke and Maes, 2015). Most importantly, 

assessment of beach litter is time consuming (Nelms et al., 2017). Traditional beach 

monitoring relies on visual census methods, where plastic items are recorded along 

transects. According to OSPAR 2010 recommendations, plastic should be counted between 

the end of the beach and the water’s edge along 100 m transects (1000 m for items larger 

than 50 cm). Litter items larger than 2.5 cm are collected, separated in classes and 

quantitatively measured. The whole process generally requires 2-5 trained persons and 

ideally should take less than 3 hours per assessment (Cheshire et al., 2009; OSPAR, 2010). 

Detection ability varies depending on the observer’s skills, adding discrepancies to surveys 

carried out by different people (Lavers, Oppel and Bond, 2016). Hence, visual censuses are 

subjective, time and labor consuming, and the area covered is in most cases only a sub-
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sample of the targeted beach. The median area surveyed across a number of studies (Abu-

Hilal and Al-Najjar, 2004; Martinez-ribes et al., 2007; Bravo et al., 2009; Abdo, Al-shwa 

and Mohsen, 2011; Hengstmann et al., 2017; Lavers and Bond, 2017; Watts et al., 2017) 

was 1.2 ha, ranging from 0.1 to 16 ha. Therefore, efficient acquisition of estimates of beach 

litter remains a major bottle neck to produce the data necessary to assess global distribution 

patterns, stocks, and contribution to regional and global marine litter mass balances.  

Here we develop a more efficient method to assess marine beach litter loads involving the 

use of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to record marine litter through image 

acquisition.  We also provide evidence that processing of the higher throughput of images 

delivered by the UAV’s, which might also represent a bottle neck in terms of observer time, 

can be greatly reduced by developing machine learning tools aimed at quantifying and 

categorizing beach litter. Most importantly, this approach requires only one trained person 

and allows a total coverage of the beach in a few minutes.  

UAVs, because of their high-resolution and their relatively low cost, are becoming useful 

and widespread tools supporting environmental and wildlife surveys (Jones, Pearlstine and 

Percival, 2006; Hodgson, Kelly and Peel, 2013; Elizabeth Bevan1, Thane Wibbels1, 

Blanca M.Z. Najera2, Marco A.C. Martinez2, Laura A.S. Martinez2 , Francisco I. 

Martinez3, 4, Javier M. Cuevas3, 4, Tiffany Anderson3, Amy Bonka1, Mauricio H. 

Hernandez3, 2015; Bhardwaj et al., 2016; Cunliffe, Brazier and Anderson, 2016; Hodgson 

et al., 2016; McCabe et al., 2017), including monitoring coastal ecosystems to assess beach 

erosion, post-storm effects and anthropological impacts (Casella et al., 2016; 

Papakonstantinou, Topouzelis and Pavlogeorgatos, 2016; Turner, Harley and Drummond, 

2016), amongst many other variables. The UAV market offers models below $1,000 which 
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are suitable for a range of applications, rendering them as a cost-effective technique. 

Likewise, machine learning, through increasingly powerful techniques, are being used to 

solve recognition and classification problems across a range of environmental and 

ecological research, from modeling species distribution, diversity and community 

composition to predicting forests fires and tsunamis (Brosse, Lek and Townsend, 2001; 

Rollins, Keane and Parsons, 2004; Olden, Joy and Death, 2006; Iverson and Prasad, 2007; 

Li et al., 2017).  While it is not our aim here to develop an efficient machine learning tool 

for this application, we do explore the viability of this approach and present some 

encouraging initial results, providing evidence that this is a feasible goal that should be 

developed further. 

4.1.3 Materials and methods 

We develop and demonstrate a method for the assessment of beach litter using a 

quadcopter. UAV images were processed automatically, applying a beta version of the 

machine learning tool as a demonstration of the feasibility of the method. Comparisons 

with a standard visual census approach and manual processing of aerial pictures were 

conducted to assess the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed methodology. Here we 

report results from one test beach, supporting particularly high loads of beach litter over an 

extended area. The case study is located on the northern Red Sea (26.91° N 36.01° E) and 

is described by an approximately 350 m long beach on a sandy shore, with small sparse 

bushes as vegetation and a NW exposure (Fig. 4.1). The closest human settlement is 4 km 

to the south, consisting of a dozen buildings and a small harbor.  
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Fig. 4.1 Geographic location of the test beach (black cross on the world map) and area surveyed with the 

UAV, represented in this figure by the orthomosaic obtained merging 243 aerial pictures. The orthomosaic 

close-up shows (with white marks) the distribution of 16 aerial pictures, like the one framed in white.  

4.1.3.1 Remote survey 

The remote beach survey was performed using a DJI Phantom 3 Advanced (Adv) 

quadcopter (http://www.dji.com/phantom-3-adv) paired with a gimbal mounted 12 Mega 

Pixel camera. Weighing just under 1,300 g and with a flight time of more than 20 minutes, 

the UAV is a relatively lightweight remotely controlled system that has a range of up to 5 
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km. The GPS/GLONASS positioning system allows a hover accuracy in the range of 0.5 

m vertically and 1.5 m horizontally. Integrated safety and automated features such as 

beginner mode, auto-return home and visual and ultrasonic sensors allow a safe flight and 

recovery in case of mission failure. Battery, status and remaining power can be monitored 

in real time. Before flying the drone, meteorological conditions (i.e. rain, poor visibility, 

high wind speeds) and local regulations should be checked carefully to avoid flights in 

adverse conditions or in No-Fly Zones specified by local laws (e.g. airports, borders, 

densely populated areas). The lack of a common regulatory framework implies that each 

country is applying its own rules on the operation of drones (de Miguel Molina and 

Campos, 2018). Flying height restrictions, privacy implications and operator certification 

requirements may all affect the utility of a drone-based approach to data collection. 

However, regulations are changing rapidly, from initial outright bans to a more reasonable 

application of the technology for commercial, civilian and recreational purposes (Jones, 

2017; Allen and Berg, 2018) and the expectation is that the legal framework will catch up 

to the technological capacity of these unique observation platforms. 

A preliminary test was conducted beforehand on a cleaned beach near the university 

facilities to select the best gimbal angle and altitude to perform beach surveys. Plastic items 

of different shape (bottles, bags, cups, bottle caps and food containers), color (transparent 

to brighter colors) and size (from 2 cm to 60 cm) were arranged on the beach, both on a 

sandy and light background and on an organic matter and dark background. The system 

was flown at 5, 10 and 20 m altitudes above ground level (AGL), with the camera gimbal 

angled 45° and 90°, with both video and still imagery collected. Camera settings were left 

in automatic mode. After analysis, the best approach that satisfied flight time, coverage, 
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resolution and image quality resulted in a 10-m altitude flight and 90° gimbal angle. The 

relationship between flight altitude, image footprint and ground resolution for the Phantom 

3 Adv camera is shown in Fig. 4.2, where the ground resolution is based upon on a nadir 

pointing camera angle (i.e. 90° to the ground). The chosen altitude is a good compromise 

between ground resolution, from 0.5 to 0.7 cm across and along track respectively, and 

footprint, 17 m across track, and it is preferred to the lower altitude for safety reasons (i.e. 

to avoid possible obstacles easily encountered in a 5-m flight). The 90° gimbal angle allows 

a better recognition of item shapes, and stills are preferred to videos due to the lower data 

storage size and easier subsequent application of the automated machine learning based 

detection approaches. 

 

Fig. 4.2 Footprint and ground resolution across and along track related to flight altitude for a 12 MP camera. 

Ground resolution is calculated on a camera angle of 90° to the floor. 

Open UgCS v.2.10 was used to operate fully automated flight and navigation of the vehicle. 

Ground station software allow one to trace a flight route in transects upon placement of 
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GPS waypoints on the targeted area map, allowing a total coverage of the beach. We used 

the Area Scan tool of Open UgCS v.2.10 for this purpose. Considering the remoteness of 

the test beach, we planned the mission on an offline map previously downloaded to 

overcome the need for internet connectivity at the sampled area. Automated flight with 

UgCS v.2.10 can be operated at a maximum distance of 500 m. The UAV flight was 

planned to cover almost the entire length of the beach (325 m over 350 m of beach length) 

and a corridor 12 to 35 m wide from the water’s edge. The UAV was flown at 2 m/s at an 

altitude of 10 m AGL and stills were acquired automatically every 2 s, allowing for a side 

overlap of approximately 10 m, which assists in the post-processing alignment of imagery. 

A suggested protocol representing a convenient approach for beach litter monitoring using 

drones is provided in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Suggested protocol for beach litter monitoring using UAVs.  

Flight attributes Guidelines 

Type of UAV 
A commercial drone for a cost-effective technique; a quadcopter is 
preferred to sustain high wind speed. Suggested DJI Phantom series. 

Time of the day 
Preferred around midday to limit object shadows and favor a better 
automatic processing of images 

Camera resolution >12 MP 

Camera Filters Optical for a recognition of all debris types 

Camera inclination Nadir (i.e. 90º to the ground) 

Flight altitude <10 m AGL 

Speed 2 m/s 

Pictures side overlap  >60% 

Pictures front overlap >75% 

Target area Intertidal zone, beach and possibly back of the beach 

 

The 243 acquired images (each 4,000*3,000 pixels in size; i.e. 12 MP) were processed 
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using Agisoft PhotoScan Professional v.1.3.0, resulting in an orthomosaic of the area (Fig. 

4.1). We used the same software to calculate area covered. The orthomosaic of the beach, 

was visually screened to count and classify anthropogenic debris in 10 categories, chosen 

based on the most common debris found during fieldwork and on their origin (i.e. sea-

based and land-based activities), destination (e.g. food and drinks consumption, fishing, 

personal or household hygiene) and impact (e.g. presence of associated pollutants; Table 

4.2, Fig. 4.3). 

Table 4.2 Main anthropogenic debris categories observed during fieldwork and used to classify debris found 

during visual census and manual processing of UAV images. For each category, a description and examples 

are provided.  

Debris Categories Description 

Drink bottles 
Plastic and glass bottles for beverages (e.g. water bottles, soft drinks bottles, juices 
bottles, etc.) up to 3 L volume.  

Drink drums Plastic dispensers, drums and bottles for water from 3 L volume. 

Bottle caps 
Plastic caps for bottles and dispensers. Caps diameters are generally comprised 
between 2.5 and 6 cm. 

Plastic bags Plastic bags for shopping, garbage and freezer. 

Oil containers Plastic bottles, containers and drums for petrol and engine oil from 0.5 L volume. 

Detergent and other 
liquids containers 

Plastic bottles, containers and drums for cleaners, detergents, cosmetics (e.g. bleach, 
soap, shampoo, etc.). 

Ropes Fishing ropes of more than 0.2 cm diameter. 

Footwear Any footwear (e.g. shoes, sandals, flip flops, boots, etc.) 

Boxes-crates-baskets Plastic containers (e.g. boxes, crates, baskets, buckets, polystyrene boxes, etc.). 

Others 
Any other less represented debris of any material (i.e. plastic, glass, aluminum and 
tetrapak). It includes plastic fragments, cans, food containers and wraps, cups, bulbs, 
nets, buoys, fishing lines, clothes, unidentified items, etc. 
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Fig. 4.3 Example pictures of the main anthropogenic debris categories observed during fieldwork. Each frame 

represents one category: pictures on the left are taken from land, on the right through UAV flown at 10-m 

altitude. A) Debris categories recognized by the multi-class random forest: “drink bottles” (1) and “drink 

drums” (2) merged in the category “drink containers”; “bottle caps” (3); “plastic bags” (4). B) Additional 

categories used for classification during visual census and manual processing of UAV images: “oil 

containers” (5); “detergent and other liquids containers” (6); “boxes-crates-baskets” (7); “ropes” (8); 

“footwear” (9) and “others”. The latter includes items rarely encountered (e.g. lamps, bricks in Tetra Pak) 

and fragments or, when monitored through remote survey, without a recognizable and unique shape but with 

features such regular borders and bright colors that define their anthropological origin (e.g. half buried items 

or unidentified items). 
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4.1.3.2 Ground truth assessment 

A visual census composed of few short transects in the same areas surveyed with the UAV 

provides a necessary ground validation of the remote survey performance. To this end, we 

conducted a short transect (14 x 4 m), where we manually counted and classified items in 

the same 10 categories identified above. We then compared visual census results with those 

obtained from visual screening through the aerial image of the same area (Fig. 4.4) to show 

how a field assessment can be used to correct the debris density estimation resulting from 

the proposed methodology.  

 
Fig. 4.4 Beach area, 14-m long and 4-m wide, used for ground assessment viewed from a 10-m altitude. 

4.1.3.3 Automatic object detection through machine learning 

For any future large-scale implantation of the approach, the high load of imagery obtained 

from the UAV demands a more automated analysis. Hence, we explored the feasibility of 

using machine learning to automatically detect and classify debris within the collected 

aerial images. Machine learning tools are able to identify and categorize objects once 

previously trained on selected imagery. To this end, we used images of known debris as 

training data, calculating their feature descriptors and then using them to train a classifier, 

thereby enabling the detection of targeted objects in previously “unseen” images.  
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Feature descriptors are used to describe image characteristics in vectors and thus allow 

their comparison, detection and classification. To depict the features of images used as 

training data, we employed a Histogram of oriented gradients (HoG) descriptor. The HoG 

is a classical and widely used feature representation method in the computer vision field, 

particularly successful in human face detection and pedestrian detection (Dalal and Triggs, 

2005). Generally, HoG scans the image by blocks, where each block consists of four 

adjacent cells. Gradients of pixels in the cell collaborate to construct a histogram of 

gradients, where gradients fall in several bins according to the direction range. Afterwards, 

to be locally normalized, histogram vectors of cells concatenate to form a longer vector for 

the block via normalization methods. The training image will be scanned by blocks with a 

certain step stride horizontally and vertically, which is usually the same as cell size, in 

order to make cells shared by more than one block. Usually, the descriptors are used to 

train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, which is popularly used for binary 

classification (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).  However, we used a random forest classifier due 

to its better performance on classification accuracy. The random forest algorithm is one of 

the more popular ensemble learning methods (Zhang et al., 2017), which builds a number 

of decision trees as a forest from the training samples and uses the aggregated results from 

the set of decision trees to make predictions on testing samples. As one kind of ensemble 

classifier, random forest has the advantages of ensemble learning, high robustness and low 

generalization error. Randomness is introduced with the training subset selected randomly 

for each tree and feature subspace is provided randomly in the process of generating a tree. 

After the construction of the forest, the prediction can be made based on independent voting 

by each tree. The most frequent label of the voting is taken as the final prediction result. 
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Therefore, interference between trees is reduced, effectively overcoming the overfitting 

problem of decision tree classifiers, and thus helping promoting the accuracy of 

classification, and also reducing the computational cost. Moreover, compared to SVM, 

random forest has good performance in high-dimensional data and multi-class 

classification (Zhang et al., 2017), which is precisely what the proposed methodology is 

aiming at.  

We developed a beta system based on the described machine learning approach and tested 

it on a subset of aerial pictures belonging to the case study beach. The beach was selected 

considering, among above cited features, the type of background, which should be 

relatively uniform to ease the classifier development (e.g. we excluded rocky sites, where 

rocks could be easily wrongly detected by the random forest). Training samples for the 

classifier are obtained by clipping small fixed-size areas of 64*64 pixels from the 

orthomosaic of the beach. This sample size showed a better performance than the 

alternatively tested 48*48 pixels size given the characteristics of the objects of interest. 

Given the chosen size, the computed HoG descriptor is a vector of 1,764 dimension. For 

better detection performances, we constructed three successive random forest classifiers 

with different training sets. The first two random forests are aimed at providing a binary 

classification of the image areas, with progressive filtering effect, into positive objects (i.e. 

litter) and negative objects (e.g., water, sand, bushes, wooden sticks, rocks), while the third 

classifier is designed to distinguish multi-class objects (i.e., drink containers, bottle caps, 

plastic bags). The training set is composed of positive and negative samples for the first 

two classifiers, where the positive were manually picked from the orthomosaic during 

visual screening as well as randomly generated, while negative samples were automatically 
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cut from negative areas of the aerial pictures. In particular, we used 1,125 and 1,224 

positive samples and 11,509 and 4,238 negative samples to train the first and the second 

classifiers respectively. The third classifier is trained on multi-class samples, with the goal 

of assigning objects to 3 categories: “drink containers” (including “drink bottles” and 

“drink drums”), “bottle caps” and “plastic bags” (Fig. 3.4a). Categories are selected a priori 

considering the most observed items during fieldwork and the more defined in terms of 

shape features, thus with potential to be rightly classified via machine learning. Multi-class 

training samples were obtained from the second random forest training set, including 1,014 

“drink containers”, 88 “bottle caps” and 122 “plastic bags”. To make classes of training 

data balanced, we randomly sampled 30% of the “drink containers” images (n=302) and 

generated triple times additive samples for “bottle caps” and “plastic bags” categories 

(n=352 and 488, respectively) by small random floating in HoG descriptor. Negative 

samples were also included (n=419) to reflect information of the background. The class 

weight is defined by a ratio of 1:1:1:1 after experiments. Other combinations of the number 

of samples and weights did not show obvious improvement or retrogress.  

Testing aerial pictures are screened by the sliding window method, where HoG descriptor 

of the image area under the window is computed and decided by the random forests. 

Testing pictures are a subsample of the whole beach pictures (n=13), chosen under the 

principle of more suspicious object and less influential background to demonstrate the 

applicability of the automated processing. For example, pictures with few objects in a 

complicated background are not selected, while those with many objects in a complicated 

background are still selected. Considering that adjacent aerial pictures have considerable 

within-image overlap, and that some of the pictures used for testing under the above 
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principle may be adjacent, some objects may appear twice. Also, since chosen pictures are 

those with more objects, the results of the machine learning reported are to be used only as 

a comparison among methodologies and not as an estimate of litter density in the test beach. 

This issue will be overcome if the machine learning is applied on the orthomosaic of the 

area, which will require modification of the machine learning tool to deal with much larger 

images than those used here. However, the results help in assessing the feasibility of 

developing efficient machine learning tools supporting the large-scale implementation of 

the drone-based assessments developed here, while providing clues to aspects of this 

methodology that are critical for successful machine learning applications.  

4.1.3.4 Visual census 

In parallel to the remote sensing-based procedure and as a comparison with its time-

efficiency, we conducted a standard visual census on 9 additional sites along the Red Sea 

coastline (Fig. 4.5), for a total of 93 transects (from 6 to 18 per beach). Sites were sandy 

beaches not influenced by human impact, and chosen depending on accessibility. Transects 

were randomly placed parallel to the coastline, just above the upper tidal limit. Their length 

varied from 5 to 50 m and were chosen dependently from items density: shorter lengths for 

highly dense spots and longer where items were sparsely scattered (Andrades et al., 2016). 

Transects width varied from 3 to 10 m and were chosen dependently from the beach width. 

For each transect we recorded GPS point, direction, time, number and type of objects and 

we took pictures of all items unless they were standard and common. Items were assigned 

to 10 categories (Fig. 4.3) as during visual screening of the orthomosaic. 
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Fig. 4.5 Sites map of visual census surveys. Black dots correspond to 9 sites surveyed through visual census, 

at each site plastic was counted along 6 to 18 transects 5- to 50-m long. 

4.1.4 Results 

4.1.4.1 Remote survey and manual screening of aerial pictures 

At the test beach, a 10-min flight allowed an area of approximately 6,400 m2 to be covered. 

The visual screening of the orthomosaic took a few hours and reported a total of 1,756 

anthropogenic debris, yielding an average density of 0.27 items m-2. The distribution of 

beach litter ranged from lower densities in the intertidal zone to higher on the beach and 

the back beach, with some hotspots of accumulation especially where vegetation is present 

(Fig. 4.6). The most abundant, excluding the category “others”, were plastic bottles (n=738, 

42% of total debris), followed by bags (n=80) and bottle caps (n=46). Eighty-five items 

were directly related to fishing activities (4.8% of total debris), including oil containers 
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(n=38), ropes (n=24), polystyrene boxes and crates (n=20), a buoy and two fishing nets. 

We also encountered 24 shoes, which we observed to be surprisingly common on Saudi 

beaches. Only 84 items were not plastic debris, and included glass bottles (n=43), cans 

(n=31), neon lamps (n=8), a fridge and a washing machine (Table 4.3). 

 

Fig. 4.6 Beach litter density map of the study beach (Fig. 4.1) reporting litter objects per m2 in the area 

surveyed with the UAV. 

Table 4.3 Results from manual screening of the test beach orthomosaic: abundance (n of items), density 

(items m-2) and relative proportion (%) of 10 debris categories as in Fig. 4.3. 

Debris Categories Abundance (n items) Density (items m-2)  Proportion (%) 

Drink bottles 738 0.12 42 
Drink drums 45 0.007 2.6 
Bottle caps 46 0.007 2.6 
Plastic bags 80 0.013 4.6 
Oil containers 38 0.006 2.2 
Detergent and other liquids 
containers 

36 0.006 2.1 

Ropes 24 0.004 1.4 
Footwear 24 0.004 1.4 
Boxes-crates-baskets 20 0.003 1.1 
Others 705 0.11 40 
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4.1.4.2 Ground truth assessment 

In the 56 m2 transect used as ground assessment, 123 items were detected through visual 

census, while manual screening of the UAV picture of the same area reported 76 items, 

thereby resulting in a 61.8% detection probability of litter identification from 10 m-altitude 

pictures compared to that derived using ground assessment. Item classification obtained 

from the two approaches is reported in Table 4.4. Items belonging to categories “oil 

containers” and “detergents and other liquids containers” were merged due to a missed 

distinction during visual census, while two of the 10 main categories of litter were not 

present in this area (“drink drums” and “boxes-crates-baskets”). Smaller items (< 4 cm in 

average linear dimension) are those mainly not recorder through remote survey (e.g. small 

fragments, bottles caps, plastic rings, bullets, Table 4.4). Items with distinct shapes were 

easily recognizable (e.g. neon lamps and footwear) and were all detected with manual 

screening as well. Items belonging to the categories “drink bottles” and “oil containers and 

detergent containers” can easily be inappropriately classified with low resolution images 

due to their similar shape, which explains why items of the latter category detected with 

the remote sensing survey exceeded those counted with the visual census (Table 4.4). 

However, it is relevant to discriminate oil and detergent containers from drink bottles, 

despite their similar shape, because of their different pollutant profiles, which pose a major 

threat to the marine environment. Once we performed a chi-square test on the relative 

proportion of categories from the two approaches and considering visual census results as 

expected values, we determined that the distribution of the 7 main categories proportions 

were significantly different between methodologies (X2=17.09, df=6, p=0.009). However, 

this may be due to different abilities of the two procedures in detecting smaller items. 

Exclusion of small (< 4 cm) items (i.e. bottle caps, rings, bullets and the straw) or exclusion 
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of bottle caps only led to no significant differences in the distribution of other objects 

among categories (X2=10.06, df=5, p=0.0737 and X2=8.49, df=5, p=0.1312, respectively). 

Table 4.4 Comparison of results obtained from two monitoring methods on an area of 56 m2: visual census 

and remote survey followed by manual screening of aerial pictures. Each method section reports abundance 

(n of items) and relative proportion (%) of the categories detected. Seven main categories were identified in 

the area surveyed.  

 Visual Census 
Remote Survey 

+ Manual Screening 

Debris Categories Abundance Proportion Abundance Proportion 

Drink bottles 45 36.6% 28 36.8% 
      of which glass bottles    4    3.2%    2    2.6% 
Bottle caps 14 11.4% 1 1.3% 
Plastic bags 8 6.5% 1 1.3% 
Oil and detergent containers 10 8.1% 12 15.8% 
Ropes 4 3.2% 2 2.6% 
Footwear 2 1.6% 2 2.6% 
Others 40 32.5% 30 39.5% 
      Neon lamps    2    1.6%    2    2.6% 
      Cans    2    1.6%    1    1.3% 
      Cups    2    1.6%    1    1.3% 
      Bullets    2    1.6%    0    0% 
      Deodorant stick    1    0.8%    1    1.3% 
      Food wrap    1    0.8%    0    0% 
      Toothpaste    1    0.8%    0    0% 
      Toothbrush    1    0.8%    0    0% 
      Straw    1    0.8%    0    0% 
      Pipes    6    4.9%    5    6.5% 
      Plastic rings (from bottle caps)     3    2.4%    0    0% 
      Big plastic fragments    1    0.8%    1    1.3% 
      Small plastic fragments    17    13.8%%    0    0% 
      Unidentified items    0    0%    19    25% 

 

4.1.4.3 Machine learning  

Random forests applied on 13 testing aerial pictures reported a total of 2,103 items (mean 

±SE 161.77 ±23.94 per picture) divided into 1,912 “drink containers”, 120 “bottle caps” 

and 71 “plastic bags”. The manual screening of the same 13 pictures instead outlined 413 
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items (31.8 ±5.7 per picture) belonging to the same categories: 367 “drink containers”, 20 

“bottle caps” and 26 “plastic bags”. Accuracy is therefore 39.5%. Particularly, the random 

forest classifier showed a better performance with the category “drinks containers” (44%, 

Table 4.5). The 5-times larger number of objects identified automatically through machine 

learning is due to a tendency of false positives (i.e. natural items recognized as litter, Table 

4.5). Missed detections are also present (Fig. 4.7). However, there was a significant positive 

correlation between items abundance found with the two methodologies in each picture 

(Spearman correlation, r=0.61, p=0.026, n=13), showing that images with higher density 

of plastic items lead to higher detections by the random forest algorithm. Moreover, the 

mean ±SE relative proportion of the three categories obtained by the automated approach 

was 91.4 ±0.8 %, 4.5 ±0.8 % and 4.1 ±0.8 % per picture for “drink containers”, “bottle 

caps” and “plastic bags”, which is comparable and not significantly different with mean 

values found through manual screening of the same pictures, namely 85.3 ±4 %, 4.5 ±1.1 

% and 10.2 ±3.3 % (Mann-Whitney test comparisons: W =157 and p-value =0.356 for 

“drink containers”; W =176 and p-value =1 for bottle caps; W =206 and p-value =0.124 

for “plastic bags”). 

Table 4.5 Contingency table comparing objects classified by visual screening and random forest in the 13 

testing images.  

Debris 
Categories 

Objects 
Visually 
Detected 

Objects 
Detected by 

classifier 

True 
Positives 

False 
Positives 

False 
Negatives 

Detection 
rate 

Drink 
containers 368 1914 162 1752 206 44% 
Bottle caps 20 120 1 119 19 5% 
Plastic bags 27 71 1 70 26 3.7% 
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Fig. 4.7 A) Example of random forest classification on one aerial picture. Boxes represent objects detected 

by the random forest: “drink containers” in green; “bottle caps” in blue and “plastic bags” in red. B) Close-

up of the aerial picture corresponding to the white area in A). In this zoom, 4 objects were detected as “drink 

containers”. Of this 3 are correctly classified (a bottle, a half-buried bottle and a drum) and 1 is a false positive 

(a wooden stick). Two bottles were missed detected (circled in yellow).  

4.1.4.4 Visual census 

The beach area covered through visual census accounted for 3,956 m2 in 9 sites, excluding 

the transect for the ground truth assessment of the remote survey. The actual counting of 

debris along each transect took an average of 2-3 min, resulting in a time-efficiency of 16.3 

±1.3 m2 min-1 (mean ±SE), from 1.25 m2 min-1 to 30 m2 min-1 in the most and least densely 

B

A
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littered transects, respectively. Considering also the relocation between transects, which 

should be distant enough to have a good estimate of the entire beach, it took at least one 

hour to conduct a visual survey of 10 short transects (10, 15 m long) with two trained 

observers. In total, 1,747 items were counted in all the 9 sites, yielding a total density of 

0.44 items m-2 and densities within transects ranging from 0 to 7 items m-2 (mean ±SE = 

0.63 ±0.1 items m-2) and within sites from 0.26 ±0.16 to 1.72 ±2.66 items m-2 (mean ±SE 

= 0.66 ±0.99 items m-2). Not surprisingly, the most abundant debris found were bottles, 

followed by oil containers. (Table 4.6). Non-plastic items, mainly glass bottles and jars 

(n=45), represent 8.7 ±1.3% of all debris (n=100, Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6 Visual census results on 9 sites: mean density (items m-2) ±SE and mean relative proportion (%) 

±SE of 10 debris categories as in Fig. 4.3. 

Debris Categories 
Density (mean 
items.m-2 ±SE) 

Proportion 
(mean % ±SE)  

Drink bottles 0.25 ±0.31 42.5 ±4.7 
Drink drums 0.007 ±0.02 1.3 ±0.2 
Bottle caps 0.035 ±0.09 4.6 ±1 
Plastic bags 0.025 ±0.03 5.9 ±4.6 
Oil containers 0.057 ±0.12 8.6 ±2.1 
Detergent and other 
Liquids’ containers 

0.017 ±0.3 2.4 ±0.4 

Ropes 0.018 ±0.05 3 ±0.6 
Footwear 0.007 ±0.03 1 ±0.4 
Boxes-crates-baskets 0.003 ±0.01 0.5 ±0.2 
Others 0.19 ±0.06 30.2 ±3.7 

 

4.1.5 Discussion 

Saudi Arabian beaches are mainly remote and, except few cases, untouched by tourism or 

human activities, features that make them a good case study to determine dispersion of 

marine debris by natural and meteorological events. This analysis may require a seasonal 
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monitoring of the beach, which is a major issue for an already time- and labor- consuming 

approach (such as the standard visual census). An efficient, reliable and accurate remote 

monitoring technique would make such a repeat survey far more feasible.  

4.1.5.1 The potential of UAV approaches for litter detection 

The beach survey conducted using a UAV resulted in a 39-time faster beach coverage than 

with a standard approach where a beach is screened by walking. Generally, the issue 

encountered during visual census of selecting easily accessible sites can be overcome 

through remote surveying, where areas can be easily monitored without direct access. The 

high footprint of the UAV allows one to cover almost the entire length of the beach, 

avoiding the need for random subsampling and providing a better and more reliable 

estimate of litter loads. The UAV survey was not limited to the beach as in standard 

approaches, but also included the back of the beach, where litter was also observed (Fig. 

4.6). Importantly, all of this coverage required the work of only one person. However, 

while remote surveys are undoubtedly highly time-efficient compared to visual 

approaches, this time-saving method may lead to loss in achievable accuracy. 

Despite the high image resolution of less than 1 cm, an underestimation of beach litter 

density obtained from aerial pictures compared to direct observation can be expected. 

Through manual screening of pictures, smaller items were often hardly detectable, and 

shadows, the presence of vegetation and discontinuous backgrounds (as well as the absence 

of a third dimension) sometimes complicated the recognition of larger items too. Through 

automatic processing of images, misdetections were mainly due to plastic items of small 

sizes (< 4 cm) and the high variability of objects within the same category. Despite missing 

objects, random forest classifier actually overestimated litter abundance given false 
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positives, mainly caused by a limited number of training samples, ambiguity of objects 

derived from limited image resolution and diffuse edges due to partial burial in sand, and 

backgrounds with reduced contrast with the objects. Nevertheless, both weaknesses, 

namely underestimation due to low resolution of aerial images and machine learning 

inaccuracy, can be minimized and addressed with future methodological implementations 

as following from the experience gained in this feasibility study. 

4.1.5.2 Methodological Improvements 

The use of ground controls is a valuable approach to correct the density underestimation. 

We showed an example of a visual transect in the beach case study. Although the total 

abundance of items in the area differs considerably between visual census and remote 

survey assessments, the relative proportion of debris categories is generally maintained, 

with the main differences encountered due to small debris. These results suggest that the 

remote sensing approach offers a practical methodology to classify beach litter, and if 

coupled with visual field assessments, to estimate its abundance too. For instance, litter 

density estimate obtained through remote survey and manual image processing accounted 

for 0.27 items m-2, and detection accuracy compared to visual census was 61.8%. Assuming 

this proportion to be representative, we could correct the underestimated density for a 1.62 

factor and obtain a value of 0.44 items m-2, which corresponds to the overall density found 

with visual census surveys. However, this requires additional field assessments of beaches 

surveyed using UAVs to obtain a robust empirical correction factor. Future UAVs flights 

should, therefore, be coupled with short visual transects. 

Missing objects and false positives are common challenges when applying machine 

learning approaches. The inaccuracy of the automatic processing partly comes from high 
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variability of both anthropogenic debris and background objects, which is not sufficiently 

represented in our training set due to the limited number of training samples, particularly 

for less abundant categories (“bottle caps” and “plastic bags”). Better performance can be 

achieved as the number of training samples derived from additional surveys increases. 

Also, a better classification execution can be obtained with higher resolution images (i.e. 

the Phantom 4 Pro offers a 20 MP camera). Higher image quality can also be obtained by 

conducting drone flights at 5 m height, when possible and, most importantly, after a 

thoroughly safety check on the irregularity of terrain altitude. Lower surveys imply a lower 

footprint, increased flight time and a higher imagery load, undermining the remote survey 

time-efficiency. However, efficiency would be anyway higher than with a visual census, 

while resolution would greatly improve, enhancing machine learning performances and 

shortening image processing times. The result is that the whole methodology (remote 

survey followed by automatic image processing) would maintain if not increase its 

efficiency. Moreover, the performance of machine learning approaches is expected to be 

enhanced by combination with deep leaning algorithms (Arel, Rose and Karnowski, 2010), 

where the features of objects are learnt and extracted by deep neuron networks rather than 

as pre-defined descriptors. The learned features will be more comprehensively expressive, 

and thus result in better detection and classification results. Meanwhile, the three-category 

recognition achieved by this first, exploration version of the machine learning tool provides 

a demonstration of the potential of an automatic approach. With improved performances, 

the classification could address more categories (e.g. all those in Table 4.2) and yield more 

accurate estimates of litter density when applied to orthomosaics, devoid of within-image 

overlaps.  
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Although improvements can be accomplished, results obtained from the exploration beta 

system developed here clearly show the feasibility of using machine learning algorithms 

as an approach to assimilate the high-throughput of images resulting from the use of UAVs, 

where manual classification will be prohibitive in any regional-scale beach litter 

assessment. The relative abundance of objects as derived from the exploratory machine 

learning tool is comparable to a manual approach, while the correlation found between total 

counts within the two methods also demonstrates that a correction of the overestimation 

given by machine learning, even at this early demonstration stage, is possible.   

4.1.5.3 Towards a mass balance approach to litter estimation 

One limitation of the proposed methodology is the lack of mass measurements, which are 

normally carried out during visual census, where debris are collected and weighed 

(OSPAR, 2010). However, an estimate of the litter mass is still possible combining three 

approaches. First, common and standard items (e.g. oil containers, bottle caps and bottles 

of known volume) also have standard weights, so the mass estimates can easily be obtained 

by multiplication of their abundance and the average weight of few samples. Second, some 

objects have standard material composition (e.g. plastic bags, glass bottles, ropes, cans), so 

that knowing the density of the material, and inferring volume from object area, mass can 

be calculated. Object area can be gained automatically through random forest classifiers 

that can be computed to obtain area rather than abundance. Third, for any remaining objects 

(mainly plastic fragments), an estimation of density can be assumed considering mean 

density of floating plastic debris, which are more likely to reach beaches via water. A 

problem encountered in our methodology was related to the detection of smaller objects 

(i.e. likely to be missed), which influenced density estimates, albeit with a lower impact on 
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total mass, as these small items represent a modest contribution. Considering OSPAR 

guidelines, items smaller than 2.5 cm, close to the threshold at which significant lack of 

detection occurs, are excluded from beach litter estimates through visual census, thus 

making our methodology consistent with current standards. 

Importantly, visual census surveys described in this paper targeted different areas than that 

remotely monitored and were addressed in this analysis mainly to estimate visual census 

time-efficiency and make a comparison with remote surveys. However, the high agreement 

found between results from visual census and remote survey followed by manual screening 

is further evidence of the feasibility of using UAVs for beach surveys and allows to 

postulate specific hypotheses on the expected relative amount and typology of litter on 

Saudi Arabian beaches, where plastic bottles dominate.  

4.1.5.4 A universal tool for application in international frameworks 

Classifying as well as unveiling spatial and temporal patterns of marine litter in the Red 

Sea and globally is the key to identify its possible sources and sinks and help planning 

focused intervention, both preventive and restorative. The use of UAVs, coupled with 

efficient machine learning algorithms to process the large volumes of generated imagery, 

represent a promising approach to allow regional scale assessments of beach macro-litter 

and their assessment over time. The method proposed here, once amended with the 

improvements suggested, will provide a cost-effective approach to assess beach litter at 

scale that could be adopted more broadly, as it can be readily applied worldwide. The final 

protocol, built on the guidelines provided in Table 4.1, is meant to be applied across a wide 

range of environments, requiring limited resources and, therefore, being available across 

the broad range of actors, from citizen groups, to NGOs, research organizations and 
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government agencies, interested in addressing the problem. We therefore propose the use 

of drones for beach litter monitoring, according to the guidelines provided here, not only 

as a cost-effective and universal technique, but also for its accessibility. This approach does 

not require particular expertise and can be handled by one person at a time, making this 

methodology easy to be applied and thus allowing coherence in assessments among groups. 

However, the suggested protocol can still be modified depending on resources. For 

example, flight altitude could be raised as long as the resolution is maintained lower than 

0.5 cm pixel-1, which is possible if the drone is fitted with a better camera than the one used 

here. Differences in accessibility of coastal areas and lack of harmonization among 

methodologies are two of the main restrictions affecting the development of standard 

approaches to beach litter monitoring (Galgani et al., 2013). The approach reported here 

overcomes these limitations and is therefore suitable for integration in international 

strategies aimed, among others, at reducing marine litter and its impact (e.g. the Marine 

Strategy Framework Directive, MSFD, of the European Commission). 

We compared the application of two methodologies to quantify beach litter: the standard 

visual census approach and a remote survey coupled with both manual and automatic 

recognition and classification. We showed how remote sensing via the use of an unmanned 

aerial vehicle can be a powerful tool to efficiently cover extended areas, while presenting 

as a feasible tool to estimate litter amount and state. We demonstrated that the machine 

learning based classification was concordant with two independent approaches (i.e. manual 

and automatic processing of UAV images), while the abundance over-estimations can be 

corrected for by algorithm improvements and iterations. Future perspectives associated 

with the proposed work will examine the implementation of the automated methodology 
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following the suggested steps in order to obtain a product which can be successfully applied 

on a higher number of remote surveys, with the final aim of estimating beach litter density 

on a high spatial and temporal scale. 
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4.2.1 Abstract 

Beach litter assessments rely on time inefficient and high human cost protocols, mining the 

attainment of global beach litter estimates. Here we show the application of an emerging 

technique, the use of drones for acquisition of high-resolution beach images coupled with 

machine learning for their automatic processing, aimed at achieving the first national-scale 

beach litter survey completed by only one operator. The aerial survey had a time efficiency 

of 570 ±40 m2 min-1 and the machine learning reached a mean (±SE) detection sensitivity 

of 59 ±2% with high resolution images. The resulting mean (±SE) litter density on Saudi 

Arabian shores of the Red Sea is of 0.12 ±0.02 litter items m-2, distributed independently 

of the population density in the area around the sampling station. Instead, accumulation of 

litter depended on the exposure of the beach to the prevailing wind and litter composition 

differed between islands and the main shore, where recreational activities are the major 

source of anthropogenic debris. 

4.2.2 Introduction 

The first record of marine plastic litter deposited on the coast dates back to 1971, when G. 

Scott reported of plastics washed on inaccessible Scotland shores and originating all the 

way from the European and American continents (Scott, 1972). Just a few years later, in 

1976, plastic became the most used material (Crawford and Quinn, 2016), following a 

massive production started in the 1950s (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017). With an annual 

increase of 8.4%, plastic production has reached to date nearly 400 million tons per year 

and a cumulative plastic waste generation of 5800 million tons (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 

2017). Plastic that is not recycled nor incinerated is discarded in landfills, open dumps or 
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the environment and eventually may reach the ocean. Similarly to plastic production, also 

plastic release in the marine environment has exponentially increased in the last decades 

(Lebreton et al., 2018; Isobe et al., 2019) and more than 150 million tons of plastic have 

been estimated to have reached the oceans since the 1950s (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). 

There, buoyant plastic is transported by currents and winds, sometimes reaching remote 

locations (Cózar et al., 2014, 2017; Lavers and Bond, 2017). However, much of the plastic 

released from land-based sources most likely remains close to the input source, in coastal 

environments, where it may be delivered to shores and there accumulate (Olivelli, Hardesty 

and Wilcox, 2020). Nevertheless, shores constitute a transient sink of plastic and other litter 

items, that can eventually be washed back ashore, heavily influenced by tides, seasonal or 

irregular changes in the current, wind regimes, and extreme sea-level states (Ourmieres et 

al., 2018).  

While global estimates of plastic debris in surface waters (Cózar et al., 2014; Eriksen et 

al., 2014; Van Sebille et al., 2015) are available, we are far from having a global inventory 

of litter along shores. The main obstacle to achieve a global inventory of litter along shores 

is the low efficiency and coverage of traditional survey methodologies, that can require a 

disproportionate contribution of human resources (Nelms et al., 2017). Recently, a fast, 

easily reproducible and cost-effective method to survey macrolitter (>2.5 cm), involving 

use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), was proposed (Bao et al., 2018; Deidun et al., 

2018; Martin et al., 2018; Lo et al., 2020). UAVs are used to collect high-resolution aerial 

images of the shore, allowing coverage of areas up to the hectares in a few minutes (Bao 

et al., 2018; Deidun et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2018; Lo et al., 2020). When coupled with 

an automatic screening of the aerial images supported by machine learning, this method 
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becomes an even faster and more cost-effective methodology (Martin et al., 2018; Fallati 

et al., 2019; Gonçalves et al., 2020). This method has been now applied in several regions 

and environments, including rivers and open waters (Geraeds et al., 2019; Topouzelis, 

Papakonstantinou and Garaba, 2019). However, its implementation remains localized, e.g. 

limited to a few beaches and small regional areas.  

Here we advance, by orders of magnitude, the scale of beach litter assessments using 

coupled drone surveys and an automatized analysis of the outcoming images through 

machine learning, to report a national-scale assessment along the Red Sea coast of Saudi 

Arabia, covering 1,400 km from the northernmost to the southernmost location assessed. 

The Red Sea holds unexpectedly low concentrations of plastic in its surface waters (Martí 

et al., 2017) and macro litter stranded on shores might be a major sink. Hence, assessments 

of shore litter are crucial to explain the distribution and fate of plastic in the Red Sea basin. 

Our assessment demonstrates how UAVs coupled with machine learning, requiring one 

operator and inexpensive equipment, enables raising the scale of beach litter by orders of 

magnitude in scale, thereby providing a model to eventually obtain near-global 

assessments. 

4.2.3 Materials and Methods 

4.2.3.1 Aerial surveys 

We surveyed a total of 44 beaches along the Saudi Arabian coast of the Red Sea, covering 

a linear distance of 1,410 km and 11-degree latitude (from 18.1° N to 29.2° N). Beaches 

were dominated by sandy substrates, with occasional rocky outcrops and/or low cliffs, and 

located either on islands or along the main shore (Appendix B, Fig. B1, Table B1). 
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Aerial surveys were performed using drones of the DJI Phantom suite: a DJI Phantom 3 

Advanced (Adv) was used to survey 16 beaches in March 2017; and a DJI Phantom 4 

Professional (Pro) was used to survey 28 beaches from November 2017 to May 2018 

(Appendix B, Fig. B1, Table B1). Flights were conducted following guidelines provided 

in Martin et al. (2018). Specifically, aircrafts were flown automatically at 10 m altitude, at 

≤ 2 m/s speed and with a nadir pointing camera. The DJI Phantom 3 Adv has a 12 MP 

camera, thus a resolution of 0.5 cm pixel-1 and a footprint of 13 x 17 m at a 10 m altitude. 

The DJI Phantom 4 Pro has a 20 MP camera, resulting in a resolution of 0.3 cm pixel-1 and 

a footprint of 9 x 16 m at a 10 m altitude. The automatic navigation was planned with UgCS 

v 2.10 software when flying a DJI Phantom 3 Adv and with DJI GS pro app when flying a 

DJI Phantom 4 Pro. Stills were taken every 2 s in order to allow for a side and a front 

overlap of 60% and 75%, respectively, for images taken with the DJI Phantom 3 Adv and 

of 70% both overlaps for pictures taken with a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. 

We designed flight paths parallel to the coastline, aimed at surveying the swash zone, the 

face, and the berm of the beach and, when allowed by the flight time, also the dunes, often 

delimited by the presence of vegetation, where litter transported by the wind tend to 

accumulate (Martin et al., 2018).  

4.2.3.2 Ground truth assessments 

While we previously reported the probability of visually detecting a litter object in aerial 

images taken with a DJI Phantom 3 Adv (61.8% for objects > 2.5 cm or 85.4% for objects 

> 5 cm (Martin et al., 2018), we coupled flights with ground truth assessments at a 

subsample of the beaches surveyed to assess this probability for the DJI Phantom 4 Pro 

too. We conducted a total of 12 ground truth assessments (Appendix B, Table B1), 
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consisting in a visual census of a known portion of the beach during which we recorded 

number and type of litter objects encountered. The area surveyed during the ground truth 

assessment was delimited with marks on the beach, which were photographed with the DJI 

Phantom 4 Pro drone flying at 10 m altitude (Appendix B, Fig. B2) in order to compare the 

number of litter objects effectively counted in the beach portion and those detectable in the 

corresponding drone pictures. The ground truth assessment was conducted after the aerial 

survey in order to avoid leaving footprints that could affect the automatic litter detection 

on the aerial images, described as follows. 

4.2.3.3 Automatic detection of litter on aerial images: use of a deep learning 

algorithm   

In order to automatically identify litter objects in the aerial images, we adopted deep 

learning approaches to extract expressive image features and spare the efforts of manual 

feature design. We utilize Faster R-CNN, evolved from the idea in R-CNN species, to make 

detections of litter objects of interest. Faster R-CNN consists of two networks: a region 

proposal network (RPN) and a detection network (Ren et al., 2015). RPN ranks out the 

regions in the image by the likelihood of containing objects. The top-ranked regions are 

boxed and proposed to the detection network for identifying the targeted objects. With the 

co-operation of two module networks, Faster R-CNN can achieve object detection from 

end to end, taking a set of input images as input and directly outputting a set of detected 

objects. In the construction of RPN, convolutional layers associated with non-linear 

activations and pooling are arranged firstly to get the feature extracted. After different sized 

regions are proposed, region of interest pooling is utilized to make roughly equal regions. 

In this work of litter detection, RPN outputs bounding boxes, each of which indicates the 
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position of an object of interests. In addition, a probability is calculated for how likely 

(confident) the bounding box includes an object of interests. The boxed regions with high 

probabilities will be sent to the detection network for further identification of the type of 

the detected objects, e.g., drink bottle, film or footwear. After the end-to-end training, the 

model is friendly usable. It can process an input test image and produces detected boxes 

marked on the image as the result for visual examination, where a confidence score will be 

aligned with the box to clarify the confidence of the trained model in the current result. The 

output of the model is the total number of boxes classified into each desired category. 

The learning rate used in this work is 0.0001, the batch size is 100, training epochs is 3000. 

We used cross entropy loss and Adam optimizer as cost function and optimizer, 

respectively. Besides, we use the toolkit API in Tensorflow as implementation medium.  

The training set for the Faster R-CNN was obtained from the aerial images of two beaches 

(Station n. 30 and 40 in Appendix B, Table B1) surveyed with the Phantom 4 Pro, given 

the higher resolution compared to images acquired with the DJI Phantom 3 Adv. Since 

each drone image sizes around 6 MB, we previously cut them in 12 equal parts to reduce 

the computing effort while training model. After splitting, non-overlapping images of 

smaller size are obtained. From the high set of cut images, we selected 750 images, 

preferring images with more litter objects or images with objects from less represented 

categories. In each image we labelled (using LabelImg, 

https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg) the litter objects by categorizing them in 14 classes 

(Appendix B, Table B2), corresponding to the most frequent litter object classes observed 

in the field. Specifically, our categorization is an amplification of the 10-classes category 

we already used in Martin et al. (2018). The software LabelImg toolkit allows to obtain an 
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.xml file where each labelled object is identified by its category name associated to its 

cartesian position on the image, determined by x and y values of the box drawn around the 

object while labelling. These .xml files will be input to the model along with the images, 

serving as the annotations on the images to enlighten the model about the presence of the 

interested objects or just background (without interested objects) during training. 

At first, we used the trained Faster R-CNN to detect all litter objects on each beach of the 

testing set, without classifying the objects into the 14 categories. Similarly to the training 

set, the testing set images were previously cut in 12 non-overlapping parts to reduce the 

computing effort (Fig. 4.8a). However, before testing, we excluded cut portions that 

included seawater for more than 3/4th of the image frame, in order to limit the analysis to 

the beach only, the background for which the Faster R-CNN was trained. The image set 

from each of 43 beaches, including the two beaches from which training images were 

obtained but excluding station n. 22 (Appendix B, Table B1), was tested separately, 

obtaining as output the total number of litter objects in each beach. The images of the beach 

in station n. 22 have been manually checked due to scarcity of litter objects.  

Secondly, we used the trained Faster R-CNN to classify litter in the 14 categories and 

obtain as output the total number of objects per category in each beach (Fig. 4.8). We tested 

a subsample of the 44 beaches, 15 beaches in total, by selecting those beaches for which 

the model showed the best performance in the first test. A description of how the 

performance was calculated is provided in the following paragraph. We limited the second 

test to be best performing beaches since the problem of the classification in 14 categories 

is harder to solve than the binary detection for the Faster R-CNN, starting from the fact 

that less training samples are available for each category (Appendix B, Table B2). 
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4.2.3.4 Calculations 

To obtain the performance of the Faster R-CNN after the first test (detection of all litter 

objects), we randomly selected 10 drone images from each of the 43 beaches and we 

counted false and true positives and false negatives in all the cut portions tested derived 

from the selected images. Particularly, true positives are litter objects correctly detected, 

false positives are any other object wrongly recognized as litter (e.g. branches, shells, 

rocks) and false negatives are missed litter objects (Fig. 1a). From each of the 10 drone 

images selected per beach, we calculated the following: 

!"#$%&%'%&( =
*+,"	./$%&%'"$

*+,"	./$%&%'"$ + 123$"	4"52&%'"$ 

./$%&%'"	.+"6%7&%'"	823,"	(..8) =
*+,"	./$%&%'"$

*+,"	./$%&%'"$ + 123$"	./$%&%'"$ 

1 − $7/+" =
2 ∗ !"#$%&%'%&( ∗ ..8
!"#$%&%'%&( + ..8  

Sensitivity and PPV were used to correct the total number of objects detected per beach 

after testing.  This value was further corrected for the mean probability of detecting objects 

in a drone image taken at 10 m-altitude with a Phantom 4 Pro, hereafter indicated as 

P(detection), derived from the ground truth assessment in 12 beaches (Appendix B, Table 

B3). The corrected number of objects detected per each beach i is therefore: 

4. /?	/@A"7&$	(7/++"7&"6)B =

4. /?	6"&"7&"6	/@A"7&$B ∗ ..8B
!"#$%&%'%&(B
.(6"&"7&%/#)  

where ..8B and !"#$%&%'%&(B are the mean values of PPV and Sensitivity calculated for 

the 10 randomly selected drone images in each beach (Appendix B, Table B4).  
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The second test (classification in 14 categories) was performed only on the 15 beaches 

reporting the highest F-score after the first test (> 54%, Appendix B, Table B4). The 

performance of the second test was obtained similarly, by selecting 10 drone images per 

beach (20 for stations n. 21, 23, 26, 34, 38 and 40 due to scarcity of objects in the randomly 

selected images) and calculating Sensitivity, PPV and F-score per category in each picture 

starting from true and false positives and false negatives (Fig. 4.8a). 

Similarly to the abundance of objects, we corrected the distribution of objects in the 14 

categories detected by the MPL using the values of Sensitivity, PPV and the probability of 

detecting the objects of each category. Specifically, the number of objects detected per 

each category j in each beach i is:  

4. /?	/@A"7&$	(7/++"7&"6)C,B =

4. /?	6"&"7&"6	/@A"7&$C,B ∗ ..8C,B
!"#$%&%'%&(C,B
.(6"&"7&%/#)C

 

where ..8B,C and !"#$%&%'%&(B,C are the mean values of PPV and Sensitivity per category 

per beach. .(6"&"7&%/#)C indicates the probability of detecting the objects of a category j, 

as reported in Appendix B, Table B3. 

Given the scarce number (or absence) of objects of some categories in some of the 

randomly selected images, the mean values of Sensitivity and PPV could not be calculated 

for each of the 14 categories in each of the 15 beaches. In this case, we calculated the mean 

values of Sensitivity and PPV of each category j pooling the randomly selected images of 

all the 15 beaches together (..8C and !"#$%&%'%&(C,		Appendix B, Table B5) and used this 

values to correct the abundance of objects when ..8B,C and !"#$%&%'%&(C,B were not 

available or when !"#$%&%'%&(C,B = 0. After correcting the number of objects per each 
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category in each beach, we calculated the relative abundance of each category j in each 

beach i: 

EC,B =
	4. /?	/@A"7&$	(7/++"7&"6)B,C
Σ		4. /?	/@A"7&$	(7/++"7&"6)B,C

 

 

Fig. 4.8 Example of images tested using the Faster R-CNN. A) Two drone images from stations 35 (top row) 

and 44 (bottom row). The white grid shows how each drone image was cut in 12 portions before being tested 

using the Faster R-CNN. Portions framing seawater for ≥ 3/4th of the image (here shown with a black cross) 

were excluded from testing. The example portion from beach 35 was tested with the aim of detecting any 

litter object (framed with light green boxes); the example portion from beach 44 was tested to categorize 

litter objects in 14 categories (framed with boxes of different colors). The objects correctly detected are True 
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Positives (examples are highlighted in dark green); natural objects detected as litter are False Positives 

(examples highlighted in red); litter objects that were not detected are False Negatives (examples highlighted 

in blue). B) Example objects from 14 categories (big container, bottle cap, buoy, drink bottle, drink drum, 

film, footwear, glass, metal, other liquids, rope, small container, Tetra Pak® and wood, see Appendix B, 

Table B2 for the description of each category) correctly identified by the Faster R-CNN. 

The side and front overlap between drone images allowed their alignment in Agisoft 

PhotoScan Professional v.1.3.0, which was used to create Digital Elevation Models (DEM) 

and measure the coverage area of each beach (excluding seawater). Given the overlap 

between tested images, some objects are detected by the Faster R-CNN more than once. In 

order to estimate the density (items m-2) of objects in each beach, instead of dividing the 

total number of objects (after correction) per area of the beach, we normalized per total 

area tested (obtained multiplying the number of cut portions tested and the area of each 

portion).  

We finally estimated the stock of plastic beached per unit area (g of plastic m-2) in each 

beach i as follows:  

$B = 	Σ	(6B ∗ EC,B ∗ GHI) 

where 6B is the density of objects (items m-2) in each beach i, EC,B is the relative abundance 

of objects of each category j in each beach i and GHI is the median weight (g) of objects of 

each category j, excluding categories of non-plastic objects (i.e. “glass”, “metal” and 

“wood”). The median weights of plastic-objects categories were retrieved from Martin, 

Almahasheer and Duarte (2019). Weights of objects belonging to the categories “plastic 

bags” and “food wraps” in Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte (2019) were pooled to 
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calculate the median weight of the category “film” in our study (i.e. 2.69 g). Similarly, 

weights of objects belonging to the categories “oil containers” and “detergent bottles” in 

Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte (2019) were used to calculate the median weight for the 

category “other liquids” in our study (i.e. 47.65 g). The category “Tetra Pak” was included 

in the calculation, since Tetra Pak® packaging contains mainly plastic, together with paper 

and aluminum. The median weight for the category “Tetra Pak” (i.e. 9.82 g) was obtained 

weighing 6 Tetra Pak® objects. 

4.2.3.5 Statistical analyses 

PPV and Sensitivity values were compared between surveys conducted with a Phantom 3 

Adv and a Phantom 4 Pro, since images obtained from the two drone models have different 

resolution. To compare mean values of the two populations, we used a Wilcoxon Rank 

Sum test.  

We then tested the following variables as potential drivers of litter on the surveyed beaches: 

(a) Population density around the sampling station; (b) Marine traffic density around the 

sampling station; (c) Fetch length; (d) Wind speed; (e) Beach exposure; and (f) Isolation. 

Details on each variable are provided below. 

Population density data were obtained from the dataset of Population Density, v4.11 (2000, 

2005, 2010, 2015, 2020) freely available at the NASA Socioeconomic Data and 

Applications Center (SEDAC) website (CIESIN, 2018). From the above dataset, we 

downloaded the raster layers from years 2015 and 2020, at 3 different resolutions each (5, 

30 and 110 km pixel-1, example in Fig. 2). From each raster layer, we extracted the 

population density data (number of people km-2) at the 44 sampling points using the Point 
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Sampling Tool plug-in of QGIS v.2.18.14. We then averaged the population data from 

years 2015 and 2020 at each sampling point and resolution to obtain an estimate of the 

population density in 2017-2018, when the sampling occurred (Appendix B, Table B6).  

Marine traffic data were obtained from https://www.marinetraffic.com. Specifically, the 

color-coded ship routes were extracted from the density map of the Red Sea for year 2017 

available on the website by excluding the map background in Adobe Illustrator and then 

they were georeferenced in QGIS (Fig. 2). The median RGB values in a radius of 5, 30 and 

110 km around each of the sampling points were obtained using the Zonal Statistics plug-

in in QGIS. Since blue values of the RGB spectra are exponentially proportional to density 

value, as per the color bar on the density map, we could convert median RGB values to 

density values (number of routes km-2 y-1, Appendix B, Table B6). Routes on the density 

map include those of all vessel types (e.g. fishing, recreational and commercial vessels) 

and sizes (i.e. from small boats <10 m in length to vessels >60,000 Gross Tonnage).  

The fetch length, the distance travelled by wind or waves across open water, was measured 

in Google Maps as the linear distance from each sampling station to the nearest land facing 

the beach, perpendicularly to the beach exposure (Appendix B, Table B6). 

Wind speed data were obtained from https://power.larc.nasa.gov/. Specifically, for each 

station we downloaded the monthly wind speed, measured at a 10 m altitude, for the years 

2016, 2017 and 2018, from which we calculated the average wind speed in the year 

preceding the sampling. Moreover, we downloaded the daily wind speed in the 30 days 

before the sampling in order to calculate the average wind speed for the month preceding 

the sampling (Appendix B, Table B6). 
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The exposure of the beach was measured as the deviance angle between the prevailing 

wind and a direct wind exposure of 90º. From October to May, coinciding with the months 

at which sampling occurred, the prevailing wind blows from North West (NW) in the 

Northern Red Sea and from South East (SE) in the Southern Red Sea (Northern and 

Southern than 22º N, respectively, Sofianos and Johns, 2003; Yao et al., 2014). To obtain 

the beach exposure degree, we first measured the 90º angle to the beach line using ImageJ 

and then the deviance angle between it and the direction of the prevailing wind. Hence, 

exposure angles between 0º and 90º (absolute values) indicate that the beach faces the 

prevailing wind, angles between 90º and 180º (absolute values) relative to the prevailing 

wind direction indicate that the beach is sheltered (Appendix B, Table B6). 

The isolation variable refers to weather the beach lies on an island or along the main shore. 

We assigned a value of 0 for those beaches on islands and 1 for those on the mainland. 

To test if the 6 variables affect the litter density (items m-2) on the 44 surveyed beaches, 

and thus can be considered significant drivers of beach litter in the studied area, we applied 

a multiple linear regression model. The litter density (6B) in each beach i is therefore 

described by the following model:  

6B = 	α + βL./E,32&%/#	M"#$%&(B + 	βNO2+%#"	*+2??%7	M"#$%&(B

+ βP1"&7ℎ	R"#5&ℎB +	βST%#6	!E""6B + βUV"27ℎ	WXE/$%&%/#B

+ βYZ$/32&%/#B + [B 

where α is the population intercept, β is the slope of each variable and εi ~ N(0, σ2).  

Since population density data and maritime traffic data were obtained at 3 different 

resolutions, we repeated the same model for each resolution. Each of the 3 models was 
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repeated for both the annual and the monthly (corresponding to the month of sampling) 

wind speed data. To reduce the number of variables and find the set of variables that best 

explain the data in each of the 6 models, we first conducted, for each of the six possible 

models, a stepwise regression with backward selection (i.e. removing one variable at a time 

from the pool of six candidate independent variables, starting from the least contributive), 

and retained the model selected by the step-wise regression. The six resulting models 

(Appendix B, Table B7) were then compared using the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) 

and the model having the lowest AIC was selected as the best one (Table 4.7). Normality 

of residuals was checked with a Shapiro-Wilk test. The same model and procedure 

described above were applied to determine if the 6 variables affect the mass of plastic per 

unit area (\B) in the 15 beaches for which we could estimate \B (Appendix B, Table B6). 

To visualize how the composition of beach litter in 14 categories differs across the 15 

stations tested with the second Faster R-CNN, we applied a non-linear Multi Dimension 

Scaling (nMDS) on the Bray-Curtis distance matrix obtained from the square-root 

transformed relative abundance matrix of object categories in 15 beaches. 

Statistical analyses were performed in RStudio v.1.1.383. Statistical components are 

considered significantly different when p-value < 0.05. All values are reported as mean ± 

SE. 

4.2.4 Results 

Our assessments covered a total area of 26.3 ha during 44 beach surveys in a cumulative 

flight time of 485 min, resulting in a time efficiency of 568 ± 44 m2 min-1. The beach area 

surveyed, excluding seawater, was 13.4 ha, with a total beach length of 13.5 km.  
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The ground truth assessments revealed that 82.1 ± 3.4% (N = 12) of the objects > 2.5 cm 

effectively present on the beach are detected in a 10 m-altitude image taken with a Phantom 

4 Pro (Appendix B, Table B3).   

The automatic detection of litter objects using the Faster R-CNN resulted in a mean 

Sensitivity of 48.1 ± 1.5%, a PPV of 64.3 ± 1.5% and a F-score of 45.9 ± 1.2 % (N = 430, 

Appendix B, Table B4). However, the performance of the model differed significantly 

when applied on higher resolution images obtained from the Phantom 4 Pro compared to 

application on images collected with the Phantom 3 Adv. Particularly, the Sensitivity was 

higher for higher resolution images (58.5 ± 1.8 %, N = 270) compared to lower resolution 

images (30.6 ± 2.1 %, N = 160; Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test: W = 9,597.5, p-value = 2.2e-

16), while PPV was slightly higher for the lower-resolution images (61.5 ± 1.8 % and 69.1 

± 2.7%, respectively; Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test: W = 24,890, p-value = 0.002, Appendix 

B, Table B4). 

The litter density ranged from 79 objects ha-1, on a small emerged land strip of an offshore 

reef in the Northern Red Sea (station 22), to 4,745 objects ha-1, on a small beach of a 

vegetated island in the Southern Red Sea (station 36). The average ±SE density was 1,200 

± 172 objects ha-1 (N = 44, Fig. 2, Appendix B, Table B4). The best regression model 

explained only 27% of the variability and showed that variance in litter density among the 

sampled stations is best explained by the marine traffic density at a long range (110 km) 

and the beach exposure (Table 4.7). Specifically, denser average marine traffic in a radius 

of 110 km results in lower litter density; while more sheltered beaches (i.e. high angles 

relative to the prevailing wind direction) support lower the litter density. Indeed, beaches 

on the same island or site often showed considerable differences in litter densities (Fig. 
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4.9a, Appendix B, Table B4), which already suggested a role of the exposure of the beach 

in determining litter accumulation. Litter loads appeared to be distributed independently of 

the beach exposure across the entire Eastern Red Sea (Fig. 4.9b), but they accumulate on 

the North-facing beaches in the Northern Red Sea while they accumulate on South West-

facing beaches in the Southern Red Sea (Fig. 4.9c). Population density did not influence 

litter abundance, which is also clear by inspecting the distribution of litter density, where 

high litter densities are not necessarily associated to highly populated cities (Fig. 4.9a). 

Neither wind speed (either monthly or annual), isolation and fetch length helped explain 

variability in litter density distribution along the Saudi Arabian shore of the Red Sea.  

Table 4.7 Multiple linear regression model of litter density (items m-2) distribution in 44 beaches of the Red 

Sea (F-statistic = 3.804, 4 and 41 Degrees of Freedom (DF), p-value = 0.01, R2 = 0.27). The model is the 

best out of 6, reported in Table S6, as per the Akaike Information Criteria. We here report the estimates ± SE 

of the intercept (α) and of the slopes (β) of each of 4 variables and their significance (P(> |t|) or p-value). The 

estimates are considered significant if p-value < 0.05. The model residuals are normally distributed (Shapiro-

Wilk test, W = 0.9678, p-value = 0.2289). 

 Estimate ±SE t-value P(> |t|) 

Intercept 0.4314 0.1222 3.529 0.001 

Population Density (110 km) 0.0009 0.0005 1.926 0.061 

Marine Traffic Density (110 km) -0.0013 0.0004 -3.127 0.003 

Wind Speed (monthly) -0.0565 0.0289 -1.953 0.058 

Beach Exposure -0.0009 0.0004 -2.439 0.019 
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Fig. 4.9 Litter density on 44 beaches along the Saudi Arabian coast of the Red Sea and at 8 exposures of the 

beach to the prevailing wind. A) Litter density in number of items m-2 (pink sized-dots) estimated in 44 

beaches. The map shows also the population density obtained from https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/ for 

year 2020 at a resolution of 5 Km pixel-1 and the marine traffic density obtained from 

https://www.marinetraffic.com for year 2017. B) Litter density (items m-2) distribution at each of 8 exposures 

of the beach. C) Litter density at each of 8 beach exposures in the Northern and Southern Red Sea. The 

Northern Red Sea includes beaches Northern than Rabigh, from latitude 22° N to latitude 29° N, and the 

Southern Red Sea includes beaches Southern than Jeddah, from 18° N to 21° N. Error bars correspond to the 

standard error (SE). 

 

The stock (g m-2) of plastic litter, thus excluding glass, metal and wood, ranged from 0.1 

to 6.7 g m-2, with an average of 1.8 ± 0.5 g m-2 (Fig. 4.10a). None of the multiple linear 

models were significant at none of the 3 resolutions, indicating that the mass of plastic per 

unit area (g m-2) on 15 beaches along the Saudi Arabian shore are independent of 
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population density, marine traffic, wind speed, fetch length, beach exposure and isolation 

(Appendix B, Table B8, Fig. 4.10a).  

Litter on the same 15 beaches was dominated by drink bottles (39.9 ± 5.2%), followed by 

wood (13.5% ± 4.3%) and bottles for other liquids (9.1 ± 1.7%) and generally, except for 

two stations (i.e. 16 and 24), litter was mainly composed of plastic materials (Fig. 4.10b). 

Drink bottles and bottles for other liquids were also the items that contributed more (> 50 

%) to the total mass of plastic on the 15 beaches (Appendix B, Fig. B3). Three stations (18, 

26 and 30) were the only ones, out of the 15 beaches tested with the second Faster R-CNN, 

placed on the shore of the Arabian Peninsula. These three stations had a very distinct litter 

composition, where categories like films and small containers specifically, but also Tetra 

Pak® and metal, were prevalent (Fig. 4.10c). These categories include mainly food-related 

litter (e.g. food wraps, bags often used as table cloth or for shopping, dishes, cups, 

aluminum drink cans, Appendix B, Table B2), hence litter likely left during recreational 

activities like picnics. The three stations on the shore had a higher relative abundance of 

recreational-related litter compared to islands (Fig. 4.10d). While litter composition on 

island stations seems to be determined by categories related to fishing activities (Fig. 

4.10c), the relative abundance of buoys, other liquids (mainly including outboard motor oil 

containers), ropes and big containers (often used to store fish) was not different between 

stations on the shore and islands (Fig. 4.10d).  
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Fig. 4.10 Plastic litter stocks and litter composition on 15 beaches along the Saudi Arabian coast of the Red 

Sea. A) Stocks of plastic (i.e. all litter objects excluding glass, metal and wood) are shown in in g m-2 and 

represented through sized-dots (blue for island beaches, red for stations on the main shore). B) Relative 

abundance (%) of all litter objects is represented by stacked bar graphs, which colors correspond to 14 

categories of litter objects. Non-plastic categories (i.e. glass, metal and wood) are in grey colors. Categories 

are ordered according to their mean relative abundance (±SE) across all the 15 beaches as shown in the first 

stacked bar graph (“All”). Stations are ordered according to their latitude and the station numbers correspond 

to the IDs listed in Appendix B, Table B1. C) Non-linear Multidimensional Scatterplot (nMDS) of the litter 

composition on the 15 beaches, which IDs are shown in bold numbers. Blue dots correspond to island stations 
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and red dots to stations on the main shore. The maximum dispersion area for each group has been marked by 

a polygon. Litter categories are shown in grey. D) Boxplots showing the relative abundance of recreational-

related litter (i.e. films, metal, small containers and Tetra Pak®) and fishing-related litter (i.e. big containers, 

buoys, oil containers and ropes) on island stations (in blue) or on shore stations (in red). For each litter type 

(recreational- and fishing-related), the difference in mean litter relative abundance between island and shore 

stations was tested using a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, which statistic and p-value are reported in the graph.  

4.2.5 Discussion 

4.2.5.1 Methodological advantages and future developments 

We provide here a first large-scale assessment of beach litter along 1,400 km of the Eastern 

Red Sea. A single person was able to monitor an area of 26 ha (13 ha along 13.5 km of 

beaches specifically) in 8 hours of effective fieldwork by operating an affordable and easily 

operated commercial drone. Despite this method generated thousands of pictures (more 

than 12,000 in our case), automatized processing through machine learning renders the 

effort required to analyze images reasonable. Indeed, each 1/12th portion of a drone image 

is automatically processed in a few seconds, allowing completion of the assessment of each 

beach in a few hours. The quality assessment of the machine learning detection 

performance requires only a few hundreds of images to be visually checked by the operator 

only once for a given region.  

Use of drones coupled with artificial intelligence allow therefore to conduct beach litter 

surveys at unprecedented, national scale with limited resources and high-time efficiency. 

Past large-scale beach monitoring programs have often required involvement of hundreds 

participants, often rendered possible through citizen science (Law et al., 2014; Thiel and 

Thiel, 2015). In the United Kingdom the recruitment of thousands of volunteers allowed 
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monitoring of more than 700 beaches across 10 years. However, each survey required a 

median of 8 people, working 1.5 hours overall to cover a transect of 140 m median length 

(Nelms et al., 2017). In Tawain, 541 beaches were surveyed across 12 years, involving a 

median of 48 volunteers per survey (Walther, Kunz and Hu, 2018). Even surveys relying 

on aerial images, but not supported by  artificial intelligence tools, required teams of people 

to visually inspect the pictures and manually count the litter objects (Moy et al., 2018).  

In addition to the requirement of high human resources and time, surveys conducted by 

many people are prone to errors introduced by observer bias and or differences in skill. 

Bias in such citizen-science surveys may be overcome through face to face trainings, which 

necessitate additional time, or through validation of each survey by a single coordinator. 

However, the later typically differ from beach to beach (Nelms et al., 2017), thereby still 

carrying uncertainty. In contrast, the variability given by subjectivity is highly reduced in 

the method we implement, where litter objects are automatically detected. However, the 

selection of the objects for the training set is subjective, but once the multilayer perceptron 

is trained, the same system is applied consistently across all the beaches, reducing the 

subjectivity bias. Similarly to the traditional visual census, the counts for the ground truth 

assessments might also be biased by the experience of the observer and the criteria used to 

classify the objects. This issue can be overcome by comparing the in situ estimates from 

different observers, a step that needs to be done only on a small subsample of the beaches 

and that does not mine the time-efficiency of the method and the limited resources needed. 

The training set used in our study was assembled by only one person, but in the future and 

given the growing momentum on the use of drones for beach litter assessments (Deidun et 

al., 2018; Fallati et al., 2019; Gonçalves et al., 2020; Kako, Morita and Taneda, 2020; Lo 
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et al., 2020), an open source database of labelled aerial pictures would be useful as a 

training set to refine machine learning estimates worldwide. Such databases already exist 

for beach litter monitored through visual census, like OpenLitter map that stores geotagged 

ground (not aerial) pictures of litter objects taken by citizens (Lynch, 2018). Pictures that 

citizens upload in the OpenLitter map app are now manually verified by volunteers, but 

the aim is, similarly to what proposed above for aerial images, to use the images to build a 

machine learning algorithm for an automatic recognition of litter from ground images. The 

implementation of an open source database with training samples for aerial pictures will 

allow to easily obtain a high number of training objects and thus improve the performance 

of the machine learning detection. Indeed, machine learning techniques are data-

demanding, and increasing the volume of training samples leads to better detection of litter 

by the multilayer perceptron, as demonstrated by the higher sensitivity reported for those 

objects for which more training samples were labelled (e.g. bottle caps, drink bottles and 

films). Moreover, the tests on pictures taken with the DJI Phantom 4 Pro reported twice 

the sensitivity compared to tests on DJI Phantom 3 Adv pictures. The reason behind this 

variance could be both the higher resolution of the DJI Phantom 4 Pro pictures or that the 

training set that was built using exclusively pictures from the newer drone model, while no 

lower resolution images were included.   

Generally, use of high-resolution images lead to improved precision, as shown by the 

increased probability of detecting an object that lies on the beach from 62% with a 12 MP 

camera to 82% with a 20 MP camera. Moreover, the probability further increases if the 

focus is on larger objects. Indeed, bottle caps, the smallest object targeted in our study, 

were amongst the categories that were harder to spot on the drone pictures after the ground 
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truth assessment. However, we decided to target bottle caps, despite being a few 

centimeters in diameter, since they are frequent on Saudi Arabian beaches and since 

general guidelines of beach litter assessments encourage to include objects from 2.5 cm 

(Cheshire et al., 2009; OSPAR, 2010; GESAMP, 2019), often recognized as the lower size 

limit of macro-litter (GESAMP, 2019; Hartmann et al., 2019). Drone surveys that targeted 

larger objects had higher detection probabilities. For example, Fallati et al. (2019) could 

see more than 87% of litter objects larger than 5 cm in drone images collected at 10 m 

altitude with a 12.4 MP camera (Fallati et al., 2019). As per the ground truth assessment in 

our study, all big containers, drink drums and footwear could be easily detected on a drone 

picture, being large objects with defined shapes. Considering their median weights reported 

in Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte (2019), the objects in these three categories are among 

those that contribute most to the loads of plastic on beaches and their detection alone 

already provides an estimate of more than 1/3rd of the plastic stock, in terms of mass, on 

beaches.    

The assessment provided here goes beyond providing an inventory of the number of litter 

items on the beaches. Indeed, we provide the first application of a machine learning 

algorithm to classify beach litter into categories, where we were able to resolve 14 different 

classes. Past implementations of similar methodologies (aerial images coupled with 

automatic detection) focused on quantifying litter objects or the area surveyed, often 

without being able to distinguish between materials (e.g. plastic, aluminum, wood) (Kako, 

Isobe and Magome, 2012; Bao et al., 2018; Kataoka, Murray and Isobe, 2018; Fallati et 

al., 2019; Gonçalves et al., 2020). By categorizing objects, we were able to distinguish 

between drink bottles and bottles for liquids like oil and detergents, which pose a higher 
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environmental risk. The classification system also allowed us to identify recreational use 

as the main source of plastic on beaches along the mainland, thereby informing actions to 

mitigate litter loads (e.g. installing bins on the beach or enforcing anti-littering laws). The 

automatized classification provides, therefore, fundamental insights on where and how to 

apply mitigation interventions. 

Whereas the algorithm implemented here was built to target exclusively sandy beaches and 

training images were collected from pictures having a uniform background, we 

encountered also other patterns during the drone surveys. Drone pictures tested often 

included rock outcrops, vegetation, stranded seagrass, shells, branches, crab holes, shades 

from low cliffs, and animal prints, all of which have the potential to be recognized as false 

positives by the multilayer perceptron. Indeed, this was the reason behind relatively low 

PPV values in some beaches (i.e. stations 2, 17, 19, 20, 37, 39, 43). Some other detections 

were challenged by footprints (i.e. stations 1, 3, 17), a problem already reported by the 

Neural Network algorithm implemented in Fallati et al., 2019. While footprint marks are 

inevitably present on frequented beaches, the recommendation for surveys on untouched 

beaches is to avoid walking the site until the drone survey is completed and to proceed with 

the ground truth assessment thereafter to avoid unwanted footmarks. Yet, complicated 

backgrounds do not always pose obstacles to the good performance of the algorithm, as 

demonstrated by the high PPV in beaches where vegetation (e.g. station 7-10, 13, 14, 35, 

36, 44) or rock outcrops (e.g. stations 4) abound. These promising performances suggest 

that the algorithm can be used also in backgrounds other than sandy beaches, particularly 

if properly trained with images from similar environments.  
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4.2.5.2 Litter density on Saudi Arabian Red Sea shores 

The Saudi Arabian coast of the Red Sea supports relatively low densities and stocks of 

beach litter, as even the beaches with higher litter densities supported less than 1 item every 

2 m2 and despite beach clean-up activities are rarely conducted on Saudi Arabian coasts. 

The lack of relationship with land-based activities (represented by the proxy variables 

population density and distance from the mainland) could be a consequence of the limited 

development of the Saudi Arabian Red Sea coast, where, with the exception of the city of 

Jeddah with its 4 million population, human settlements are scattered and small. Sea-based 

sources at a long range (110 km radius) affected the litter density on the Eastern coast of 

the Red Sea, but it did so in an opposite manner to our expectations as higher marine traffic 

density corresponded to lower beach litter densities. Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte 

(2019) showed that the litter trapped in the mangrove forests of the Saudi Arabian Red Sea 

was also dependent on the proximity of high-intense traffic routes. Specifically, in a radius 

from 10 to 70 km from the mangrove stand, the closer was the high-intense traffic route, 

the lower was the litter density in the mangroves (Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019). 

Whereas Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte (2019) already reported that result as 

unexpected, our results for beaches along the Eastern Red Sea confirmed that pattern. 

Indeed, this counterintuitive pattern may be explained by the complex surface circulation 

pattern of the Red Sea, characterized by alternation of eddies ranging from 50 to 130 km 

in diameter (Zhan et al., 2014) that could transport the litter released by sea-based activities 

several dozens of km away from the dumping point. Indeed, the best multiple regression 

model derived could only explain 27% of the variance in litter loads among beaches, 

implying that some explanatory variables have not be considered or that patterns of litter 
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redistribution through beach cast and removal during storms may introduce a random 

contribution to beach litter stocks. 

The influence of environmental variables like surface currents and prevailing winds on the 

distribution of litter along the Eastern Red Sea shore is also corroborated by the 

significance of the beach exposure variable. Beaches that are exposed to the prevailing 

wind accumulate more litter than sheltered beaches, with litter loads decreasing with 

increasing beach angles relative to the prevailing wind direction. The Red Sea is affected 

by the alternance of two monsoon seasons: in winter (October to May), the monsoon blows 

from South-East, while in summer (June to September) it blows from North-West. This 

impacts the main surface currents, which are flowing towards South-East in the whole Red 

Sea in summer, but reverting, although only in the Southern part of the Red Sea, in winter 

(Patzert, 1974). This pattern has been shown to influence the distribution of microplastics 

in the surface waters of the central Red Sea, where plastic concentrations are higher in 

winter, when the two contrasting surface currents meet in the central Red Sea, and lower 

in summer, when the main surface water in the whole basin is flowing outside the basin, 

exporting plastic litter to the Indian Ocean (Martin, Agusti and Duarte, 2019). Our surveys 

were all conducted in winter, between November and May, and, as expected by the pattern 

of main surface currents typical of the basin in this season, litter distributes accordingly. In 

the Northern half of the Red Sea, where litter is transported by currents heading South, it 

accumulates on beaches exposed to the North and vice versa in the Southern half of the 

Red Sea. Specifically, the accumulation of litter on the South West side of the Southern 

Red Sea beaches is possibly a consequence of Ekman transport. Ekman transport is 

clockwise in the Northern hemisphere, hence, Southern winds blowing parallel to the 
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coastline generate a Eastward current, leading to floating litter accumulating on beaches 

facing West (GESAMP, 2019). 

Litter on Red Sea beaches shows a similar composition to that reported trapped in 

mangrove forests along the basin, with the top three plastic items being drink bottles, 

bottles to hold other liquids and films (Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019). Drink 

bottles are often consumed and trashed by either beach users or fishermen, therefore it is 

not straightforward to discriminate between land or marine origins.  Films (e.g. food wraps 

and plastic bags) have mainly a land-based origin and bottles to hold other liquids (e.g. 

outboard motor oil containers) have mainly a sea-based origin. Despite litter density does 

not differ consistently between islands and mainland beaches, its composition did. 

Specifically, land-based litter associated with recreational activities had a major 

contribution to total litter on mainland beaches, indicating a high impact of beach users on 

litter loads.  

The mean width of the surveyed beaches (at the largest point) was 36 ±3 m. Extrapolating 

the mean plastic litter density estimated in our study to the ~1,800 km of shore of the Saudi 

Arabian coast of the Red Sea yields 8 ±1 million litter items or 120 ±35 tons of plastic 

deposited on the Saudi Arabian Red Sea shore in a land strip of 36 m. This is an upper 

limit, as not all the shore is covered by beaches, since rocky and developed shores are also 

present. The city of Jeddah alone produces 1.9 million tons of waste every year, of which 

17% is plastic (Nizami et al., 2015). Since global estimates report that 1.7 to 4.6% of plastic 

waste enters the marine environment (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017), we estimate that 

Jeddah city alone may discharge 5,000 to 15,000 tons of plastic annually into the Red Sea 

(approximately 1.3 to 3.8 kg per person). Assuming land-sources along the Eastern Red 
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Sea to show a similar per capita contribution, we would expect the load from the 7.4 million 

people in a coastal strip of 50 km along the Eastern Red Sea (Martí et al., 2017) to deliver 

10,000 to 28,000 tons of plastic annually. Hence, the estimate of plastic stock on beaches 

along the Eastern Red Sea of 120 ±35 tons of plastic calculated here represents < 1.5% of 

the annual input. Thus, beach stranding of plastic accounts for only a small fraction of the 

plastic input to the Red Sea, implying the presence of more efficient sinks in the basin and 

coastal habitats. These include trapping of macroplastics in mangrove forests (Martin, 

Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019), and ingestion, but particularly, passive adhesion of 

microplastic to coral reef surfaces (Arossa et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2019) along the 

massive coral reefs bordering the Red Sea.  

The method developed here achieved a cost-effective, large-scale assessment of beach litter 

stocks and composition, providing a useful model to be used elsewhere. Implementation of 

this method around the world will allow estimates of beach litter loads to scale up from the 

individual transect or beach to the regional and, eventually, global scales. 
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4.3.1 Abstract 

To verify weather mangroves act as sinks for marine litter, we surveyed through visual 

census 20 forests along the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf, both in inhabited and remote 

locations. Anthropogenic debris items were counted and classified along transects, and the 

influence of main drivers of distribution were considered (i.e. land-based and ocean-based 

sources, density of the forest and properties of the object). We confirmed that distance to 

major maritime traffic routes significantly affects the density of anthropogenic debris in 

Red Sea mangrove forests, while this was independent of land-based activities. This 

suggests ocean-based activities combined with surface currents as major drivers of litter in 

this basin. Additionally, litter was more abundant where the mangrove density was higher, 

and object distribution through the mangrove stand often depended on their shape and 

dimension. We particularly show that pneumatophores act as a sieve retaining large plastic 

objects, leading to higher plastic mass estimates in mangroves compared to those of 

beaches previously surveyed in the Red Sea.  

4.3.2 Introduction 

Shore deposition has been identified as a major sink of marine plastic pollution. Plastic was 

found washed ashore already in the early 1970s, when the realization that marine plastic 

pollution was a problem was emerging (Gregory, 1977) and surveys confirmed that even 

the shores of the remotest beaches accumulate significant plastic loads (Lavers and Bond, 

2017). However, while shore deposition is often associated with beach litter only (Browne 

et al., 2011), coastal environments other than sandy shores can also accumulate plastic 

debris (Thiel et al., 2013).  
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Mangrove forests cover about 132,000 km2 along subtropical and tropical shores (Hamilton 

and Casey, 2016). Mangrove trees occupy the intertidal fringe and develop a partially 

emerged root system, pneumatophores and prop roots, forming an effective filter that 

attenuates wave energy and turbulence (Horstman et al., 2014; Norris et al., 2017) and may 

possibly trap objects transported by currents, like floating plastic objects. However, the 

role of mangrove pneumatophores or prop roots as traps for litter reaching the system from 

the open sea has not been tested. Indeed, only a handful of studies have reported plastic 

pollution in mangroves, mostly focusing on microplastic in mangrove sediments 

(Barasarathi et al., 2011; Lima, Costa and Barletta, 2014; Mohamed Nor and Obbard, 2014; 

Lourenço et al., 2017; Naji, Esmaili and Khan, 2017) so that information on macroplastics, 

the component possibly trapped by the filter of pneumatophores and that also has a higher 

contribution in terms of mass, is scarce. Ivar do Sul et al. (2014) reported tracked drifting 

plastic items released in a mangrove forest, showing different retention capacities 

dependent on the hydrodynamic of the object (e.g. plastic bags were more easily retained 

than plastic bottles). However, while that experiment demonstrated differential interactions 

between mangrove stands and different types of plastic debris, thereby providing 

indications of what plastic debris might be found in mangrove forests, it considered only 

plastic released inside the forest itself, and did not report loads of plastic litter trapped from 

the open sea. Similarly, Cordeiro and Costa (2010) sampled litter from estuarine 

mangroves, where litter came mainly from land and riverine sources. 

The key role of mangroves as providers of important ecosystem services, including carbon 

sequestration (McLeod et al., 2011; Almahasheer et al., 2017), coastal protection and 

habitat for marine life (Spalding, Kainuma and Collins, 2010; Duarte, Losada and 
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Hendriks, 2013), requires efficient management of the threats affecting these ecosystems, 

including marine plastic pollution. Plastic trapped by mangrove pneumatophores and prop 

roots may constitute a physical impediment affecting both the tree itself and the associated 

fauna, by preventing gas exchange and releasing harmful chemicals absorbed by or 

industrially added to plastic materials (Cole et al., 2011). Yet, the role of mangrove forests 

as traps for marine plastics remain largely unexplored. 

Here we test the hypothesis that the pneumatophore array of mangrove forests represents 

an effective filter for macroplastics reaching the mangrove from the adjacent open water. 

We also examine the role of possible drivers and sources of marine and, in general, 

anthropogenic litter in affecting the distribution of debris in the studied mangrove forests. 

We did so by conducting visual census surveys in Saudi Arabian mangrove forests located 

in mainly remote or uninhabited areas where plastic has clearly a marine origin in both the 

Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf. Saudi Arabian mangroves extend for almost the entire 

length of national coasts (excluding the northernmost areas, north of 28°N) covering 48.42 

m2 and 10.36 km2 on the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf Saudi shores, respectively 

(Almahasheer et al., 2016; Almahasheer, 2018). Particularly, Red Sea mangroves are 

fringe forests that develop along the coast, but not inland due to lack of permanent estuaries 

in the catchment area of the basin and narrow tidal ranges, and therefore are less developed 

than forests in other tropical areas (Mandura, Saifullah and Khafaji, 1987). Red Sea and 

Arabian Gulf stands are dominated by Avicenna marina which forms extensive forests, 

while Rhizophora mucronata is scattered and limited to few areas in the southern Red Sea 

and in the Western Arabian gulf (Almahasheer et al., 2016). For this reason, we focused 

on surveying A. marina forests. Avicenna marina aerial roots have pneumatophores, 
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vertical finger-like structures rising about 30 – 40 cm from the sediment and conforming a 

filter, which can potentially interfere with floating plastic items. Indeed, similarly to what 

has been observed for the open ocean, unexpectedly low concentration of plastics in surface 

waters were also observed in Saudi Arabian basins, the Red Sea (Martí et al., 2017) and 

the Arabian Gulf (Castillo, Al-Maslamani and Obbard, 2016; Abayomi et al., 2017), 

despite management of plastic litter in the region lagging behind best standards (Demirbas 

et al., 2016). This observation and the extension of Arabian mangrove forests make the 

region a good case study to test whether mangroves constitute a sink for marine plastic 

pollution.  

4.3.3 Materials and methods 

4.3.3.1 Visual census 

Visual census surveys were conducted in 16 mangrove forests on the Saudi coast of the 

Red Sea and 4 in the Arabian Gulf (Table 4.8). Five of the 20 surveyed forests were situated 

along a city shore, one in Yanbu and 4 in the Arabian Gulf, another 2 are only 2 km away 

from a coastal inhabited center, and the remaining 13 are located at ≥ 7 km from a coastal 

town or city, with 7 of those located on uninhabited offshore islands (Table 4.8). Selected 

mangrove forests were monospecies stands of A. marina, with trees ranging from 

approximately 1.5 m up to 4 m in height (Khan and Kumar, 2009; Almahasheer, Duarte 

and Irigoien, 2016a), except for one young forest 9 km from Yanbu (24.193 N 37.948 E) 

where trees were < 1 m in height.  
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Table 4.8 Coordinates of surveyed mangrove forests, distance to closest town or city and to closest high-

intensity maritime traffic area (>1000 routes km-2 year-1). Indicated population estimates are retrieved from 

http://worldpopulationreview.com/ and http://www.citypopulation.de/. Maritime traffic intensity estimates 

are obtained for the year 2017 from www.marinetraffic.com. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°E) 

Location Closest town 
or city 

Population 
of town or 

city 

Distance to 
town or 

city (km) 

Distance to high-
intense maritime 
traffic area (km) 

Red Sea 

26.917 36.01 Onshore Duba 22,000 50 35 

25.993 36.708 Onshore Al Wajh 26,636 35 60 
25.702 36.599 Offshore Al Wajh 26,636 60 35 
25.655 36.512 Offshore Al Wajh 26,636 64 25 

25.607 36.918 Offshore Umluj 33,874 68 50 
25.538 36.849 Offshore Umluj 

 
69 60 

24.193 37.948 Onshore Yanbu 200,161 9 12 
24.037 38.118 Onshore Yanbu 200,161 2 4 
23.983 38.191 Onshore Yanbu 200,161 0 3 

22.935 38.880 Onshore Rabigh 41,759 25 7 

22.381 39.132 Onshore Thuwal < 20,000 7 9 

20.162 40.207 Onshore Al Lith 72,000 2 75 

19.532 40.743 Offshore Al Qunfudhah 24,512 54 102 

19.271 40.896 Offshore Al Qunfudhah              24,512 23    103 

18.151 41.533 Offshore Al Birk < 20,000 7 111 
18.286 41.483 Onshore Al Birk < 20,000 9 109 

Arabian Gulf 

26.663 49.990 Onshore Safwa 45,876 0 17 

26.591 50.046 Onshore Al Qatif 98,259 0 12 

26.549 50.080 Onshore Tarout 85,371 0 8 

26.504 50.044 Onshore Saihat 66,702 0 10 
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In each mangrove stand, hereafter also referred as “station”, we counted anthropogenic 

debris in 4 to 10 transects, except for one forest (25.54 N 36.85 E) where we completed 

only one transect due to logistic constraints. A total of 76 transects were surveyed in the 

Red Sea and 20 in the Arabian Gulf, covering an area of 5,737 m2 and 549 m2, respectively. 

Transects were randomly laid parallel to the coastline or the main direction of the mangrove 

stand. They were mainly placed at the seaward fringe of the forest (N = 61, 48 in the Red 

Sea and 13 in the Arabian Gulf). If accessibility allowed it, transects were also surveyed 

inside the stand (N = 35, 28 in the Red Sea and 7 in the Arabian Gulf), at > 10 m from the 

seaward fringe. This information (position of the transect) was recorded and GPS points 

taken. Distance of each transect to the seaward fringe was measured on satellite images in 

Google Maps as the minimum linear distance between the transect starting geographic 

coordinate and the edge of the trees. Because transects were mainly positioned at or close 

to the seaward fringe, water level was > 10 cm in the majority of the surveyed areas. 

However, in few cases, particularly when transects were close to the beach behind the 

mangrove, the surveyed area was dry. If this was the case, only anthropogenic debris found 

where pneumatophores and trees grow were recorded, while we ignored items exclusively 

on the sand, considered as litter that has overpassed the mangrove forest and stranded on 

the beach instead. Distance of each transect to the beach behind the mangroves was 

measured in Google Maps as the minimum linear distance between the transect starting 

point and the littoral. Similarly, we measured distance of each transect to the shore on the 

main land and to the nearest coastal town or city (>10,000 inhabitants), the latter as the 

linear distance between the transect starting point and the closest point of the town or city 

center (i.e. the area of the city with the highest building density). We also measured the 
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minimum linear distance of each transect to areas of high intensity maritime traffic. We 

considered as high intensity traffic areas those traversed by >1,000 routes km-2 y-1, 

including all vessels types (e.g. fishing, recreational and commercial vessels) and 

dimensions, from small boats (< 10 m in length) to big vessels (> 60,000 Gross Tonnage). 

This information was retrieved from https://www.marinetraffic.com for the year 2017. 

Density of trees in each transect was recorded as either “high” (tree coverage >75%) or 

“low” (≤50%). Low tree density was reported for 61 transects (47 in the Red Sea and 14 in 

the Arabian Gulf), and high density for 35 (29 in the Red Sea and 6 in the Arabian Gulf). 

Transect length ranged between 4 m and 60 m, dependent on litter density: shorter lengths 

for highly dense areas and longer length where items were sparsely scattered, following 

the same principle used for beach litter visual census in the Red Sea (Martin et al., 2018) 

and other beach litter surveys (Andrades et al., 2016), since the precision of density 

estimates is dependent on the total number of items censused. Width ranged from 2 m to 8 

m depending on the accessibility of the site: when tree density and practicability of the 

stand allowed it, larger widths were preferred. A measuring tape was used to determine the 

length of the transect and the width at the starting point. From the starting point on, width 

was visually established and maintained constant for the whole length of the transect. The 

transect length was always greater than the width. Plastic items and any anthropogenic 

debris > 2.5 cm were counted along the transect and recorded per type. Items were counted 

also if underwater or below plant debris, to the best of our capacity. Objects were classified 

in types. Correspondence of the types used in this study and unified litter types proposed 

by UNEP/IOC guidelines (Cheshire et al., 2009) is reported in Appendix B, Table B9, in 

order to allow comparisons with other studies using the same classification (e.g. Williams 
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et al., 2016; Campbell et al., 2017). We did not weigh all recorded items due to logistics 

constraints. In total, we weighed 268 plastic objects belonging to 16 types (drink bottles, 

plastic bags, ropes, food wraps, oil containers, polystyrene, small containers, carboys, big 

containers, buoys, nets, fishing lines, fragments, bottle caps, detergent bottles and 

footwear, Table 4.9). We randomly selected, within each object type, a number of objects 

to be weighed. The number of randomly-selected objects of each type varied depending on 

bulkiness (we sampled fewer objects of bulky types, e.g. big containers and carboys) and 

frequency (we weighed more samples of frequently encountered objects).  

 

Table 4.9 Weights (min, max, average ± SE and median values) of collected samples belonging to 16 plastic 

objects types. 

Object type N of weighed 
objects 

Min 
weight (g) 

Max weight 
(g) 

Average  
weight ± SE (g) 

Median 
weight (g) 

Fragments 12 0.06 0.7 0.4 ±0.06  0.35 

Fishing Lines 4 0.02 4.9 1.8 ±1.2 1.19 

Food Wraps 21 0.2 6.6 1.9 ±0.4 1.29 

Bottle caps 31 1 7.5 2.3 ±0.3 1.62 

Ropes 52 0.02 110.3 7.1 ±2.3 1.36 

Polystyrene 16 0.2 32.5 8.6 ±2.2 5.69 

Plastic Bags 13 2.5 26.4 11.2 ±1.7 10.41 

Buoys 8 6.1 20 13.2 ±1.7 12.78 

Small containers 29 3.4 121.7 15.8 ±4.0 10.23 

Drink Bottles 37 9.2 70 23 ±2.1 17.55 

Nets 7 2.4 112 37.6 ±17.0 10.26 

Detergent bottles 5 40.2 69.9 58.8 ±5.5 63 

Oil containers 9 40.7 287.5 75 ±26.8 42.3 

Footwear 11 40.5 357.1 185.7 ±34.9 204 

Carboys 7 88.1 842 301.1 ±130.6 102 

Big containers 6 130 3200 898.1 ±467.2 498 
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At 10 of the 20 stations (6 in The Red Sea and 4 in the Arabian Gulf, N = 53 transects), we 

also recorded where the object was observed, either among mangrove pneumatophores and 

seedlings in the area surrounding the trees or trapped in the tree branches and trunk, in 

order to determine if the properties of the object (i.e. shape, material and dimension) 

influence its distribution in the forest. To this end, plastic items were combined in 

categories based on the above cited properties (Table 4.10), and their frequencies in the 

two forest compartments (i.e. pneumatophores and seedlings or tree branches and trunk) 

were compared using a Chi-square test. We excluded from this analysis non-plastic object 

types due to their low abundance and high variability (e.g. aluminum objects include cans, 

foils, bowls) and less represented plastic objects types with a relative abundance < 2%, 

unless with properties very similar to more represented objects (e.g. fishing lines were 

merged with nets and ropes). We also measured the distance between pneumatophores in 

5 of the studied mangroves as a measure of their capacity to retain floating debris of various 

characteristic size.  

Table 4.10 Description of plastic objects categories based on their properties (i.e. shape, material and 

dimension). 

Category Description 

PET bottles Bottles for drinks normally in Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 
of a capacity ≤ 2.5 L  

Other bottles Bottles in plastic material other than PET normally used for 
solvents, engine oil, cleaners ≤ 2.5 L 

Carboys Containers for liquids of a capacity ≥ 2.5 L 

Films Plastic bags, tarpaulin bags, food wraps and any thin, flexible and 
sheet-like plastic excluding synthetic fabrics 

Ropes, Lines and Nets Thin and flexible plastic made out of threads 

Big containers Boxes, crates, baskets and buckets 

Small containers Cups, bowls, pots and jars 

Polystyrene Fragments of polystyrene material 
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4.3.3.2 Data analyses 

To test which variables are significant drivers of litter distribution in the studied 

mangroves, we used a generalized additive model (GAM). The GAM was preferred to a 

generalized linear model to explore non-parametric relationships between litter density and 

other variables. Particularly, we tested if litter density in each transect depends on:  

a. distance to the nearest coastal city, proxy of land-based sources of litter 

discarded from coastal areas;  

b. Distance to the main shore, proxy of all land-based sources of litter, 

including those transported in the marine environment from the inner land;  

c. distance to high intensity maritime traffic areas, proxy of ocean-based 

sources of litter;  

d. distance to the seaward fringe, proxy of the ability of tides and currents in 

transporting marine litter through the stand. 

e. distance to the beach behind the mangroves, proxy of land litter, which is 

either litter never dispersed in the marine environment (reaching the 

mangrove forest for a direct human intervention or transported by winds) or 

marine litter first stranded on shore and then washed again ashore;  

f. Tree density categories (low and high), proxy of density of obstacles to litter 

redistribution. 

All variables are continuous, except for the last, which is categorical. The GAM was first 

applied to data collected from the Red Sea using all listed variables. Successively, we 

repeated the GAM excluding non-significant variables to obtain a more robust model. 

Since the categorical variable was significant, we used a non-parametrical test (the Mann-

Whitney U test) to compare mean litter densities in transects with “low” and “high” tree 
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density. We did not apply the GAM to data collected from the Arabian Gulf because of the 

limited number of transects available there and the fact that the sampled forests in this basin 

were all located on a city shore, so they did not allow to test for the distance from urban 

centers. Hence, merging of the Arabian Gulf with Red Sea data in the GAM analyses could 

have biased or confounded the results. We did not apply the GAM on data from the Arabian 

Gulf separately because the sampled population (number of transects) was too limited to 

obtain a robust integrated model. 

Last, to further determine whether mangroves are to be considered sinks for plastic, we 

compared results from mangrove surveys along the Arabian coast of the Red Sea with 

beach litter visual census previously conducted in the same area (Martin et al., 2018). 

Surveys conducted in this study and Martin et al. (2018) study applied comparable 

approaches, by recording anthropogenic debris > 2.5 cm in replicate transects of variable 

lengths, depending on litter density, placed parallel to the coastline. Since we observed 

larger items in the mangroves compared to beaches, we did not only compare litter 

densities, but also the weight distribution of items belonging to the main plastic types. To 

do this comparison we used a Pareto distribution, built as a relationship between the median 

weight of each plastic type (W) at the x-axis and the probability that an item, with a random 

weight w, weighs as much or more as W (y-axis). The median weight was obtained, as 

explained above, by weighing representative samples of the 16 most frequent plastic types. 

The probability was calculated as:  

E+/@	(G ≥ T) =
4(^_`)

4a
 

Where N(w>W) indicates the sum of recorded items belonging to types with a median weight 
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≥ W and Nt the total number of items belonging to the 16 weighed types. A Pareto 

distribution was fitted for litter in each of the two studied habitats, mangrove and beach 

litter. Because the two distributions seemed to diverge for W ≥ 50 g, we calculated the 

proportion (± CI) of items belonging to types with a W ≥ 50 g and compared them with an 

inference for two proportions with independent samples. As a further comparative 

measurement, the weighted-mean mass of the items in Red Sea mangroves and beaches 

was calculated as the sum of the product of the median weight of each type and its relative 

frequency. All statistical analyses were computed in R Studio 1.1.383. All data are reported 

as mean ± SE. Statistical tests are considered significant if p-value <0.05. 

4.3.4 Results 

The distance between mangrove pneumatophores in 5 mangroves ranged from 0 to 13 cm 

(N = 55, average 4.5 ± 0.4 cm). A total of 1,254 litter items were recorded in the Red Sea, 

resulting in a density of 0.66 ± 0.18 items m-2 (mean ± SE) across transects. Litter densities 

in the surveyed stations ranged from 0.02 ± 0.01 items m-2 in a newly planted mangrove 

forest with sparse trees 9 km away from Yanbu city to 3.7 ± 1.8 items m-2 in a 30 years old 

natural forest on the Yanbu city shoreline (Fig. 4.11a). A total of 450 litter items were 

recorded in the Arabian Gulf, yielding an average of 1.21 ± 0.53 items m-2 across transects. 

We recorded litter densities ranging from 0.22 ± 0.06 items m-2 in Safwa to 3.0 ± 2.0 items 

m-2 on Tarout island (Fig. 4.11b).  
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Fig. 4.11 Density of litter expressed in items m-2 for transects in Red Sea (a) and Arabian Gulf (b) mangrove 

stands, marked with a black dot. 

The dominant litter type was plastic material on both coasts (Table 4.11). Main items found 

in Red Sea mangroves were plastic bottles (23.5% ± 4.8 of items), followed by plastic bags 

and oil containers, while in the Arabian Gulf forests the most abundant litter were ropes 

(29.4% ± 13.5%), followed again by plastic bags and food wraps (Table 4.11). 

Anthropogenic material of ocean-based origin (i.e. ropes, nets, lines, buoys, oil containers, 

polystyrene and polystyrene boxes), accounted for 19 ± 2.3% and 41.4 ± 11.35% along the 

Red Sea and Arabian Gulf Saudi mangroves, respectively.  
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Table 4.11 Mean contribution (± SE) of each object type to anthropogenic debris found in Red Sea and 

Arabian Gulf mangroves. All plastic objects types with a relative proportion < 0.4% were merged in “Others, 

plastic items”, while “Others, non-plastic items” includes those items that are of composite materials and 

cannot be univocally included in one object type. 

Red Sea (N = 1,254)   Arabian Gulf (N = 450) 

Object type 
Mean Proportion 

± SE (%) 
  

Object type 
Mean Proportion ± 

SE (%) 

Plastic 92.2 ± 1.4     Plastic 95.5 ± 2.5  

   Drink Bottles  23.5 ± 4.8      Ropes 29.4 ± 13.5  

   Plastic Bags 14.7 ± 3.1      Plastic Bags 15.0 ± 2.9 

   Oil Containers 6.9 ± 2.2      Food wraps 7 ± 4.5 

   Food Wraps 5.7 ± 2.1      Drink Bottles 6.9 ± 2 

   Carboys 5.3 ± 1.6       Polystyrene 4.7 ± 3.4 

   Tarpaulin Bags 5.3 ± 4.1       Buoys 3.1 ± 2.1 

   Small Containers 4.6 ± 1.2      Plastic Bags Pieces 3.7 ± 1.6 

   Ropes 4.1 ± 1.2      Small Containers 2.6 ± 1.0 

   Polystyrene 4.1 ± 1.3      Nets 2.1 ± 1.0  

   Boxes 3.9 ± 1.2      Tarpaulin Bags 1.6 ± 0.7  

   Polystyrene Boxes 1.6 ± 0.6      Lines 1.5 ± 0.5 

   Fragments 1.3 ± 0.6      Boxes  1.0 ± 0.5 

   Buoys 1.2 ± 0.6      Fragments 1.0 ± 0.6 

   Detergent Bottles  0.8 ± 0.5      Cloth 0.7 ± 0.4 

   Lines 0.7 ± 0.3      Others, plastic items 14.2 ± 4.8 

   Bottle Caps 0.5 ± 0.2     

   Footwear 0.4 ± 0.2     

   Nets 0.4 ± 0.3     

   Others, plastic items 6.1 ± 1.5     

Wood 3.2 ± 1.2   Aluminium 2.5 ± 1.7 

Aluminium 3.1 ± 0.8   Glass 1.4 ± 1.4    

Glass  0.5 ± 0.3   Cardboard 0.6 ± 0.6  

Cardboard 0.02 ± 0.02   Wood 0.5 ± 0.5 

Others, non-plastic 
items 0.9 ± 0.5  
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The GAM for Red Sea transects, testing all drivers considered together, showed that litter 

density is significantly affected by distance to high intensity maritime traffic areas (p-value 

< 0.01), distance to the beach behind the mangroves (p-value < 0.001) and by the density 

of the forest (p-value < 0.01). The GAM including only the significant variables explains 

32.2% of the variability and confirms that those 3 variables had statistically significant 

effects (Appendix B, Table B10). Particularly, the relationship between litter density and 

distance to high intensity maritime traffic areas is not linear: it is negative in the first 15 

km and positive from 15 to 70 Km (Appendix B, Fig. B4). Instead, distance to the beach 

behind the mangroves has a linear effect on litter density: the closer the transect to the 

beach, the higher the density (Appendix B, Fig. B4). Besides, transects with high tree 

densities tended to show higher litter density (N = 29, 1.09 ± 0.42 items m-2) than transects 

with low tree density (N = 47, 0.4 ± 0.13 items m-2, Mann-Whitney U test, W = 2613.5, p-

value < 0.01). 

The frequency and distribution of plastic objects differed, based on the mangrove 

compartment considered and the object properties. Plastic films were more likely to be 

found associated to pneumatophores and seedlings, while ropes, more easily entangled in 

the tree branches and trunk, were more abundant in areas near mangrove trunks (Appendix 

B, Fig. B5a, Chi-square test, X2 = 95.02, df = 7, p-value < 2.2 e-16), a result that is confirmed 

even when Red Sea and Arabian Gulf transects are considered separately (Table 4.12). 

Indeed, given the high variability of objects recorded in the two areas (Table 4.11), we 

computed a Chi-square test for each basin. The three tests also confirmed that carboys and 

non-PET bottles are slightly more frequent in pneumatophores and seedlings, while small 

containers are mainly trapped in trunks and branches (Table 4.12, Appendix B, Fig B5b 
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and c; p-values < 5 e-6). These observations are illustrated by images (Fig. 4.12), where an 

oil container, a bag and a carboy are shown trapped in pneumatophores (Fig. 4.12a, b and 

c respectively), while ropes are entangled on the branches of a mangrove tree (Fig. 4.12d). 

Table 4.12 Abundance (N) of total plastic objects in each of 8 categories (defined in Table 4.10) in 6 

mangrove forests in the Red Sea and 4 in the Arabian Gulf and relative frequency of total plastic objects 

(“All”) and of objects from each category in two mangrove compartments (pneumatophores and seedlings or 

trunks and branches) for each of the two basins. When relative frequency of a category in one of the two 

mangrove compartments (observed frequency) is higher than the relative frequency of total objects in that 

compartment (expected frequency), objects of that category are more likely to be found in that compartment 

and viceversa. 

Categories  Red Sea    Arabian Gulf  

 N Relative 
frequency in 

pneumatophore
s and seedlings 

 Relative 
frequency in 

trunks and 
branches 

 N Relative 
frequency in 

pneumatophores 
and seedlings 

 Relative 
frequency in 

trunks and 
branches 

All  495 0.4 0.6  394 0.13 0.87 

PET bottles  114 0.28 0.72  24 0.42 0.58 
Other bottles  37 0.54 0.46  6 0.17 0.83 
Carboys  37 0.54 0.46  2 0.5 0.5 
Films  185 0.5 05  128 0.24 0.76 
Ropes, lines, 
nets  

68 0.24 0.76  204 0.02 0.98 

Big containers  23 0.13 0.87  4 0.5 0.5 
Small 
containers  

10 0.3 0.7  9 0.1 0.9 

Polystyrene  21 0.52 0.48  17 0.12 0.88 
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Fig. 4.12 Pictures of litter in the two most polluted mangrove forests of this study, one in the Red Sea on 

Yanbu shoreline (23.983 N 38.191 E; a, b, c) and one in the Arabian Gulf on Tarout island (26.549 N 50.080 

E; d, e, f). Pictures show objects of various types: bottles (a), an oil container (a), plastic bags (b, d), a carboy 

(c), ropes and nets (d, e), a buoy (e) and a box (f). 
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The comparison between the two Pareto distributions for plastic objects in Red Sea 

mangroves and beaches respectively shows a significantly steeper decline in abundance 

with object size for Red Sea beaches compared to Red Sea mangroves (Fig. 4.13). 

Particularly, large items, > 50 g in individual weight, were twice as abundant (9.3 % ± 1.8 

% of all items, N = 1018) in mangroves compared to beaches (5.85 ± 1.2 of all items, N = 

1553), with these proportions differing significantly (Z = 3.32, p < 0.001), indicating that 

mangrove habitats were richer in large-sized litter items compared to beaches. Moreover, 

we obtained a weighted-mean (± SE) mass of items over two-fold greater for mangrove 

plastic litter (60.12 ± 9.67 g) compared to Red Sea beach plastic litter (23.97 ± 2.03 g, 

Mann Whitney test, W = 7120, p-value = 0.04). 
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Fig. 4.13 Distribution of plastic objects in the 16 most frequent types, ordered per weight, found on beaches 

(data from Martin et al., 2018, in black, N = 1553) and mangroves (in white, N = 1018) in the Red Sea. (a) 

Average weight and density (±SE) of objects belonging to the 16 most frequent types. (b) Pareto distribution 

of plastic objects of the 16 most frequent types found in beaches (black dots and black line) and mangroves 

(white dots and grey line). 
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4.3.5 Discussion 

The results presented confirm that mangrove forests act as traps for marine litter. Previous 

surveys on Saudi Arabian Red Sea shores conducted on beaches using the same 

methodology estimated a litter density of 0.63 ± 0.1 items m-2 (Martin et al., 2018) 

dominated by plastic bottles, similar with our findings in mangrove forests for the same 

region. Instead, the higher density of litter in mangrove stands of the Arabian Gulf is most 

probably due to the close vicinity of the 4 surveyed areas to highly traversed maritime 

routes in the Arabian Gulf. Indeed, although we could not apply a GAM to Arabian Gulf 

mangroves, the significant influence of distance to high intensity maritime traffic areas 

demonstrated for the Red Sea suggests that this could also be a main driver of litter 

distribution in Arabian Gulf stands. This hypothesis is further supported by the higher 

proportion of ocean-based related litter found in the Arabian Gulf, where high intensity 

maritime traffic areas are close, compared to the Red Sea, where distances to this source 

were variable. Further surveys are therefore needed for the Arabian Gulf, particularly in 

offshore forests, to evaluate this hypothesis and obtain a better estimate of mangrove litter 

in this basin. However, this could be challenging since the coast of the Arabian Gulf is 

highly developed and natural or remote stands not directly impacted by anthropogenic 

activities are scarce (Almahasheer, 2018). 

In the Red Sea, the maritime traffic seems to be a direct source of litter in a short range (< 

15 Km), where, as expected, the closer the distance of the stand to a highly traversed 

maritime route, the strongest the impact of this source on litter densities. However, the 

unexpected result for distances > 15 Km suggests the concomitant role of currents in 

delivering litter of ocean-based origin in the mangrove forest. Indeed, the GAM showed 
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that distance to high intensity maritime traffic areas has its strongest influence on litter 

distribution in mangroves when routes are at approximately 70 Km from the stand. The 

horizontal surface water circulation in the Red Sea is mainly characterized by mesoscale 

currents, alternant cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies with an approximate dimension of 50 

to 130 Km (Zhan et al., 2014), potentially justifying how litter originated from ocean-based 

activity accumulates in mangrove forests at 70 Km of distance.  

Land-based sources instead had no significant influence on litter distribution in the Red 

Sea, although the most polluted mangrove stand was the only one located on the shore of 

a town. This result reflects the low development of the Red Sea coast, where cities and 

towns are scarce and the coastal population accounts for only approximately 7 million 

people, half of them living in only one city, Jeddah (data obtained from 

http://worldpopulationreview.com/ and http://www.citypopulation.de/). Moreover, the Red 

Sea catchment area lacks permanent rivers, which are responsible for major emissions of 

litter in the marine environment from inland elsewhere (Lebreton et al. 2017). Differently, 

maritime traffic is uniformly developed in all the basin, particularly in the central axis, 

which is one of the most trafficked routes worldwide (Tournadre, 2014). Therefore, it is no 

surprise that our analysis demonstrated ocean-based sources to be more important than 

land-based sources as drivers of litter distributions in mangrove stands of the Red Sea. This 

hypothesis is also confirmed in previous beach litter surveys conducted in the Red Sea, 

where passenger and cargo ships were identified as major sources of anthropogenic debris 

(Abu-Hilal and Al-Najjar, 2004).  

The finding that ocean-based activities are major drivers of litter in the Red Sea also helps 

explain why litter density estimated for mangrove forests of the Red Sea are lower than 
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those of stands in Papua New Guinea (1.2 ± 0.3 to 78.3 ± 15.1 litter items m-2, Smith, 2012) 

or Brazil (1.33 items m-2, Cordeiro and Costa, 2010), which were located closer to 

inhabited areas and where land-based activities were recognized as major sources of 

anthropogenic debris. While litter densities reported in Cordeiro and Costa (2010), 

although generally higher, are still within the range of those of the most polluted mangroves 

in our study, Smith (2012) reported litter densities up to two orders of magnitude higher in 

Papua New Guinea mangroves. These findings might be related to the fact that Papua New 

Guinea is located close to those countries releasing the highest loads of land-based plastic 

waste in the marine environment (Jambeck et al. 2015). 

Although land-based activities are not significant drivers of litter in Red Sea mangroves, 

distance from the back of the beach is. This suggests that mangroves are likely to trap litter 

before it is dispersed in the marine environment or, if litter from the marine environment 

can reach the beach, it hardly will be washed again ashore in presence of a mangrove forest. 

Generally, litter stranded on a beach is transported back to the marine environment by 

winds and once in the water by currents. However, in presence of a mangrove stand, litter 

is blocked before it can reach the water. Therefore, mangroves appear to be efficient 

barriers against redistribution of litter in the marine environment by wind and wave action.  

The category “film” (including plastic bags, tarpaulin bags and food wraps) was the most 

frequent in Red Sea mangroves. Similarly, Cordeiro and Costa (2010) identified plastic 

bags and food wraps as major contributors of plastic pollution in mangroves. Indeed, plastic 

bags were identified as the objects more easily retained in a mangrove forest in the 

experimental release study by Ivar do Sul (2014), which explains the high abundance of 

these items in our study and supposedly in Cordeiro and Costa (2010) study. In Red Sea 
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mangroves, litter density recorded in transects with high tree density was almost three times 

higher than that in transects with low tree density, suggesting that dense mangrove stands 

have a higher retention capacity, as also proposed by Ivar do Sul et al. (2014). Among the 

few debris items counted in waters where pneumatophores and seedlings rise, the main 

contributors were again films and they were proportionally more frequent than near tree 

trunks and branches. Aerial roots form a less intricate structure than the branch network, 

and therefore many object types are less trapped in pneumatophores; however, films, which 

are flexible and have a high surface to volume ratio, can easily wrap around any interface. 

Moreover, films tend to sink (Ivar do Sul et al., 2014), while floating objects like bottles 

could more easily escape the system of seedling transported by currents or changing tide. 

Tides have been proposed to be an important factor influencing the interaction of debris 

with mangroves (Ivar do Sul et al., 2014). Tidal ranges in the Red Sea are smaller, average 

~ 0.5 m (Aramco, 2018), than those in the Arabian Gulf, > 1 m (Reynolds, 1993), which 

may also contribute to the lower loads of marine litter in Red Sea, compared to Arabian 

Gulf mangroves. In our study, carboys were more frequent near roots and seedlings, 

probably because they are transported close to the mangroves during high tide and then 

retained during low tide by pneumatophores. However, because of their big size, they 

cannot penetrate the dense network of tree trunks and branches. Small containers instead, 

are not easily found in the water surrounding the mangroves, because either they are not 

retained by aerial roots, which are widely spaced (up to 13 cm), and get dispersed again in 

the marine environment, or they penetrate through the branching structure and are then 

trapped further inside the mangrove forest. Ivar do Sul et al. (2014) findings corroborate 
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this hypothesis when observing that margarine tubs, also small containers, were not 

retrieved in the delimited studied area at the end of the experiment. 

While the density of anthropogenic debris retained in mangrove stands is similar to that 

estimated for beach litter in the Red Sea, we demonstrated that in mangroves there is a 

higher frequency of large-sized objects, which, given the above results and conclusions, 

could be due to the presence of the pneumatophores acting as a filter in mangrove forests. 

Moreover, on sandy shores, larger plastic items are more easily dispersed away by strong 

winds, while, as pointed out earlier, the mangrove forest itself constitutes a barrier against 

litter dispersion by winds, further explaining the higher frequency of large plastic objects 

in mangroves compared to beaches. The difference in frequency of large objects among 

the two environments might be also due to higher plastic fragmentation rates on beaches 

due to stronger winds and exposure to sunlight than in mangrove stands. However, 

although fragments were indeed more frequent on beaches than in mangroves, their 

abundance did not explain the difference in large items frequency between the two 

environments. For all these reasons, we conclude that a higher mass of plastic is trapped in 

mangroves compared to sandy shores.  

In summary, our results support the hypothesis that mangroves act as sinks for marine 

plastic litter as well as a barrier for anthropogenic debris before they are dispersed in the 

marine environment. Our findings support previous suggestions that mangroves retain 

floating debris based on their properties and that pneumatophores act as a filter, preventing 

objects of big size, advected into the mangroves by tidal currents and waves, to be again 

dispersed in the marine environment. These results, for mangrove stands in the arid Arabian 

Peninsula, should provide impetus to examine the role of mangroves elsewhere, 
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particularly in the wet tropics where mangrove forests are extensive and highly developed. 

Most importantly, this study is a further demonstration of the urgency to reduce plastic 

consumption and dispersion in the environment given its ability to reach even remote 

environments and, once there, settle for long times.  
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5.1.1 Abstract 

Only 1% of plastic entering the ocean is found floating on its surface, with high loads in 

ocean accumulation zones and semi-enclosed seas, except for the Red Sea, which supports 

one of the lowest floating plastic loads worldwide. Given the extension of reefs in the Red 

Sea, we hypothesize a major role of scleractinian corals as sinks, through suspension-

feeding, and assessed microplastic removal rates by three Red Sea coral species. 

Experimental evidence showed removal rates ranging from 0.25 x10-3 to 14.8 x10-3 

microplastic particles polyp-1 hour-1, among species. However, this was only 2.2 ± 0.6% of 

the total removal rate, with passive removal through adhesion to the coral surface being 40 

times higher than active removal through suspension-feeding. These results point at 

adhesion of plastic to coral reef structures as a major sink for microplastics suspended in 

the water column after sinking, helping explain low concentrations in Red Sea surface 

waters. 

5.1.2 Introduction 

Mismanaged plastic waste reaching the marine environment eventually breaks into 

microplastics (<5 mm, Moore, 2008) and enters global oceanic transport, where it is 

expected to persist over hundreds of years (Barnes et al., 2009). However, floating plastics 

in the ocean are only 1% of the expected loads (Van Sebille et al., 2015; Law, 2017) and, 

although plastic fragmentation should follow an exponential curve of increasing abundance 

with decreasing size (Timár et al., 2010), microplastics below 1 mm are missing in surface 

waters (Cozar et al., 2014; Eriksen et al., 2014). These findings suggest presence of sinks 

(i.e. coastlines, sea ice, sediments and biota, Law, 2017) and particularly size-dependent 
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loss processes, like ingestion by organisms with a prey size <1 mm (Cózar et al., 2014). 

Hence, there is growing interest in examining the retention of small microplastics in the 

smallest, yet most abundant, fraction of marine biota (Andrady, 2011; Cole et al., 2013; 

Hämer et al., 2014; Desforges, Galbraith and Ross, 2015; Van Cauwenberghe, Claessens, 

et al., 2015; Watts et al., 2015; Gigault et al., 2016).  

Red Sea surface waters sustain one of the lowest concentrations of plastic and, similar to 

global findings, fragments below 0.5 mm are reported to be missing (Martí et al., 2017). 

In pelagic environments, vertebrates like mesopelagic fishes may play a major role in 

removing floating microplastics (Boerger et al., 2010; Davison and Asch, 2011; 

Baalkhuyur et al., 2018). In coastal and shallower waters, microplastics sunken and 

resuspended from the surface to the water body is more easily available to benthos, 

particularly invertebrates, which are likely to be significant contributors. The Red Sea is a 

coastal sea and hosts an extended web of coral reefs, about 2,000 km long. Therefore, reef 

builders as scleractinian corals are abundant and through suspension-feeding screen the 

large volumes of water that flow daily on reefs (Reidenbach et al., 2006), which posits 

them as significant removers of microplastics from the water. Indeed, plastic ingestion in 

scleractinian corals has been demonstrated (Hall et al., 2015; Allen, Seymour and 

Rittschof, 2017; Reichert et al., 2018). However, often, in ingestion experiments no 

alternative food choice is given to corals, potentially biasing plastic ingestion rates, and 

ingestion alone is held accountable for loss of particles in the water (Hall et al., 2015; 

Allen, Seymour and Rittschof, 2017), despite rates of plastic removal from the water often 

being inconsistent with plastic recovery inside the polyps. For instance, Hall et al. (2015) 

estimated ingestion rates on microplastics from particle loss in the water to be comparable 
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to those on plankton, while plastic recovered inside the polyps was less than plankton 

generally ingested per polyp by scleractinian corals (Hall et al., 2015).  

Coral reefs are complex three-dimensional structures (Bradbury and Reichelt, 1983), 

buffering water turbulence (Moberg and Folke, 1999) and, potentially, intersecting 

microplastics transported with the flow passing over the reefs. Adhesion of microplastic to 

reef surfaces is therefore a possible mechanism of plastic removal. For instance, high loss 

rates of plastic beads in a tropical seagrass meadow were largely due to adhesion to leaves, 

covered with sticky coatings produced by epifauna (Agawin and Duarte, 2002), and high 

plastic adhesion rates were recently estimated on Red Sea giant clam shells (Arossa et al., 

2019), also important reef-builders. Likewise, the contact with the fractal structure of 

scleractinian corals and possibly the microbial biofilm covering the carbonate skeletons 

(Dunne, 2002) may lead to loss rates of microplastics advected over coral reefs. Hence, 

microplastic removal by reef-forming scleractinian corals may involve active (i.e. 

ingestion) and passive (i.e. adhesion) mechanisms. However, only the former has been 

quantitatively assessed, often indirectly and/or in the absence of prey, whereas adhesion to 

corals has been observed but never quantified (Allen, Seymour and Rittschof, 2017; 

Reichert et al., 2018). 

Here we estimate active and passive microplastic removal by three species of scleractinian 

corals common in the Red Sea. The chosen corals have different skeleton macro- and 

micro-structures (e.g. growth forms and corallite dimension), which allow to study plastic 

adhesion on different surfaces. Moreover, we included an alternative diet, a natural prey, 

to verify weather plastic consumption rates change in conditions where food sources are 
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multiple and we used an array of plastic sizes to determine if plastic ingestion and adhesion 

are size-dependent. 

5.1.3 Materials and methods 

5.1.3.1 Specimen sampling and acclimation 

We conducted microplastic exposure experiments with three coral species common in the 

Red Sea: Acropora hemprichii, Goniastrea retiformis and Pocillopora verrucosa. 

Acropora hemprichii and P. verrucosa are branching species with small-size polyps 

(approx. 0.5 mm), while G. retiformis is a massive coral with 2-3 mm large polyps. 

Branches of ~10 cm of A. hemprichi and P. verrucosa and chunks of G. retiformis were 

collected with hammer and chisel from different colonies in the Central Eastern Red Sea 

(Al Fahal reef, 22.25° N 28.96° E) in shallow waters (<10 m) and transported right after to 

aquaria facilities in tubs with fresh seawater equipped with air pumps. There, branches of 

A. hemprichii and P. verrucosa were fixed upright on tiles using epoxy and all specimens, 

including G. retiformis, were transferred into open flow system aquaria at ambient 

conditions (raw seawater, 28º C and L:D cycle of 12 hours, from 6 am to 6 pm). One week 

after the collection, water flow was switched to 0.2 µm filtered seawater to better match 

the condition used later during the experiment and corals acclimation was allowed for an 

additional week. During the two weeks acclimation, corals were fed every three days with 

hatched Artemia salina (48 hours old) at 6 pm.  

5.1.3.2 Experimental set-up 

After acclimation, we selected 12 specimens per species and transferred each of them in a 

feeding chamber, a 2 L-capacity glass beaker closed with a lid, filled with 1.5 L fresh 0.2 
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µm filtered seawater and equipped with an air pump, enough for microplastics to 

recirculate in the chamber. The water flow derived from the air pump would also mimic 

the water turbulence naturally found at a reef crest. Feeding chambers were allocated in 

water baths to maintain a constant temperature of 28º C, the in situ temperature at Al Fahal 

reef at the time of collection, during the experiment. Corals were let to acclimate at 

experimental conditions for 1 hour prior to particles exposure in order to allow re-extension 

of polyps. We prepared 6 additional chambers without organisms (“blanks”) to account for 

environmental particles losses and 18 chambers with dummies (referred as “controls”) to 

account for particles losses due to interaction with the rugose surface of the coral. Dummies 

were composed of coral skeletons, 9 branching corals and 9 massive corals with corallites 

of dimensions similar to those of species used in the experiment, coated with varnish to 

mimic the smoother surface of a living coral branch compared to the bare skeleton. 

Specimens were assigned to three treatments: exposure to microplastics (from now one 

referred as “plastic” treatment), Artemia salina (referred as “Artemia” treatment) and both 

(referred as “mix” treatment). Each treatment included 12 chambers with live coral 

specimens (4 from each of the coral species), 2 blanks and 6 controls (3 including a 

branching dummy and 3 with a massive dummy), with a total of 20 chambers for each 

treatment (Appendix C, Fig. C1). For the plastic treatment, we used polyethylene (~ 1 g/cc) 

fluorescent microbeads (Cospheric LLC). We chose polyethylene being the most abundant 

polymer type in Red Sea waters (Martí et al., 2017). For each chamber, we prepared a mix 

of microbeads from 5 size classes (53-63 µm, 125-150 µm, 215-250 µm, 300-355 µm and 

425-500 µm), 4,094 ±55 beads per size class, a total of 20,468 ± 209 beads (approx. 0.3 g) 

per chamber (13,645 ±139 beads L-1, approx. 0.2 g L-1). We selected this concentration 
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based on Hall et al., 2015 paper, where corals were exposed to 0.2 g L-1 of microplastics 

ranging from 10 µm to 2 mm (Hall et al., 2015), which is also similar to the concentration 

used in other microplastic exposure experiments involving corals (Allen, Seymour and 

Rittschof, 2017; Reichert et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2018; Rotjan et al., 2019). The 

microbeads mix was left in raw seawater exposed to sunlight for 1 week prior to the 

experiment to allow biofouling, which may be involved in signaling for ingestion and in 

order to mimic microplastic in the marine environment.  

For the Artemia treatment, we cultured A. salina cysts 2 days prior to the experiment start. 

Few hours before the experiment start, we allowed the hatched A. salina nauplii to settle 

and we separated them from unhatched eggs and cysts in a second container. To infer 

density of A. salina in the culture batch, we homogenized the batch one hour before the 

experiment, we withdrew 3 aliquots of 1 ml subsample and counted nauplii and eggs, the 

latter were still present despite the cleaning step, in the aliquots under a stereoscope using 

a Sedgewick rafter counting chamber. We then added to each feeding chamber a volume 

of previously homogenized A. salina culture solution that contained an estimated number 

of 20,796 ± 102 nauplii and eggs (13,864 ± 68 A. salina L-1). For the mix treatment, we 

added 9,787 ± 84 microbeads (1,957 ± 20 per size class) and 9,878 ± 48 A. salina eggs and 

nauplii to each chamber, in order to attain similar concentrations of particles, hence 

potential food source, in all treatments. Incubation in microplastics and/or A. salina started 

at 7 pm, after sunset, when coral polyps are actively feeding, and was carried out for 24 h 

in P. verrucosa chambers and blanks, which were part of a first run of the experiment, and 

28 h in G. retiformis, A. hemprichii and controls chambers, which were part of a second 

run. 
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5.1.3.3 Measurements 

5.1.3.3.1 Microplastic and Artemia salina loss rates through time 

During incubation, we collected 2 ml aliquots of water at 0, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24 and 28 h after 

the start of the experiment, 3 replicates from each chamber. From chambers including P. 

verrucosa and blanks we did not collect aliquots at 4 h and 28 h, sampling times that were 

added only in the second run of the experiment. Aliquots were filtered using a 25 µm nylon 

mesh and plastic beads on the filter were counted under a Discovery V.20 Carl Zeiss 

stereoscope using UV light, in order to easily visualize fluorescent beads, and characterized 

by size using AxioVision 4.8.2 software. Artemia salina eggs and nauplii were instead 

counted under halogen light. 

5.1.3.3.2 Particles adhered to the coral surface and left in the water 

suspension 

After incubation, corals and dummies were collected from the feeding chambers and rinsed 

thoroughly of particles (beads and A. salina) attached to the surface. When rinsing 

branching corals, we carefully avoided the supporting tile to account only for plastic on the 

coral. Specimens were then frozen for further inspection. The water from each feeding 

chamber was also collected and the beaker washed thoroughly to ensure all particles were 

saved for further counting. Samples obtained after rinsing each P. verrucosa specimen and 

the corresponding beaker were not discriminated. However, after the first run of the 

experiment, we noticed that many plastic beads were adhering to the coral surface. Hence, 

for the second run we separated the coral and the beaker washing in two samples in order 

to account for total plastic adhesion to coral surface and distinguish it from plastic left in 

the water suspension.  
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Coral specimens exposed to plastic beads (from both the plastic and the mix treatment) 

were then inspected under a stereoscope where we observed that many beads were still 

strongly adhered to the coral surface, requiring removal by tweezers. Beads removed with 

tweezers will be now on referred as “strongly-attached beads”, while “totally-adhered 

beads” include also beads from the coral washing.  Specimens were inspected under UV 

light, used to easily visualize fluorescent beads, in order to ensure that the entire surface 

was cleared. A similar inspection was carried out for dummies. Considering the high 

abundance of particles adhering to the coral surface and left in the water suspension, 

samples from washes were first concentrated to a 200-ml solution each and only particles 

from a 5-ml subsample of the previously homogenized solution were filtered through a 25 

µm nylon mesh and counted under the stereoscope. 

5.1.3.3.3 Microplastic ingestion and retention in the polyp 

During inspection at the stereoscope, we picked microplastic found under the tissue at the 

opening of the polyp mouth, hence ingested and successively retained (not egested). 

Finally, to account for plastic ingested and retained in the gut cavity, the same coral 

specimens were soaked in 5.25% sodium hypo-chlorite for 2 h, enough to allow complete 

digestion of the coral tissue. The solution was then filtered using a 25 µm nylon mesh and 

beads on filter were counted and measured at the stereoscope under UV light. Coral 

skeletons were also inspected under the stereoscope using UV light and all beads found in 

corallites were picked, counted and measured. 

5.1.3.4 Calculations and statistical analyses 

The surface area of each coral and dummy was calculated by 3D modelling, obtained from 

360º videos recorded during acclimation and built using Autodesk ReCap 5.0. To estimate 
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the average number of polyps cm-2 in each species, we counted polyp density in a known 

surface on three corals per species.  

Particle loss rates through time were calculated from the slope of the fitted natural log 

estimated concentrations of particles in the water, obtained from aliquots sampling during 

the first 12 h, which is when an exponential decrease of particles was observed. The role 

of the treatment, of the species and of the control on the particle loss rate was derived from 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA).  

We composed a mass balance of the fate of plastic removed from the water in the presence 

of corals. We calculated, from direct retrieval of plastic beads inside the polyp or adhered 

to the coral surface, the passive (adhered) and active (ingested) removal rates by the coral.  

Differences in ingested or adhered beads at the end of the experiment among species and 

between mix and plastic treatments, and interactions of the two factors, were tested using 

two-way ANOVAs. The same test was used to compare adhered plastic between live 

specimens and dummies in the two treatments. If the two way-ANOVA showed only one 

factor to be significant, we pooled data from the non-significant factor and we proceeded 

using non-parametric statistical tests: Mann-Whitney tests were used to verify differences 

between two populations (e.g. beads abundance between plastic and mix treatments) or 

Kruskal-Wallis for more than two populations (e.g. differences among the three corals 

species). Kruskal-Wallis tests were followed by a pairwise t-test (p-value adjusted with 

Benjamini and Hochberg correction). Distribution of plastic beads in size classes, and 

particularly preference towards smaller or bigger sized beads, was also tested with a linear 

fit model of natural log transformed data. Correlations between parameters were verified 

with Rho-Spearman tests of correlation. All values are reported as mean ±SE. Actual p-
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values are indicated according to Amrhein et al., 2019 (Amrhein, Greenland and McShane, 

2019). All statistical analyses were performed in R Studio 1.1.383. 

5.1.4 Results 

5.1.4.1 Microplastic and Artemia salina loss rates through time 

Particles (microplastic beads and Artemia salina eggs and nauplii) declined exponentially 

in the presence of live corals over the first 12 h of the experiments, while reaching a plateau 

after 12 h (Appendix C, Fig. C2). Loss rates are, therefore, reported over the first 12 h of 

exposure. Microplastic and A. salina loss rates were independent and did not differ when 

using single particle sources or both particle sources combined (Table 5.1 and Appendix 

C, Table C1.1 and C1.2).  

Table 5.1 Linear models fitted on natural log transformed estimated concentrations of plastic and/or Artemia 

salina in the water, obtained from aliquots sampling of feeding chambers with live specimens treated with 

plastic and/or A. salina in the first 12 h.  

Treatment Particle type Equation of linear model Loss rate 
in 12 h 

F-
value 

df P-
value 

Plastic Plastic beads Ln (y) = - 0.71 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 9.5 83.8 % 51.93 1, 166 1.9e-11 

Mix Plastic beads Ln (y) = - 0.72 ± 0.07 Ln (x) + 8.7 84.0 % 100.7 1, 166 2.2e-16 

Artemia Artemia salina  Ln (y) = - 1.02 ± 0.07 Ln (x) + 9.8 92.7 % 220.2 1, 166 2.2e-16 

Mix Artemia salina Ln (y) = - 0.9 ± 0.08 Ln (x) + 8.8 89.9 % 138.2 1, 166 2.2e-16 

 

Microplastic loss rates were lower (about 20% after 1-hour exposure and 58% after 12 

hours) for A. hemprichii compared to those for G. retiformis and P. verrucosa (about 50% 

and 45% after 1-hour exposure and 97% and 89% after 12 hours, respectively, Fig. 5.1a, 
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Appendix C, Table C.1.3). Except for A. hemprichii, microplastic loss rates in the presence 

of living corals treated with plastic were remarkably similar to those in the presence of 

coral skeletons (dummies, Fig. 5.1a - c, Appendix C, Table C1.4), which were nearly twice 

as high as those in blanks (i.e. empty chambers, Fig. 5.1b, c). Of the three species, G. 

retiformis showed the highest A. salina loss rates (Fig. 5.1d, Appendix C, Table C1.5). In 

contrast to microplastic particles, A. salina did not decline in empty chambers and showed 

only a weak tendency to decline in those including coral skeletons (Fig. 5.1d, e).  

 

Fig. 5.1 Plastic and Artemia loss rates in chambers with live specimens, controls and blanks. Decrease of 

plastic bead concentration (in N beads L-1) and of Artemia salina concentration (in N of A. salina L-1) during 

12 h in the (a – c) Plastic treatment and the (d – f) Artemia treatment for (a, d) live corals of the three species 

(Acropora hemprichii, Pocillopora verrucosa  and Goniastrea retiformis), for (b, e) controls, including the 

blank, and (c, f) comparison of the slopes (±SE) of the linear models. Lines represent the linear fit of natural 

log-transformed. Equations of linear fits are reported and p-values (p) are indicated. Linear models for the 

Mix treatment are reported in Appendix C, Table C2. 
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5.1.4.2 Microplastic ingestion and retention in the polyp 

Coral polyps ingested and retained microplastics (Fig. 5.2) at rates ranging from 4 x10-5 to 

6 x10-2 microplastic particles polyp-1 h-1 (i.e. from about 1 to 144 microplastics every 100 

polyps a day, Appendix C, Table C3), independently of the presence of natural food 

(Appendix C, Table C4, Fig. 5.3a). Acropora hemprichii and P. verrucosa preferably 

ingested and retained smaller microplastic particles, while no preference was observed for 

G. retiformis (Appendix C, Fig. C3a), which also supported ingestion rates ca 50-fold 

higher than those of the other two species (Fig. 5.3a, Appendix C, Table C3). The ingested 

microplastics were found both at the opening of the polyp mouth (Fig. 5.2) and mostly 

inside the gut cavity (93.6% ± 1.7% of totally ingested microplastic particles).  

 

Fig. 5.2 Plastic ingestion in corals of three species. Plastic beads ingested in polyps of Acropora hemprichii 

(a), Goniastrea retiformis (b) and Pocillopora verrucosa (c, detail in d) under halogen light (a, b, d) and UV 

light (c). The white arrow in panel b shows a bead that adhered to the surface of G. retiformis hence not 

ingested or not retained in the coral polyp. The color code is consistent among figures. 
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5.1.4.3 Microplastic adhesion to the coral surface 

A large fraction of the microplastic particles added (mean ±SE after 28 h = 30.4% ± 2.9%, 

N = 27) were found attached to the skeletal surfaces of both living corals (A. hemprichii 

and G. retiformis, not quantified for P. verrucosa, Fig 5.3b, Appendix C, Table C3) and 

dummies (skeletons only, Appendix C, Table C5), at rates independent of the growth form 

and presence of biofilm on the skeleton, but dependent on the treatment (Appendix C, 

Table C6). A fraction of the microplastic particles were strongly attached (trapped in the 

corallite septa or costae above the polyp tissue, Fig. 5.2b), requiring tweezers to be 

removed, particularly so for G. retiformis (4 ± 0.6% of microplastics added and 10.5 ± 

1.9% of totally adhered plastic, N = 8) compared to P. verrucosa (0.08 ± 0.04% of added 

beads, N = 8) and A. hemprichii (0.2 ± 0.1% of added beads, N = 8, and 1% ± 0.4% of 

totally adhered plastic, N = 7), with more microplastic particles strongly attached in the 

plastic treatment (Appendix C, Table C7, Fig. 5.3c). Moreover, the total microplastic 

particles adhered to G. retiformis surfaces tended to be larger than those adhered to A. 

hemprichii surfaces (Appendix C, Fig. C3b, Table C1.9), while no size-dependency was 

highlighted for strongly-attached beads in none of the three studied species (Appendix C, 

Fig. C3c, Table C1.10). The number of microplastic particles adhered to the skeletal 

surface of the coral increased with the number of microplastic particles ingested by the 

corals (Rho-Spearman test of correlation, ρ = 0.68 and 0.56 for total and strongly-adhered 

microplastic particles, respectively, Appendix C, Fig. C4). However, ca 40 times more 

microplastic particles were found attached to coral structures at the end of the experiment 

than ingested, independently of the presence of A. salina (Table 5.2). Artemia salina eggs, 

but not nauplii, were also found adhered to the coral surface (10% ± 1.2% of the initial A. 
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salina concentration, 27.1% ± 2.8% of the initial eggs concentration, N = 27), at rates 

similar for live corals and dummies. 

 
Fig. 5.3 Plastic ingestion (a) and surface total- (b) and strong- (c) adhesion rates. A) Ingestion rate (expressed 

as number of ingested beads polyp-1 h-1) in 24 specimens of three coral species (A. hemprichii, G. retiformis 

and P. verrucosa) from two treatments, mix (empty boxes) and plastic (full boxes) treatments. C) Adhesion 

rate of totally adhered beads (expressed as number of beads cm-2 h-1) in 15 specimens of 2 coral species (7 

A. hemprichii and 8 G. retiformis) from two treatments, mix and plastic. C) Adhesion rate of strongly-

attached beads (expressed as number of beads cm-2 h-1) in 23 specimens of three coral species (7 A. 

hemprichii, 8 G. retiformis and 8 P. verrucosa) from two treatments, mix and plastic.   
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Table 5.2 Estimated proportion of beads that resided in the water, adhered to the coral surface and was 

ingested by Acropora hemprichii and Goniastrea retiformis (data not available for Pocillopora verrucosa) 

in plastic and mix treatment, relative to total plastic retrieved at the end of the experiment.  

Species N Plastic in water  
(mean % ± SE) 

Totally adhered 
plastic  
(mean % ± SE) 

Ingested plastic  
(mean % ± SE) 

 Plastic treatment 

A. hemprichii 8 71.2 ± 11.4 28.7 ± 11.4 0.09 ± 0.03 

G. retiformis 8 49.7 ± 4.6 48.2 ± 4.6  2.1 ± 0.5 

 Mix treatment 

A. hemprichii 7 74.3 ± 11.8 25.6 ± 11.8  0.1 ± 0.05 

G. retiformis 8  56.1 ± 4.8 42.1 ± 4.4 1.8 ± 0.8 

Total 31 58.3 ± 5.2 40.6 ± 5.0 5.2 ± 0.3 

 

5.1.5      Discussion 

The experimental results presented show occurrence of both passive, through adhesion, 

and active ingestion, with passive processes being far more important (40 times higher 

microplastic loss rates) than retention in the polyp after ingestion as a removal process. 

This indicates that adhesion to the coral surface is the major process responsible for the 

loss of plastic from the water measured along the experiment. The finding that adhesion 

rates were similar for live corals and coral skeletons alone confirms adhesion to be a 

passive process, dependent on skeletal morphology, rather than the presence of a live 

animal. This does not apply to natural food: blanks and controls showed only a weak 

decrease of A. salina, demonstrating that its removal in feeding chambers hosting a live 

coral was due to ingestion, although adhesion of A. salina eggs was also observed. Indeed, 
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unhatched eggs resemble plastic beads and their movement and interaction with the coral 

surface is likely subjected to the same mechanisms. However, thanks to the cleaning step 

in preparing the A. salina solution for feeding during the experiment, eggs were infrequent 

and ingestion still prevailed as removal process of A. salina. Since adhesion was the 

dominant plastic removal process, our experiments could not show that microplastic 

ingestion and retention by the coral species tested depends on the presence of the natural 

prey. However it showed that, as already demonstrated in cold water corals by Chapron et 

al., 2018, microplastics does not impair natural feeding, since no difference in A. salina 

loss rates, happening mainly for ingestion, were highlighted between treatments.  

Despite its high contribution as a removal process, adhesion has been unconsidered in 

experiments involving corals (Hall et al., 2015), or, if detected, either adhered plastic was 

rinsed off from samples and discarded (Allen, Seymour and Rittschof, 2017) or only its 

occurrence was reported (Reichert et al., 2018). Adhesion was observed also in copepods 

(Cole et al., 2013), oysters gametes (González-Fernández et al., 2018), sea urchin and 

mussels embryos (Della Torre et al., 2014; Balbi et al., 2017), or inferred as a translocation 

mechanism in mussels (Kolandhasamy et al., 2018), but, except for Red Sea giant clams 

(Arossa et al., 2019), it has never been quantified nor considered as a sink for microplastics 

in the water. 

Microplastic removal rates differed, greatly, among coral species. Microplastic loss rates 

were lower for A. hemprichii compared to the other two species. We indeed observed a 

high production of mucus by A. hemprichii in the presence of microplastics, particularly 

during the first two hours of exposure. Plastic beads were initially trapped by the mucus, 

which following breaking due to the air flow, released them back in the water suspension. 
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Mucus production is a defense mechanism in corals, here possibly triggered by presence 

of extraneous particles, and might have prevented adhesion of microplastic particles on A. 

hemprichii surfaces. Besides, mucus has already been proposed as a trap and carrier for 

particles to sediments in reefs ecosystems (Wild et al., 2004) and may have the same role 

for microplastics, that conveyed by mucus would more easily deposit on and get 

sequestered in sediments, already considered by many one of the major microplastic sinks 

(Van Cauwenberghe, Devriese, et al., 2015). Mucus production was not observed in G. 

retiformis and P. verrucosa, where we indeed measured higher plastic loss rates, indicating 

that adhesion was not inhibited. All corals exposed to plastic beads were viable and fed 

actively for the entire duration of the experiment, including A. hemprichii fragments 

regardless of the mucus production in the first hours of exposure. These signs and the 

absence of further stress responses show that the exposed corals were healthy and could 

have possibly used their natural cleaning mechanisms to clear their surface from 

microplastics. However, cleaning mechanisms are energetically expensive (Riegl and 

Branch, 1995) and the difficulty we experienced in removing strongly-attached beads from 

the coral surface suggests that these mechanisms are not enough to ensure microplastic 

detachment. Specifically, more beads were strongly adhered to G. retiformis compared to 

the other two species. Because there is no correlation between adhered microplastic 

particles and coral surface, this difference cannot be ascribed to the larger dimension of G. 

retiformis chunks compared to A. hemprichii and P. verrucosa fragments, and must be 

related, instead, to the surface properties of the three species. Goniastrea retiformis 

presents a highly rugose surface and larger polyps and septa, compared to A. hemprichii 

and P. verrucosa (Fig. 5.2), which presumably act as a comb efficiently and permanently 
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trapping microplastic particles. Conversely, initial adhesion of plastic to the coral surface, 

similarly to what already inferred for copepod molts (Cole et al., 2013), is most probably 

due to weak forces (e.g. van der Waals and electrical double layer forces, Alimi et al., 

2018), reason why most of the plastic could be rinsed easily from the specimens. 

Attachment efficiency in this case would be determined by multiple conditions (e.g. water 

chemistry and turbulence, plastic item size and surface roughness, Alimi et al., 2018), 

which could justify why A. hemprichii smoother surfaces tended to attract smaller-size 

microplastic particles compared to G. retiformis. The adhesion efficiency is possibly also 

determined by the concentration of the plastic in the water as suggested by the lower beads 

adhesion on corals treated with both A. salina and plastic, exposed to a plastic 

concentration of 0.1 g L-1, compared to corals treated with exclusively plastic (exposed to 

0.2 g L-1). Previous findings of giant clams exposed to different plastic concentrations also 

support this hypothesis (Arossa et al., 2019). The concentration selected for our experiment 

might be considered high compared to environmental concentrations of plastic recorded in 

the surface waters of the Red Sea, potentially biasing adhesion rates that are dependent on 

plastic concentrations. In emphasizing that the aim of this work is mainly to compare active 

and passive removal processes and not to give absolute values of plastic adhesion rates on 

corals, we also highlight that the much lower plastic load in natural waters is not a valid 

parameter to select environmentally relevant concentrations for experiments. Indeed, the 

flow of water over coral reefs can be quite high (velocities reported for a Red Sea reef 5 to 

20 cm s-1
,
 Reidenbach et al., 2006) and exposure is the product of the concentration and the 

water flowing over the corals during a certain length of time. Provided a conservative 

velocity of 10 cm s-1, the water flowing on a day (exposure time in our experiment) over a 
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1 m section of 1-m deep Red Sea coral reef would be 8,640 m3, 5.7 million times the 

volume of our experimental chambers. The loads of plastic we exposed the corals to in our 

experiment are indeed comparable to the loads present in 8,640 m3 of water in  the Red 

Sea, particularly in hotspot areas where plastic concentrations reach 3.84 items m-3 (Martin, 

Agusti and Duarte, 2019). Moreover, the concentration in the water body is supposedly 

higher than the one in surface waters, that carry only 1% of the plastic discarded in the 

marine environment (Law, 2017). Hence, the likelihood of plastic particles entering in 

contact with the corals in our experiment, are of the order of that expected in a reef. 

Goniastrea retiformis also supported the largest microplastic retention rates after ingestion, 

a behavior confirmed by this species showing the highest feeding rates on A. salina too. 

The size of microplastic particles ingested and retained in the three species most likely 

relates to the dimension of the polyp. Indeed, the two branching species, characterized by 

smaller polyps, preferentially ingested and retained smaller-sized microplastic particles, 

while G. retiformis indistinctly ingested and retained all microplastic sizes available. The 

similar pattern in the size of adhered and retained microplastic particles together with the 

correlation between microplastic particles adhered and ingested suggest a possible link 

between adhesion and ingestion in corals. 

In summary, the experimental evidence presented showed that corals remove microplastics 

from the water suspension both actively (ingestion) and, particularly, passively (adhesion), 

with the later processes supporting 40-fold greater removal rates than ingestion. In some 

coral species, adhesion can be prevented thanks to efficient defense mechanisms, like 

mucus production, but after it has occurred, the chances to contrast it are reduced. Indeed, 

a large fraction of the microplastic particles adhered to coral surfaces was strongly 
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attached, suggesting that they would remain attached even in turbulent environments (e.g. 

reef crests), becoming a component of the epilithic algal matrix covering reef structures 

(Wilson et al., 2003; Arossa et al., 2019) or accumulating in the animal tissue, as already 

proposed for mussels (Kolandhasamy et al., 2018). Phthalates, microplastic-associated 

contaminants, were recently detected in scleractinian corals collected from the field (Saliu 

et al., 2019) and, while ingestion was proposed as the mechanism responsible of the 

phthalate transfer in the coral tissue, our findings suggest that transfer through adhesion is 

more likely to happen. In another study, microplastic was detected in wild corals (Rotjan 

et al., 2019); however, since coral fragments were rinsed but not checked under the 

stereoscope before decalcification, it should not be excluded that the detected plastic 

particles, instead of or in addition to being ingested, were strongly attached to the surface. 

Because coral reefs form extensive and complex 3-D structures in coastal waters 

(McCormick, 1994), effectively increasing the surface area of coral per unit projected area 

of seabed (in coral reefs by 5 to 15 m2 of coral surface per m2 of projected reef area, Dahl, 

1973), they are likely, as hypothesized here, to act as major sinks for microplastic particles. 

Indeed, the different adhesion rates showed in the three species possibly determined by 

their skeleton complexity, and the significantly lower removal rate in blanks where surfaces 

are smooth, suggest that the fractal structure of the coral surface plays an important role in 

retaining microplastics, that might adhere consistently less in environments with a simpler 

architectural complexity (e.g. sandy and rocky substrates or dead and eroded coral reefs, 

Bozec, Alvarez-Filip and Mumby, 2015). However, the role of coral reef structures as a 

possible sink for plastic particles through the adhesion mechanism demonstrated here 

remains hypothetical, as it cannot be simply extrapolated from the short-term and small-
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scale experimental results presented here. Evidence for an important functional role of 

structural complexity of coral reefs (Graham and Nash, 2013) need to be expanded to 

include this as a driver for a role of coral reefs as filters and sinks for microplastics. 

Structural complex reefs are also characterized by supporting higher fish biomass (Graham 

and Nash, 2013).  Hence, Red Sea reef fish may also be exposed to particle trapped by the 

reef, as supported by the finding of microplastics in the gastrointestinal tract of Red Sea 

coral reef fish (Baalkhuyur et al., 2018), consistent with the important role of the epilithic 

algal matrix covering reef structures, where the bulk of microplastic particles are likely 

attached, as a food source for reef fish (Wilson et al., 2003). Additionally, the prolonged 

adhesion of plastics to the coral surface poses risks to the same coral, like the demonstrated 

increase in disease susceptibility (Lamb et al., 2018).  

The extended coral reefs of the Red Sea, and possibly those of other coral regions, have, 

therefore, the potential to account for the very low plastic loads reported in these waters 

(Martí et al., 2017), where microplastics become a component of the reef and maybe 

retained and/or be transferred to the reef food web. Further experimental assessments (e.g. 

on the coral community rather than on single specimens) and field evidences are needed to 

support the role of surface adhesion as an effective sink of microplastics in coral reefs. 
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5.2.1 Abstract 

Sequestration of plastics in sediments is considered to be the ultimate sink of marine plastic 

pollution that would justify unexpectedly low loads found in surface waters. Here, we 

demonstrate that mangroves, generally characterized by supporting high sediment 

accretion rates, efficiently sequester plastics in their sediments. To this end, we extracted 

microplastics from dated sediment cores of Red Sea and Arabian Gulf mangrove 

(Avicennia marina) forests along the Saudi Arabian coast. We found that small 

microplastics (< 0.5 mm) dominated in mangrove sediments, helping explain their scarcity, 

relative to expected loads, in surface waters. We provide a first-order estimate of stocks of 

50 ±30 and 110 ±80 tons of plastic in mangrove sediments across the Red Sea and Arabian 

Gulf, respectively. We measured an exponential increase in the plastic burial rate (7.5 ±0.9 

% yr-1) since the 1950s in line with the global plastic production increase, confirming 

mangrove sediments as long-term sinks for plastics. 

5.2.2 Introduction 

The mass production of plastic, starting in the 1950s and growing at 8.4% per year (Geyer, 

Jambeck and Law, 2017), coupled with inefficient disposal and recycling systems, has 

generated increasingly high loads of waste entering the marine environment (J. R. Jambeck 

et al., 2015). The inherent durability of plastic material makes it extremely persistent in 

seawater (Wang et al., 2016), where it fragments but does not degrade (Andrady, 2017). 

As a result, microplastics, i.e particles <5 mm in diameter (Barnes et al., 2009), are 

continuously accumulating across vast areas of the oceans (Cozar et al., 2014; Van Sebille 

et al., 2015; Lebreton et al., 2018). Yet, global assessments indicate that only 1% of plastic 
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entering the marine environment remains floating in surface waters (Van Sebille et al., 

2015; Law, 2017), with these plastic stocks particularly depleted in items <1 mm (Cozar et 

al., 2014). These findings has led to hypothesize the existence of a range of size-dependent 

removal processes, such as ingestion by fauna (Gall and Thompson, 2015; Kühn, 

Rebolledo and van Franeker, 2015; Baalkhuyur et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2019), sinking 

to deeper layers of the water column (Wang et al., 2016; Kooi et al., 2017) and 

sequestration in sediments (Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013). 

Burial in sediments is thought to be the major sink of plastic in the marine environment 

(Van Cauwenberghe, Devriese, et al., 2015). Indeed, negatively buoyant plastic material, 

often ballasted by biofouling (Kooi et al., 2017) or incorporated in marine snow (i.e. 

organic aggregates, Zhao et al., 2017), sinks and is deposited in sediments, entering long-

term sequestration. Indeed, the signature of plastics in the sediment record provides 

stratigraphic evidence that, since the mid-20th century, we have entered a new epoch, the 

Anthropocene (Waters et al., 2016). Persistent and significant stocks of microplastics are 

therefore expected in habitats supporting high sediment accretion rates, such as vegetated 

coastal habitats, including seagrasses, salt-marshes and mangroves (Middelburg, Soetaert 

and Herman, 1997; Duarte et al., 2013; Mohamed Nor and Obbard, 2014; Cozzolino et al., 

2020; Huang et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2020). These are termed blue carbon habitats due to 

their remarkable capacity to sequester and accumulate large stocks of carbon in their 

sediments at millenary time scales (Duarte et al., 2013). Attenuation of wave action and 

currents by plant structures promotes sedimentation and reduces resuspension, contributing 

to support high rates of carbon sequestration in blue carbon habitats (Duarte et al., 2013). 

Particle retention in blue carbon habitats by these mechanisms may also be effective in 
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supporting the retention of microplastic particles, since their shoots, roots and 

pneumatophores interact with the top layers of the water column, where microplastics are 

typically found (Reisser et al., 2015).  

The hypothesis that blue carbon sediments may be important sinks for plastics is further 

supported by recent findings that Red Sea mangrove forests sustain higher loads of plastic 

than adjacent bare shores, by retaining large plastic items within their mesh of 

pneumatophores (Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019). Moreover, the Red Sea has been 

reported to hold unexpectedly low concentrations of plastics in its surface waters (Martí et 

al., 2017). Similarly, low concentrations of plastic in surface waters and high loads in 

mangrove forests were reported in the Arabian Gulf (Abayomi et al., 2017; Martin, 

Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019). The low plastic concentration in the surface waters is 

unexpected given that both the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf are characterized by an 

inverse estuarine circulation (for 8 months and all year long, respectively), which should 

lead to the retention of plastics litter advected in the two seas by surface currents from the 

Indian Ocean (Patzert, 1974; Kämpf and Sadrinasab, 2006; Martin, Agusti and Duarte, 

2019) and of those entering the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf from land and ships. 

Therefore, the low stocks of floating plastics suggest the presence of significant removal 

processes. Given the extensive coverage of blue carbon habitats, especially mangroves, 

along the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf (Almahasheer et al., 2016; Almahasheer, 2018), 

sequestration in blue carbon sediments is likely to be an important removal process for 

plastics in the region. To test this hypothesis, we collected and extracted plastics from dated 

sediment cores of mangrove forests of the Red Sea and of the Arabian Gulf (Fig. 1) and 

estimated, for the first time, the plastic burial rates in mangrove sediments. Given that 
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plastic production and input to the ocean have increased exponentially since the onset of 

mass production of plastics in the 1950s, (Geyer, Jambeck and Law, 2017; Isobe et al., 

2019), we further expect an exponential increase in plastics burial rates in Red Sea and 

Arabian Gulf mangrove sediments during the past 70 years.  

5.2.3 Materials and Methods 

5.2.3.1 Study area and design 

Mangrove stands extend for 132 km2 and 165 km2 in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf, 

respectively, and while in the Arabian Gulf the mangrove coverage is decreasing following 

the global trend, in the Red Sea it recently had an unexpected 12% increase during the last 

40 years (Almahasheer et al., 2016; Almahasheer, 2018). Given the high temperatures and 

salinity, the oligotrophic waters and the lack of permanent riverine inputs in both basins, 

mangrove stands of the Arabian regions are often small patches characterized by dwarf 

trees (Almahasheer, Duarte and Irigoien, 2016b). Saudi Arabia stretches for approximately 

1,800 and 560 km on the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf coast and has approximately 50 and 

10 km2 of mangrove forests on the two coasts, respectively. We sampled a total of 9 cores 

in 4 mangrove forests of the Red Sea (4 cores collected in 2015) and 3 forests of the Arabian 

Gulf (5 cores collected in 2016) along the coast of Saudi Arabia (Appendix C, Table C8). 

Sampled mangrove forests are monospecific stands of Avicennia marina.  

5.2.3.2 Sample collection and dating 

Sediment cores were collected with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes with a sharp-angled 

end, carefully hammered into the sediment and retrieved manually or with the help of a 

winch. White corers (1.7 m long, 6.26 cm in inner diameter) were used to collect sediments 
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in the Red Sea and grey corers (1.4 m long, 7 cm inner diameter) in the Arabian Gulf. The 

upper extremity of the core was tapped to allow vacuum and avoid sediment collapse 

during retrieval from the soil. After collection, cores were stored at 4° C before further 

processing. Cores were opened using a circular saw and the length of the sediment retrieved 

was recorded to later calculate compression effects against the depth of the core introduced 

in the soil. Cores were cut in 1-cm slices using a ceramic knife and each slice (from now 

on referred also as “sample”) dried at 60° C. Dry weight was measured and dry bulk density 

(g cm-3) calculated. A compression correction was applied following Serrano et al., 2016 

(Serrano et al., 2016). 

Sediment cores were dated as described in Saderne et al., 2018 (Saderne et al., 2018). 

Specifically, a 5-10 g subsample of the top 5 slices and every second slice from 5 cm to 19 

cm depth of each core were grinded by using a pestle and sieved through a 125 µm mesh 

and sent to Edith Cowan University (Australia) for 210Pb dating. 210Pb was analyzed via the 

determination of its grand-daughter 210Po. 200-300 mg aliquots of sediment from each 

sample were spiked with a known amount of 209Po, acid digested using an analytical 

microwave and the polonium isotopes, were plated onto silver discs. The emissions of the 

polonium isotopes were measured by alpha spectrometry using Passivated Implanted 

Planar Silicon (PIPS) detectors. The concentrations of excess 210Pb used to obtain the age-

models were calculated as the difference between total 210Pb and supported 210Pb, 

continuously produced by decay of 226Ra, the latter measured by low‐background liquid 

scintillation counting (Wallac 1220 Quantulus) or by gamma spectrometry. The Constant 

Flux:Constant Sedimentation model (Krishnaswamy et al., 1971; Arias-Ortiz et al., 2018) 

was used to estimate the average soil mass accumulation rates (MARs, in g DW cm-2 yr-1) 
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for each core, then divided by the dry bulk density to obtain sediment accretion rates 

(SARs, in cm yr-1). Dates of each sample were then obtained dividing the depth of the 

sample (as accumulated mass) by the core MAR. 

5.2.3.3 Plastic extraction 

The top 1 cm and other 4 to 12 samples per core were processed for plastic extraction 

(Appendix C, Table C9). The number of samples processed per core depended on the 

dating results: more and deeper samples were processed for cores with higher 

sedimentation rates and vice versa, since the focus is mainly on samples dated after plastic 

invention (1907). We processed a total of 88 samples dated from mid XIX century to 2015. 

We included 5 samples dated before the invention of plastic in 1907 as a control. Extraction 

of plastic was implemented using the method described in Coppock et al., 2017 (Coppock 

et al., 2017), being cost-efficient and accurate. Particularly, a Sediment-Microplastic 

Isolation (SMI) unit was manufactured as per the design proposed in Coppock et al. (2017) 

consisting of a column made by two transparent tubes 14 cm long (we used polymethyl 

methacrylate, PMMA, instead of PVC) connected by a ball valve (grey, in PVC). We 

changed the fixed base for a removable one to ease wash of the column after processing of 

each sample and avoid cross-contamination (Appendix C, Fig. C7). To test the method, we 

spiked 3 clean sediment samples (~50 g) each with 20 green polyethylene beads of 4 size 

classes (53-63 µm, 212-250, 425-500 µm and 850-1000 µm) and other 3 sediment samples 

each with 20 irregular fragments of biofouled polyethylene of the same size classes but 

various colors. To extract plastics from the test sediment samples and the samples selected 

from each core for the analysis, we added each dry sediment sample (<60 g) to the SMI 

with the ball valve open, together with a magnetic stirring bar and a 700 ml-solution of 
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Zinc Chloride (ZnCl2) 1.5 g cm-3. The top of the unit was closed with aluminium foil and 

the solution was stirred on a magnetic stirring plate for 5 min at 500 rpm to allow complete 

resuspension of plastic trapped into the sediment. After mixing, the sediment was allowed 

to decant and the ball valve was closed. The supernatant, containing particles less dense 

than 1.5 g cm-3, was vacuum filtered through a 25 µm nylon mesh, and the material retained 

in the mesh was then inspected under a dissecting microscope (Carl Zeiss, Stemi 2000) in 

search of plastics. The mesh was thoroughly screened 2 times at 2 different magnifications. 

Putative plastic particles were picked, photographed to be measured with an image analysis 

software (ImageJ, http://imagej.nih. gov) and rinsed with Hydrogen Peroxide to eliminate 

organic fouling and ease the successive characterization at the Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR). Particularly, we used Nicolet 10 FT-IR for particles ≥ 250 μm and 

Nicolet 6700 μFT-IR for particles < 250 μm. Obtained spectra were matched with the 

OMNIC spectra library and polymer type assessed. Extracted and confirmed particles were 

assigned to shape categories: fragments (hard pieces from broken objects), films (bags, 

wrappings, or pieces of them), foams (expanded cellular plastics) and threads (filaments 

from fishing lines, ropes and nets), following the same classification of Martin et al., 2019 

(Martin, Agusti and Duarte, 2019). Fibers (i.e. thin filaments normally originating from 

textiles) were excluded from the analysis since no appropriate blanks were set during the 

whole processing. Plastic particles were weighed and, if weight was <0.01 mg (detection 

limit of the scale used), the weight was inferred as the product of volume (obtained from 

image analyses in ImageJ) and density (obtained from FTIR characterization of polymers). 

As a conservative measure to prevent contamination during sampling and core opening 

procedures, we excluded all plastic particles that could have originated from the PVC 
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corers. Particularly we excluded all PVC particles (except threads) of white color from 

cores collected in the Red Sea and those of grey color from cores collected in the Arabian 

Gulf (Appendix C, Table C9). Since the SMI unit is also made of plastic material, it could 

have been a source of contamination too. However, no transparent PMMA particles (the 

material of the tubes in the unit) were encountered in any of the samples and grey PVC 

particles (the material of the ball valve in the unit) were excluded in all samples. Therefore, 

the number of plastics in the dataset compiled from this study (endix C, Table C9) should 

be considered conservative. 

Recovery rates for the 3 test samples spiked with green polyethylene beads was 100% in 

each sample, while recovery was 70% ± 8% in the 3 samples spiked with irregular 

biofouled fragments. However, pieces of plastic that were not recovered were mainly of 

the smallest size class (approximately 50 µm), while recovery of larger particles was 91 ± 

9%, confirming that miss-detection was due to limitations of the visual screening, and not 

of the extraction at the column, which is however reliable for items >200 µm.   

5.2.3.4 Data analyses 

The size distribution of plastic items recovered (N=126) was obtained assigning the sorted 

plastic pieces, according to their Feret diameter, to 4 size classes with increasing bin size 

following a logarithmic scale base 5. Abundance of items in each size class was normalized 

per width of the size class (in mm). Similarly, floating plastics from Red Sea surface waters 

(data from Martì et al. 2017) were distributed in the same size classes. The cumulative 

distributions (probability that objects with a size X are smaller than a given size x, F(x) = 

P[X ≤ x]) in size classes of items retrieved from Red Sea and Arabian Gulf sediments and 
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from Red Sea surface waters were compared using a Two-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test. Moreover, we questioned whether plastic items buried in sediments fragment (and 

thus become smaller) through time, by testing the null hypothesis that plastic size is 

independent of the estimated date of accumulation, by fitting a linear regression model to 

the data. However, we included in this analysis only the main shapes of plastic (fragments, 

n=57, and films, n=35), which we analyzed separately since their different shape may 

imply a different fragmentation pathway.  

We calculated plastic abundance and stocks in mangrove sediments of each basin (Red Sea 

and Arabian Gulf) as the number and mg of plastic m-2 accumulated since year 1930, 

respectively. Considering that plastic production increased exponentially since the 1950s 

and that there is always an error associated with the dating, we conservatively selected year 

1930 as a baseline to calculate the stocks. Moreover, year 1930 marks the industrial onset 

of plastic production (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). Specifically, stock values were 

calculated for each core as the total plastic load in samples from 1930 to present, 

normalized per surface unit area, considering that the area sampled by each core is 30.78 

and 38.48 cm2 for Red Sea and Arabian Gulf cores, respectively, and normalized per 

relative number of samples processed over total number of samples in the depth 

corresponding to year 1930. The depth corresponding to year 1930 varied across sites 

according to sedimentation rates. Particularly, in the processed cores, the year 1930 

corresponded to samples ranging from 5.6 to 32 cm in sediment depth (mean ±SE, 21.0 

±3.1 cm). Stock estimates calculated for the Red Sea cores and the Arabian Gulf cores were 

then compared using a non-parametric test, a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, since data were not 

normally distributed. Normality was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk normality test (W = 
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0.60449, p-value = 0.0001). The average stock of plastic m-2 deposited since year 1930 in 

the mangrove sediments of each basin was then multiplied by the area covered by 

mangrove forests in the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf to obtain the total stock of plastic 

buried in the mangroves in these two seas. In order to allow comparison of our results with 

the existing literature, where most of the samples are collected in the surface sediments, 

we also calculated the average abundance of plastic (in number of items per m2) in the 

upper 5 cm of sediment. 

We compared the loads of plastics in sampled mangrove sediments with loads in surface 

waters. Red Sea surface waters (top 15 cm) hold 1.1 ±0.3 g of plastics km-2 (Martí et al., 

2017). For what regards the floating plastic load in the Arabian Gulf, Abayomi et al. 2017 

(Abayomi et al., 2017) reported a mean density of plastic in Qatar surface waters (top 50 

cm) of 4.04 ±3.05 105 items km-2, ~100 times higher than the one reported in Martì et al. 

(2017) for the Red Sea (Martí et al., 2017). However, 93.8% of the total plastic in Qatar 

waters was composed of fibers, which were excluded in this and Martì et al. (2017) study. 

Hence, the concentration of particles excluding fibers is approximately 25,000 ±19,000 

items km-2. Assuming a similar average weight of single plastic items in Abayomi et al. 

(2017) and Martì et al. (2017) studies, plastic concentration in surface waters of the 

Arabian Gulf is 7.8 ±5.8 g km-2, ~7 times higher than in the Red Sea. 

We calculated the plastic burial rates expressed as mg of plastics accumulated m-2 yr-1 as 

the product of the MAR of each core (in g of sediment m-2 yr-1) and the concentration of 

plastic (in mg of plastic g-1 of sediment) in each sample. We then plotted a 20-year moving-

average of burial rates at the y-axis against the mid-date of the corresponding 20-year 

window at the x-axis, starting from the oldest processed sample dated >1950 of each core 
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until reaching the most recent processed sample. We used a 20-year window as the density 

of plastic particles, constrained by sample size (core diameter), could not be reliably 

resolved at smaller time intervals. When replicate cores of a site were available (Appendix 

C, Table C8), these were considered together when averaging the burial rate and a single 

plot was given for each site. We then fitted an exponential curve for each plot in order to 

obtain the rate of increase in burial rates for each site. To obtain the increase in burial rates 

for each of the two basins, Red Sea and Arabian Gulf, we standardized the moving averages 

of each site by the maximum burial rate of the corresponding site and plotted all sites of 

each basin together, to then fit a single exponential curve. The current burial rate (average 

burial rate of plastic deposited in the most recent 20-years window, from 2001 to 2020) 

was multiplied by the area covered by mangroves in the two basins to obtain the 

contemporary rates of total plastic mass buried in each of Red Sea and Arabian Gulf 

mangrove sediments.  

Statistical analyses were performed in R Studio 1.1.383. Comparisons are considered 

significantly different when p-value < 0.05. All values are reported as mean ± SE. 

5.2.4 Results and Discussion 

5.2.4.1 Small-sized plastics dominate in sediments 

Plastic particles were present in all the 9 cores sampled in 7 mangrove forests of the Red 

Sea and Arabian Gulf. We found a total of 126 plastic items, excluding fibers (Appendix 

C, Fig. C5). Microplastic items smaller than 0.5 mm, which are reported as missing from 

surface waters inventories in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf (Abayomi et al., 2017; Martí 

et al., 2017), dominated plastic stocks in mangrove sediments (Appendix C, Fig. C5a). 
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Specifically, plastic items in the mangrove sediments sampled were significantly smaller 

than plastic items found in Red Sea surface waters (Martí et al., 2017), Appendix C, Fig. 

C5a, Two-Sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test: D = 0.232, p-value = 1.5e-4). This tendency 

is likely due to the higher susceptibility of small plastic items to be entrained by vertical 

mixing and sink (Reisser et al., 2015; Kooi et al., 2017). Fragmentation of plastic debris 

following burial is unlikely, since the size distribution of fragments and films in sediments 

remained uniform with time (Appendix C, Fig. C5b). This suggests that plastic 

sequestration in sediments is size-dependent, which helps explain why small microplastics 

are less frequent than expected in surface waters in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf 

(Abayomi et al., 2017; Martí et al., 2017), which is consistent with the depletion of plastic 

stocks <1 mm in surface waters globally (Cozar et al., 2014). The overall shape, color and 

polymer composition of plastics in the sediments sampled did not differ from plastics 

reported for Red Sea and Arabian Gulf surface water (excluding fibers), i.e. majority of 

blue and white fragments and films made of polyethylene and polypropylene (Abayomi et 

al., 2017; Martí et al., 2017) (Appendix C, Fig. C5c, d, e).  

5.2.4.2 Concentration of plastic in surface mangrove sediments 

We calculated the concentration of plastic (number of plastic items per kg of dry sediment) 

in the top 2 and 5 cm of the mangrove sediments sampled to allow comparisons with results 

from previous studies that analyzed sediments in surface sediments. The average 

concentration of plastic items in surface mangrove sediments sampled from the Red Sea 

and the Arabian Gulf was 1,940 ±1,840 and 1,200 ±1,100 items kg-1 of dry sediment in the 

top 2 and 5 cm, respectively. Our estimate of plastic concentration in Arabian Gulf 

mangrove sediments was higher than the concentration of plastics (excluding fibers) in the 
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top 2 and 5 cm of intertidal beach sediments reported for the same region (the Arabian Gulf 

coast) in previous studies (Table 5.3, Abayomi et al., 2017; Naji et al., 2017; Naji, Esmaili 

and Khan, 2017). The difference in plastic item concentration between sediments of 

vegetated and unvegetated coastal habitats in the Arabian Gulf indicates that mangrove 

forests might play a key role in the accumulation of plastics in their sediments.  

Table 5.3 Estimates of plastic stocks (excluding fibers) in the upper 2 cm and 5 cm of sediments in coastal 

environments (mangroves and beaches) of the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf.  

NA = Not Available 

5.2.4.3 Accumulation of plastic litter in mangrove sediments (1930-2015) 

Cores were sliced in 1-cm thick samples and each sample was dated, allowing to match 

specific depths of each core with key milestone of the plastic production history: year 1907, 

the date of invention of plastic polymers; the 1930s, onset of industrial plastic production; 

and the 1950s, the start of mass plastics production (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). As 

Site Habitat 

Plastic stock in the 
top 2 cm, N items 
kg-1, Mean ±SE 

(Median) 

Plastic stock in 
the top 5 cm, N 

items kg-1, Mean 
±SE (Median) 

N of 
samples Reference 

Saudi Arabia 
(Red Sea coast) 

Mangroves 
4,260 ±4,140 

(160) 
2,590 ±2,470 

(145) 
4 This study 

Saudi Arabia 
(Arabian Gulf coast) 

Mangroves 84 ±35                
(58) 

83 ±29 (74) 5 This study 

Qatar 
Beach 

(intertidal) 8 ±7 NA 24 
Abayomi et 

al., 2017 

Iran 
(Arabian Gulf coast) 

Beach 
(intertidal) 

NA 9 ±2 15 
Naji, 

Esmaili and 
Khan, 2017 

Iran 
(Arabian Gulf coast) 

Beach 
(intertidal) 15 ±5 NA 12 

Naji et al., 
2017 
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expected from the chronology of plastic production, plastic particles were not found in 

sediments dated older than 1907. 

The estimated abundance of plastic, excluding fibers, sequestered in sediments 

accumulated since year 1930 (mean depth of 21.0 ±3.1) was 7,840 ±1,630 items m-2 in the 

Red Sea and Arabian Gulf sampled mangroves. Specifically, we calculated that half of the 

total abundance, 3,920 ±940 items m-2 was located in the upper 5 cm of surface sediments. 

However, abundance is not informative of the loads of plastic in sediments, which depends 

on the size of the plastic items. In order to account for item sizes, and specifically the 

different size distribution of plastic items between surface waters and sediments, and thus 

make a proper comparison of plastic between the two, we calculated the stocks of plastic 

in mg m-2 deposited since 1930. We estimate that the average stock of plastic buried since 

1930 in the mangrove sediments sampled from Red Sea and Arabian Gulf is 510 ±290 mg 

m-2, with no significant difference between the two basins (Fig. 5.4).  

In the Red Sea, the reported mean concentration of plastic, excluding fibers, in surface 

waters (top 15 cm) is 1.1 ±0.3 g km-2 (Martí et al., 2017). This amount of plastics per km2 

is equivalent to the stock of plastics in sediments that would have accumulated in 3.3 m2 

(1.5 to 9.9 m2) since 1930 (top 21.5 ±6.2 cm of sediment) in the mangrove forests sampled 

in the Red Sea, considering the estimated plastic stocks of 338 ±197 mg m-2 of plastic (Fig. 

5.4). Estimates of floating plastic stocks in Arabian Gulf surface waters are limited to 

regional surveys. For example, 7.8 ±5.8 g of plastic km-2, excluding fibers, are estimated 

floating in the top 50 cm of Qatar surface waters (Abayomi et al., 2017, Fig. 5.4). This 

amount of plastics per km2 is equivalent to the stock of plastics in 12 m2 (7 to 53 m2) of 
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sediment accumulated since 1930 (top 20.5 ±3.3 cm of sediment) in the mangrove forests 

sampled in the Arabian Gulf, considering estimated plastic stocks of 655 ±509 mg m-2 of 

plastic (Fig. 5.4). The much higher loads of plastics in mangrove sediments compared to 

surface waters points to the efficiency of mangrove habitats in sequestering and 

accumulating plastics in their sediments. 

 

Fig. 5.4 Plastic stocks in mangrove sediments. Plastic stocks (in mg of plastic per m-2 accumulated since 

1930) in each of the 9 cores sampled in 7 mangrove forests of Saudi Arabia (4 on the Red Sea coast, framed 

in red, and 3 on the Arabian Gulf coast, framed in blue). The sand-colored cylinders on the satellite images 

indicates the core sampling point in the mangrove forests and the plastic stocks. Bar graph shows mean ± SE 

plastic stocks in mangrove cores of the Red Sea (in red) and of the Arabian Gulf (in blue), not significantly 

different between the two basins (Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, W = 12 and p = 0.73). The map reports, in green, 

the area of mangrove forests in the Red Sea (Almahasheer et al., 2016) and in the Arabian Gulf (Almahasheer, 

2018), in blue, the extension of Red Sea waters and Arabian Gulf waters, in a striped pattern, the areas where 

the concentration of plastics in surface waters has been assessed for the Saudi Red Sea (Martí et al., 2017) 

and Qatari Arabian Gulf (Abayomi et al., 2017) waters.  

We provide a first-order estimate of the magnitude of the role of mangroves forests of the 

Red Sea and Arabian Gulf in sequestering plastic in their sediments. Extrapolating the 
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estimated plastic stocks to the whole extent of mangroves in each basin (132 km2 in the 

Red Sea and 165 km2 in the Arabian Gulf, (Almahasheer et al., 2016; Almahasheer, 2018), 

Fig. 5.4), we calculate that a total of 50 ±30 and 110 ±80 tons of plastic may be buried in 

the mangrove forests across the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf, respectively. This first-

order estimate is, despite uncertainties, remarkable when considering that mangroves 

comprise only 0.03% of the area of the Red Sea and 0.07% of the area of the Arabian Gulf. 

The first-order calculations provided here suggest that mangroves habitats may indeed play 

an important role as a relevant plastic sink at the basin scale and should encourage efforts 

to derive robust estimates. Progressing from the first-order estimates provided here to 

robust estimates requires a stratified sampling effort to extend the estimates reported here 

to other regions in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf, representing different mangrove stand 

and oceanographic settings.  

5.2.4.4 Plastic burial rates in mangrove sediments 

Plastic burial rates increased exponentially since the 1950s in all sampled mangroves (Fig. 

5.5), at rates of 9.5 ±1.0 % yr-1 and 6.8 ±1.3 % yr-1 in mangrove stands of the Red Sea and 

Arabian Gulf, respectively (combined rate 7.5 ±0.9 % yr-1, Appendix C, Fig. C6), 

consistent with the 8.4 % annual increase in global plastic production (Geyer, Jambeck and 

Law, 2017). The current (2001 to 2020) burial rate of plastic in the sampled mangroves of 

the two basins averaged 29 ±15 and 64 ±4 mg plastic m-2 year-1.  

. 
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Fig. 5.5 Plastic burial rates in mangrove sediments. Historical increases in (a) standardized (to the maximum 

burial rate of each site) plastic burial rates in Red Sea and Arabian Gulf mangrove sites and in each (b) of the 

4 Red Sea and 3 Arabian Gulf studied mangrove sites, from 1950s to date (see details in Data S1 and in 

Materials and Methods). Solid lines represent the exponential fit, for which the fitted equation, including the 

SE of the slope, R2 and p-value are reported.  

Extrapolating to the whole Red Sea and Gulf mangrove area, we calculate recent (2001 to 

2020) plastic burial rates of 4 ±2 and 11 ±7 tons of plastic per year in mangrove sediments 

in the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf, respectively. In a “business-as-usual” scenario, where 

plastic burial in mangrove sediments continues to increase exponentially at rates of 9.5 % 
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yr-1 (Red Sea) and 6.8 % yr-1 (Arabian Gulf), 70 ±30 and 80 ±60 tons of plastic will be 

buried by year 2050 in mangrove sediments of the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf. As 

previously remarked, these first-order estimates are indicative of the role of mangrove 

habitats, which should lead to efforts to derive robust basin-scale estimates of plastic burial 

in Red Sea and Arabian Gulf mangrove sediments, as well as mangrove sediments 

elsewhere 

5.2.4.5 Mangroves are efficient sinks of plastic 

In conclusion, our results show that mangrove habitats in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf 

are efficient sinks of marine plastic pollution. In summary, small plastic particles (<0.5 

mm) undergo a rapid change in their buoyancy (faster than for larger items) when 

biofouled, and are readily deposited in seafloor sediments, leading to a size-dependent 

removal process that is consistent with the depletion of floating microplastic stocks in 

plastic particles <0.5 mm  (Cozar et al., 2014; Martí et al., 2017). Once settled and 

sequestered, plastics can remain undegraded in sediments for decades, as demonstrated by 

their presence in layers dated from the 1930s, and likely over more extended time-scales, 

given the stability of mangrove sediments reflected in carbon sequestration at millenary 

time scale (Duarte et al., 2013), but may be released again if the mangrove cover is 

disturbed. The plastic loads in mangrove sediments thus provide an archive of historical 

plastic usage reflecting the exponential growth in production and subsequent input to the 

oceans since the emergence of mass plastic production in the 1950s (Fig. 5.6).  

Our results reveal very large burial rates of plastics in mangrove sediments, estimated for 

the first time ever in this habitat, sufficiently high as to help account for the low 

concentrations of plastic (excluding fibers) found in the surface waters of the Red Sea 
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(Martí et al., 2017) and of the Arabian Gulf (Abayomi et al., 2017), and possibly that in 

other tropical regions with fringing mangroves. Yet, plastics are also being sequestered in 

sediments beyond mangroves (e.g. seagrass, saltmarshes and non-blue carbon sediments) 

and structures (e.g. coral reefs, Arossa et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2019) across the region. 

Hence, the removal of floating plastics from Red Sea and Arabian Gulf surface waters into 

sediments and benthic habitats is likely faster than that reflected in sequestration in 

mangrove sediments alone.  

 

Fig. 5.6 Conceptual model of plastic burial in mangrove sediments. Mangrove forests, through the mesh 

created by their pneumatophores, enhance deposition of plastic particles on their sediments. Since sinking of 

plastics is size-dependent (Kooi et al., 2017), mostly small plastic particles reach the bottom, while larger 

items may remain suspended in surface waters for longer. Once deposited, plastics are sequestered for 

decades undisturbed. Therefore, sediments are an archive of the chronology of plastic consumption as 

demonstrated by absence of plastic particles in sediments dated older than 1907 (year of the invention of the 

first fully-synthetic polymer) and by the exponential increase of plastic particles towards most recent 

sediment layer as a consequence of the mass production that began in the 1950s. 

Whether the accumulation of plastic litter in mangrove sediments affects the associated 

benthic fauna or mangroves themselves is unknown, and should be studied to assess the 

impacts of plastic burial on mangrove ecosystems. Our results identify mangrove forests 
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as hot spots for plastic sequestration in their sediments. Hence, blue carbon strategies to 

conserve and restore mangrove habitats are not only effective to mitigate and adapt to 

climate change (Duarte et al., 2013), but are also critically important to prevent the 

remobilization of plastic litter accumulated in the sediments.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

6.1 Attempting a mass balance of plastic in the Red Sea 

Approximately 5,000 to 15,000 tons of marine plastic are likely generated annually by 

Jeddah alone, the main human settlement on the Red Sea coast. Similarly to global trends, 

the stocks of plastics in the Red Sea surface waters represent a minor proportion of 

discarded plastic waste. However, the exceptionally low concentration of plastic estimated 

in the surface waters of the Red Sea (1.1 ±0.3 g km-2, Martí et al., 2017) makes this gap 

even larger than global estimates. Indeed, by extrapolating the concentration of floating 

plastic debris to the whole Red Sea area, only less than 0.5 ±0.1 tons of plastic would float 

in the whole region, accounting for less than 0.01% of the lower estimate of plastic inputs 

from Jeddah alone. Hence, substantial outputs of marine plastic debris occur in the Red 

Sea, more than in other regions. 

For 4 months a year (from June to September), the NW summer monsoon drives the surface 

waters of the Red Sea, and the floating plastic alongside, outside the basin through the Bab-

el-Mandeb strait. However, for the rest of the year, the opposite occurs and oceanic waters 

enter the Red Sea, generating a further input of plastic in the basin that is not reflected in 

the loads found in the surface waters. Nevertheless, while five times more plastic pieces 

float in the central Red Sea pelagic waters in winter compared to summer months, the 

difference in plastic debris concentration (in g km-2) between the two seasons is not 

significant, mainly due to the small sizes of hard fragments reaching the region from 

October to May (Martin, Agusti and Duarte, 2019). Hence, in terms of loads, the output 

through the Bab-el-Mandeb strait from June to September does not deplete significantly 
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the surface waters of plastic debris, therefore, it does not offer a sufficient justification for 

the discrepancy between inputs and stocks in surface waters, which has to be found 

elsewhere. 

Due to lack of permanent rivers, one of the main carriers of plastic in the Red Sea is the 

aeolian transport, resulting in a higher frequency of lightweight marine plastic compared 

to global averages (Martí et al., 2017). Such items have low volume-to-surface ratios and, 

since they fragment and sink more rapidly than hard fragments, they are less likely to be 

transported for long distances in open waters (Lebreton et al., 2018). This may explain the 

exceptionally low concentrations of plastic floating on the Red Sea surface, mainly 

sampled offshore, and point at the coastal environment as a major reservoir. Given the 

likelihood of a filmed plastic to quickly fragment and sink, the higher frequency of films 

observed, particularly in summer months, may also suggest that plastics in the Red Sea 

surface waters are relatively young and originate from a short distance (Martin, Agusti and 

Duarte, 2019). 

Generally, plastic items released from land-based activities tend to endure close to their 

input source and ultimately deposit back to shore, considered as the major plastic sink in 

some regions (Olivelli, Hardesty and Wilcox, 2020). To evaluate if this was the case for 

the Red Sea, a new method was developed to efficiently survey the Red Sea coast at a 

national scale. The use of commercial drones has allowed to obtain high-resolution images 

of Saudi Arabian beaches and enhance the monitoring time-efficiency of 40 times 

compared to a traditional visual census (Martin et al., 2018). The automatic processing of 

the images by mean of deep learning has accelerated the analysis of the high throughput of 

pictures obtained from the aerial surveys, reaching an average sensitivity of 60%. By 
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extrapolating the resulting mass density of macroplastic to the whole coastal area of the 

Saudi Arabian Red Sea, we estimated that only 120 ±35 tons of plastic resulted as those 

possibly beached, corresponding to less than 3% of the lower estimate of plastic input from 

Jeddah alone.  

Shores of the Red Sea are also occupied by vegetated coastal habitats, like mangrove 

forests, that showed to trap larger plastic objects compared to those found stranded on 

beaches, thanks to the mesh created by their pneumatophores (Martin, Almahasheer and 

Duarte, 2019). The macroplastic litter mass density in Saudi Arabian Red Sea mangroves, 

obtained as the product of the median weight of each plastic object category and their 

numerical density (items m-2) in the mangrove assessed, is 17.0 ±4.9 g m-2. Since 

mangroves on the Arabian Peninsula coast of the Red Sea cover 48 km2 (Almahasheer et 

al., 2016), the plastic litter they totally trap would be approximately 820 ±235 tons, more 

than 6 times what stranded on Red Sea Saudi Arabian unvegetated shores and from 6 to 

17% of the presumed plastic inputs from Jeddah. Considering the total area of mangroves 

in the Red Sea (135 km2, Almahasheer et al., 2016) and assuming estimates obtained from 

sampled mangroves in the Saudi Arabian Red Sea coast to be representative of the whole 

basin, cumulatively 2,300 ±660 tons of macroplastic litter are trapped in the Red Sea 

mangrove forests, covering only a 0.03% of the whole basin area. Mangrove forests were 

also found to impede plastic from land-based activities to reach the marine environment, 

as demonstrated by the high loads of litter encountered on the terrestrial edge of the 

surveyed mangrove stands (Martin, Almahasheer and Duarte, 2019). This was particularly 

evident for the mangrove forests surveyed on the Arabian Gulf coast of Saudi Arabia, 

highly polluted due to the proximity to large and dense human settlements (Fig. 6.1). 
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Fig. 6.1 Litter behind a mangrove stand in Saihat, on the Arabian Gulf shore of Saudi Arabia. 

The role of mangrove forests as sinks of marine plastic was further corroborated by the 

examination of microplastics in their sediments. Indeed, not only Red Sea mangrove 

sediments hold 105-times higher concentrations of plastics compared to those found in 

surface waters, but they also retain them for decades and, as suggested by their role as blue 

carbon habitats, they might sequester plastic permanently as they do with carbon stocks. 

First-order estimates showed that, in recent years, 4 ±2 tons of plastic are buried annually 

and 50 ±30 tons are already buried in the Red Sea mangrove forests, where they will last 

unless disturbed, thanks to the mangroves ability of stabilizing sediments and prevent 

resuspension of materials sequestered (Saderne et al., 2018).  
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While surveying macroplastic debris in mangrove forests, some items were found half-

buried under plant debris or into sediments. Despite trying to account for those items too 

during the visual census, the water turbidity, enhanced by walking along the transect, have 

rendered it challenging and, certainly, such items were not sampled during sediment coring 

due to the limited corer diameter. Hence, the loads of plastic litter in mangrove forest 

reported here might even be underestimated. 

Ultimately, also biological processes contribute to the depletion of plastic from the Red 

Sea surface waters. Plastic pieces were found in the gastro-intestinal tract of coral reef, 

seagrass, mesopelagic and demersal Red Sea fish species (Baalkhuyur et al., 2018) and 

occurrence of plastic ingestion in scleractinian coral species common in the Red Sea was 

experimentally demonstrated (Martin et al., 2019). However, it is the three-dimensional 

and fractal structure of the hard corals, and the reef-building biota in general, that provides 

the most significant removal process of plastic by these organisms (Arossa et al., 2019; 

Martin et al., 2019). The contribution of passive processes like the adhesion of 

microplastics on the coral surface was experimentally demonstrated by use of high 

concentrations of microplastics, needed to reach detectable plastic removal rates even in a 

limited number of small coral fragments. Hence, in order to be able to estimate the stocks 

of plastics effectively trapped in the coral reefs of the Red Sea, larger experiments with 

environmentally relevant concentrations of plastic or field assessments are necessary.  

6.2 Future directions 

Despite the extensive monitoring object of the thesis, there are still gaps that need to be 

filled before attempting a mass balance of plastic in the Red Sea (Fig. 6.2).  
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Fig. 6.2 Marine regions of the Red Sea and size classes of plastics covered by the dissertation (indicated by 

tick marks) and gaps. For each marine region covered in the thesis, we indicate the relative chapter. The 

categorization in size classes is the one used in the whole thesis. Particularly, we used the upper limit 

indicated by Koelmans, Besseling and Shim, 2015 for the nanoplastics, by GESAMP, 2019 for the 

microplastics and the mesoplastics and by (Lebreton et al., 2018) for the macroplastics. 

Some marine regions, which have not been covered by the dissertation, could contribute to 

explain the gap between inputs and estimates of plastic loads. For instance, before the 

sinking plastic reaches the seafloor and deposits on the bottom, it spends sometime in the 

water column. At intermediate depths, plastics tend to oscillate up and down, balanced by 

growth and losses of biofouling due to limiting conditions like light and temperature (Kooi 

et al., 2017). These oscillations delay the deposition on sediments and candidate the water 

column as an additional reservoir of plastic. 
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The exceptional accumulation of plastic in mangrove sediments suggests that other blue 

carbon habitats, having the same ability of retaining particulate from the water and 

sequestering it in sediments, might be significant contributors to the removal of plastics 

from the water column. For instance, plastic was much more concentrated in seagrass 

sediments than in bare sediments in a meadow in China (Huang et al., 2020). In the future, 

it might worth to investigate the contribution of Red Sea seagrass meadows in the 

sequestration of marine plastic, particularly considering that they are even more extended 

than mangrove forests in the region.  

Generally, marine sediments, especially deep-sea ones, are widely considered ultimate 

sinks of marine plastic pollution (Woodall et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2020). The Red Sea, 

despite being a coastal sea, reaches depths up to 2,800 that might be important reservoirs 

of marine plastics worth exploring.  

The size classes that were not explored in the dissertation could also constitute a fraction 

of the missing plastic. The smaller sizes (< 50 µm) could not be detected by the methods 

used in the dissertation, that relied on visual screening by use of a stereoscope and manual 

picking. Moreover, the shore monitoring by used of drones is limited to macro- and larger 

plastics and did not allow to estimate the abundance and loads of plastics < 2.5 cm in beach 

sediments. However, despite the most abundant fraction of plastic in the water are the 

smaller particles, these have also a smaller mass compared to larger objects and, hence, a 

smaller contribution to the loads of plastics worldwide and in the Red Sea  (Eriksen et al., 

2014). Contrarily, the size classes that was not taken into account and that could contribute 

consistently to the missing plastic loads in the Red Sea is the mega-plastic floating on 

surface waters. Megaplastics could not be sampled due to the size of the net mouth that 
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limited the collection to objects < 50 cm. As previously shown in the Great Pacific Garbage 

Patch (GPGP), the use of methods that allowed monitoring of megaplastics too have 

increased the estimates of plastic loads by a factor of 16 (Lebreton et al., 2018). The 

methods applied in the GPGP included aerial surveys by means of aircrafts, but floating 

megaplastics is also being monitored by use of drones (Topouzelis, Papakonstantinou and 

Garaba, 2019). Hence, drone surveys in the Red Sea could be extended to the open waters 

to include floating plastics > 50 cm now missing from estimates of plastic loads in the 

region. 

Despite drones have the potential to be used for surveys in different marine regions, the 

composition of the plastic, target of the monitoring, vary between them, challenging the 

application of the methodology across environments and comparability of results. The 

classification used in this dissertation for beach litter was based on the one used for 

traditional beach litter assessments, with the purpose of providing comparable results to 

beach surveys conducted using other methodologies and in other regions. However, if the 

aim is to provide a mass balance of plastic in the global ocean or in specific locations (e.g. 

the Arabian Seas), it is crucial to apply a classification that can represent all marine regions. 

An example could be the higher-level classification implemented in Lebreton et al. (2018), 

based on sizes and plastic types (e.g. films, hard fragments and foams) rather than on 

specific items (Lebreton et al., 2018).  

The need for harmonization when categorizing plastics has already been highlighted in the 

past, but the community working on marine plastic pollution has yet not come to a 

consensus (Hartmann et al., 2019). For example, the definition and naming of size classes 

bins for plastics (nano-, micro-, meso-, macro- and mega-) differs across studies. The same 
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term ‘microplastics’, despite its popularity, can refer to items < 5 mm, as per NOAA 

definition (Arthur, Baker and Bamford, 2008), or < 1 mm (Browne, Galloway and 

Thompson, 2007). Often the categorization according to size is determined by the method 

used, which also lacks standardization (Hermsen et al., 2018). Size categories have been 

coherently used in the whole dissertation (i.e. microplastics < 5 mm and macroplastics > 

2.5 cm, Fig. 6.2), allowing comparison between the studies here presented, but not 

necessarily with studies from other regions. For instance, comparing loads of beach and 

mangrove litter, as done for the Red Sea, might be challenging for the Arabian Gulf, where 

size limits, during sampling of plastic items and data analysis, could have been chosen 

using different criteria.  

Including estimates of plastic litter in all the size classes and marine regions, obtained using 

comparable criteria and classifications, would allow to finally achieve a reliable mass 

balance of plastic in the Red Sea. However, to ultimately help directing mitigating 

interventions, it remains to understand where, in within each marine region, plastic 

accumulates. Despite we have reported on areas where floating plastic debris and stranded 

items are more abundant, the models used to investigate the variables responsible for the 

spatial distribution of plastic in the Red Sea have failed to entirely explain the observed 

patterns. For instance, the major source of marine macroplastics globally, the land-based 

activities, were found to not influence the plastic distribution in the basin, while it emerged 

that sea-based activities have an opposite effect to the expected one. Such surprising result 

could be explained by the complex surface circulation pattern of the basin, a hypothesis 

that remains to be tested. Certainly, the main surface currents have proven to be major 

drivers of floating and beached plastic in the Red Sea. A particle tracking model that 
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accounts for the complex mesoscale circulation generated by eddies in the region could 

allow to test the hypothesis and, if this is sustained, to make predictions on where plastic 

accumulates, beyond sites surveyed in the dissertation, and from where it originates 

(examples in Carlson et al., 2017; Pereiro, Souto and Gago, 2019; Galaiduk et al., 2020). 

Additionally, oceanic models considering also the sinking of plastic particles (e.g. 

Koelmans et al., 2017) could shed light on the vertical distribution of size classes and types 

(e.g. films vs hard fragment and polymers) across marine regions  

6.3 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the dissertation here presented has provided great advances in determining 

the abundance and distribution of plastic in the Arabian seas, especially the largely 

unexplored Red Sea, particularly by disclosing the importance of coastal environments as 

sinks. It also indicates where future research should be directed in order to ultimately 

demonstrate where the remaining loads of missing plastic should be found. The work 

described in this thesis has also contributed to advance in the global plastic pollution 

research, by proposing a method to efficiently survey beach litter that was pioneering at 

the time of the publication (Martin et al., 2018), by highlighting the importance of 

mangrove forests (above and below ground) as sinks of plastics and by pointing for the 

first time at the relevance of plastic adhesion to reef structures as an unconsidered yet 

significant plastic removal process (Martin et al., 2019). 
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7. APPENDICES 
 

7.1 Appendix A. Spatiotemporal distribution of plastics in Red Sea surface 

waters 

7.1.1 Seasonality of marine plastic abundance in central Red Sea pelagic waters 

 

Fig. A1 Modified neuston net used for sampling. 
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Fig. A2 Seasonal distribution of plastic abundance (in N plastic items km-2, wind corrected, A) and 

concentration (in g plastic km-2, B) in central Red Sea surface waters during a sampling period of 1.75 years 

(21 months). The grey line represents the loess fit of plastic concentrations. The area of the plot shaded in 

red represent the summer monsoon (June to September). Smoothing functions for the generalized additive 

models (GAMs) applied on microplastic abundance (in N plastic items km-2, wind corrected, C) and 

concentration (in g plastic km-2, D) through time (in N days after sampling started). The Red shaded area 

indicates summer months (from June to September). The solid line represents the estimated smoother, the 

dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Degrees of freedom (Df), value of the statistic (F), R-

squared (R2) and p-value (p) of the two models are indicated in figure. 
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Fig. A3 Smoothing function for the generalized additive model (GAM) applied on log-transformed 

microplastic abundance (in N items km-2, wind corrected, + k) through time (in N days after sampling started). 

The Red shaded area indicates summer months (from June to September). The solid line represents the 

estimated smoother, the dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Degrees of freedom (Df), value 

of the statistic (F), R-squared (R2) and p-value (p) of the model are indicated in figure. 
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Fig. A4 A) Seasonal distribution of log-transformed plastic concentration (in g plastic km-2 + k) during a 

sampling period of 1.75 years (21 months). The grey line represents the loess fit of log-transformed plastic 

concentration. The area of the plot shaded in red represent the summer monsoon (June to September).  B) 

Plastic concentration (in g plastic km-2) in samples collected during the summer monsoon (June to September, 

N = 10) and the winter monsoon (October to May, N = 31). Difference in concentration between season was 

tested with a Wilcoxon rank sum test which parameters are reported in figure. C) Smoothing functions for 

the generalized additive model (GAM) applied on log-transformed microplastic concentration (in g plastic 

km-2 + k) through time (in N days after sampling started). The Red shaded area indicates summer months 

(from June to September). The solid line represents the estimated smoother, the dotted lines represent the 

95% confidence interval. Degrees of freedom (Df), value of the statistic (F), R-squared (R2) and p-value (p) 

of the model are indicated in figure. 
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Fig. A5 Smoothing functions for the generalized additive models (GAMs) applied on relative contribution 

of films (a), fragments (b) and threads (c) through time (in N days after sampling started). The Red shaded 

area indicates summer months (from June to September). The solid line represents the estimated smoother, 

the dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Degrees of freedom (Df), value of the statistic (F), R-

squared (R2) and p-value (p) of the three models are indicated in figure. 
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7.2 Appendix B. Shore-deposition of marine macroplastics in the Arabian seas  

7.2.1 Enabling a large-scale assessment of litter along Saudi Arabian Red Sea 

shores by combining drones and machine learning 

  

Fig. B1 Geographic location of 44 beaches surveyed using a DJI Phantom 3 Advanced (in green) or a DJI 

Phantom 4 Professional (in red). 
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Fig. B2 Example of ground truth assessment. Aerial picture of one of the 12 areas where litter objects were 

counted directly on the beach through visual census and later on drone images collected at 10 m altitude. 

This area was monitored in station n. 30 (see Table B1 for details on the station) and 6 drone pictures were 

collected and aligned to build the orthomosaic here shown. The white shaded area highlights the marks left 

on the beach to delimit the area where the visual census occurred. The zoom shows some litter objects 

including a drink bottle, a plastic cup, a Tetra Pak® juice brick and a half-buried aluminum can.  
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Fig. B3 Contribution of 11 categories of plastic objects to the stocks (g m-2) of plastic objects in each beach. 

The relative mass (%) is calculated as mass of objects of each category normalized per total mass of objects 

in the corresponding beach. Categories are ordered according to their mean relative mass (±SE) across all the 

15 beaches as shown in the first stacked bar graph (“All”). Stations are ordered according to their latitude 

and the station numbers correspond to the IDs listed in Table B1. 
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Table B1 Metadata of beach litter surveys. For each of the 44 surveys we report site type (island or main 

shore), coordinates, survey date, drone model used and weather a ground truth assessment was performed. 

Stations are ordered by drone model used and latitude, from North to South.  

Station 
ID 

Site 
type 

Latitude (° 
N) 

 

Longitude 
(° E) Survey date Drone model 

Ground truth 
(Y/N) 

1 Island 27.9349 34.9141 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
2 Island 27.9349 34.9141 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
3 Island 27.9339 34.9145 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
4 Island 27.7877 35.1707 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
5 Island 27.7871 35.1730 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
6 Island 27.7870 35.1736 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
7 Shore 26.9124 36.0089 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
8 Shore 26.9105 36.0057 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
9 Shore 26.9105 36.0058 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
10 Shore 26.9099 36.0075 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
11 Island 26.1760 36.3843 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
12 Shore 25.3091 37.1148 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
13 Island 25.1611 37.1606 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
14 Island 25.1586 37.1609 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
15 Island 25.1586 37.1607 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
16 Island 18.1242 41.5692 March 2017 Phantom 3 Adv NA 
17 Shore 29.2182 34.9125 March 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
18 Shore 28.0895 34.5814 March 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
19 Shore 28.0866 34.5813 March 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
20 Island 27.9344 34.9145 May 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
21 Island 27.7850 35.1792 May 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
22 Island 27.7739 35.1868 May 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
23 Island 25.7008 36.8118 May 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
24 Island 25.6619 36.5089 May 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
25 Island 22.9346 38.8801 November 2017 Phantom 4 Pro N 
26 Shore 22.9292 38.8762 November 2017 Phantom 4 Pro N 
27 Shore 22.9133 38.8686 November 2017 Phantom 4 Pro N 
28 Shore 22.9067 38.8958 November 2017 Phantom 4 Pro N 
29 Island 22.8979 38.9209 November 2017 Phantom 4 Pro N 
30 Shore 20.7501 39.4539 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
31 Island 20.1615 40.2098 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
32 Island 20.1606 40.2173 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
33 Island 19.9568 40.1512 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
34 Island 19.9526 40.1512 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
35 Island 19.2740 40.8891 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
36 Island 19.2719 40.8966 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
37 Island 18.5081 40.6606 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
38 Island 18.5072 40.6656 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
39 Island 18.5071 40.6611 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
40 Island 18.5069 40.6630 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
41 Island 18.2850 41.4826 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
42 Island 18.2817 41.4820 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
43 Island 18.1546 41.5360 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro N 
44 Island 18.1505 41.5352 April 2018 Phantom 4 Pro Y 
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Table B2 Description of litter categories and number of objects labelled for each. Main categories of litter 

observed during fieldwork and used to classify objects on the 44 surveyed beaches; correspondence to the 

Unified codes of litter reported in Cheshire et al., 2009 (reference in footnote); number of objects of each 

category labelled to train the Faster R-CNN. 

Category of 
litter 

Description Unified 
code 

N of 
training 
objects 

Big container 
Plastic containers (e.g. boxes, crates, baskets, buckets, 
polystyrene boxes, trays) and lids 

PL13 16 

Bottle cap Plastic caps and lids for bottles and drums PL01 241 

Buoy Fishing foam buoys  FP03 32 

Drink bottle Plastic bottles for beverages up to 3 L in volume PL02 467 

Drink drum 
Plastic carboys, dispensers, drums and bottles for beverages 
from 3 L volume. 

PL03 28 

Film 
Plastic bags (including Tarpaulin bags and sheeting) and food 
wraps 

PL07, 
PL16 

428 

Footwear 
Any footwear (e.g. shoes, flip flops, boots) RB02, 

CL01 
36 

Glass 
Any glass material (e.g. bottles, jars), including bulbs and 
neon lamps 

GC02, 
GC04 54 

Metal 
Any metallic material (e.g. aluminum drink cans, other cans, 
tubes) 

ME03, 
ME04 88 

Other liquids 
Plastic bottles, containers and drums for liquids other than 
drinks (e.g. petrol, engine oil, cosmetics, cleaning detergents) 

PL02 24 

Rope Fishing ropes of >0.2 cm diameter PL19 58 

Small 
container 

Plastic containers often used for food (e.g. cups, pots, dishes, 
lunch boxes) 

PL06, 
FP02 

68 

Tetra Pak® Objects in Tetra Pak® (e.g. juice or milk bricks) PC03 40 

Wood Any wood of anthropogenic origin (e.g. pallets, broom sticks) WD04 28 

 
Cheshire, A.C., Adler, E., Barbière, J., Cohen, Y., Evans, S., Jarayabhand, S., Jeftic, L., Jung, R.T., Kinsey, 
S., Kusui, E.T., Lavine, I., Manyara, P., Oosterbaan, L., Pereira, M.A., Sheavly, S., Tkalin, A., Varadarajan, 
S., Wenneker, B., & Westphalen, G.  UNEP/IOC Guidelines on Survey and Monitoring of Marine Litter. 
UNEP Regional Seas Reports and Studies, No. 186; IOC Technical Series No. 83 (2009).
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Table B3 Result of ground truth assessments. Number of litter objects counted with Visual Census (VC) in subsample areas of 12 beaches (identified by the station 

ID as in Table B1) and number of litter objects detectable in the pictures of the same area taken at a 10 m altitude with a DJI Phantom 4 Pro (i.e. Remote Survey = 

RS). P(detection) indicates the ratio between the number of objects identified with RS and VC and represents the probability of detecting a litter object on a beach 

remotely through drone surveys. The number of objects of each of 14 categories identified through VC or RS are also reported for each beach. The mean P(detection) 

±SE for each category was calculated averaging the P(detection) of each category in each beach (not reported). 

 

Station 
ID

Total litter 
objects

P(detection) Big 
containers

Bottle 
caps

Buoy Drink 
bottles

Drink 
drums

Film Footwear Glass Metal Other 
liquids

Ropes Small 
containers

Tetra Pak Wood

VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS VC RS
23 41 35 0.854 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 55 47 0.855 0 0 2 2 0 0 18 16 0 0 9 8 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 1 0 0 6 5 1 1 0 0
31 12 10 0.833 0 0 2 0 1 1 16 10 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 1
32 8 8 1.000 0 0 3 4 1 1 11 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 20 15 0.750 0 0 10 7 1 0 30 26 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 1 1 1 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
34 25 19 0.760 1 1 0 0 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
35 140 101 0.721 0 0 0 0 1 1 109 75 2 2 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 16 10 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 2
36 56 42 0.750 0 0 2 0 0 0 16 16 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
37 12 11 0.917 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 41 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 NA NA
41 27 16 0.593 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
42 27 22 0.815 0 0 5 3 0 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
44 3 3 1.000 0 0 3 1 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mean P(detection) 0.821 1 0.621 0.75 0.858 1 1.481 1 0.87 0.81 0.726 0.71 0.42 0.81 0.8

±SE ±0.034 ±0 ±0.172 ±0.25 ±0.044 ±0 ±0.722 ±0 ±0.13 ±0.13 ±0.134 ±0.18 ±0.42 ±0.19 ±0.2
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Table B4 Litter density estimates in each of 44 beaches, corrected after performance of the Faster R-CNN. 

The performance of the Faster R-CNN applied on 43 beaches is described by the values of Sensitivity, 

Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and F-score calculated on 10 images per. The density (items m-2) at each 

beach has been obtained by dividing the corrected value of N. of objects for the cumulative area of tested 

images (number of tested images*area of each image). The area of the beach surveyed was multiplied by the 

density to estimate the total number of objects on the beach. Pictures from station n. 22 have been manually 

checked (NA stands for Not Applicable, since the Faster R-CNN was not used in this case). In bold, we report 

the 15 stations for which the F-score of the Faster R-CNN was the highest and to which the second test 

(classification in 14 categories) was applied. Adjacent rows highlighted with the same color show stations 

belonging to the same island or site. 

Stat
ion 
ID 

Mean 
Sensitivity 

(%) 

PPV 
(%) 

F-score 
(%) 

N. 
objects 

detected 

N. objects 
(corrected) 

Cumulative 
area of 
tested 

images (m2) 

Density 
(N. 

objects 
m-2) 

Area of 
the 

beach 
(m2) 

N. 
objects 
on the 
beach 

1 54.0 22.6 29.0 1011 683 20920 0.03 2022 66 
2 44.8 35.1 32.7 238 301 10911 0.03 1631 45 
3 27.4 34.8 24.4 751 1546 22926 0.07 3371 227 
4 21.6 87.5 31.0 1012 6635 22650 0.29 2377 696 
5 22.2 65.7 28.4 224 1073 6237 0.17 686 118 
6 19.6 76.4 26.2 744 4684 26035 0.18 5421 975 
7 21.4 75.0 28.9 499 2835 44987 0.06 5025 317 
8 18.1 94.4 29.1 941 7923 36854 0.21 3124 672 
9 23.2 86.7 34.4 312 1886 11058 0.17 1874 320 
10 16.6 76.4 29.3 1767 13192 42374 0.31 4775 1487 
11 20.4 63.7 28.6 1120 5664 36008 0.16 2773 436 
12 24.7 100 37.7 286 1876 59946 0.03 6486 203 
13 55.0 70.8 56.0 183 381 36339 0.01 3110 33 
14 29.7 82.6 38.0 1249 5611 47839 0.12 4189 491 
15 34.3 64.7 35.4 535 1635 41178 0.04 3551 141 
16 57.4 69.0 57.1 118 229 11132 0.02 440 9 
17 32.4 30.4 26.7 3032 3462 35486 0.10 2739 267 
18 73.0 66.3 67.6 868 961 20728 0.05 2156 100 
19 54.8 47.3 48.3 1618 1700 34723 0.05 2002 98 
20 83.7 37.3 49.4 2296 1247 58754 0.02 4184 89 
21 71.7 58.5 62.3 217 216 9019 0.02 557 13 
22 NA NA NA 7 9 NA 0.01 1085 9 
23 61.8 76.2 63.2 1055 1585 41398 0.04 2820 108 
24 50.8 79.2 58.1 5835 11082 46086 0.24 2051 493 
25 63.4 51.5 47.4 642 635 23696 0.03 4967 133 
26 74.2 55.5 56.1 1627 1484 37310 0.04 2646 105 
27 42.3 70.3 43.2 3621 7327 44700 0.16 5172 848 
28 52.7 71.3 50.9 4359 7178 26224 0.27 3383 926 
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29 77.6 56.2 54.3 3688 3254 37379 0.09 1558 136 
30 72.4 95.1 81.3 6740 10784 44689 0.24 2732 659 
31 48.7 73.8 54.2 1718 3172 50740 0.06 5764 360 
32 37.1 97.6 51.8 2978 9535 29596 0.32 1946 627 
33 59.0 54.2 51.1 2152 2409 41386 0.06 2445 142 
34 62.1 58.0 54.7 1037 1179 32148 0.04 4466 164 
35 40.1 70.0 44.9 5492 11676 34446 0.34 6742 2286 
36 28.9 79.5 41.7 1325 4441 9365 0.47 2093 993 
37 73.8 36.9 41.0 1954 1189 30589 0.04 1845 72 
38 70.0 68.8 63.9 901 1079 68581 0.02 2984 133 
39 47.4 37.2 37.3 1001 957 11871 0.08 455 37 
40 60.3 66.3 60.6 439 588 21421 0.03 1311 36 
41 32.3 52.5 37.9 1868 3694 36282 0.10 2190 223 
42 63.4 55.2 57.2 6618 7014 53892 0.13 3117 406 
43 87.2 45.2 52.9 1645 1039 33996 0.03 1912 58 
44 61.1 70.6 63.2 10943 15400 51698 0.30 2404 716 
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Table B5 Performance of the Faster R-CNN for each of the 14 litter categories. We provide the mean values 

±SE of Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) for each category and the number of picture portions 

(N) used to calculate the mean values. The number of picture portions include all picture portions in which 

false or true positives or false negatives could be identified for the category in the pool of randomly selected 

images from 15 beaches. 

 
Mean 

Sensitivity (%) ±SE N PPV (%) ±SE N 

Big container 26.5 10.6 17 100.0 0.0 5 

Bottle cap 76.8 5.3 48 59.7 5.7 59 

Buoy 34.0 10.8 18 66.7 14.4 9 

Drink bottle 48.2 3.4 124 63.3 3.7 121 

Drink drum 15.9 7.8 21 80.0 20.0 5 

Film 45.1 5.6 62 31.1 4.5 94 

Footwear 16.7 7.3 23 25.0 10.1 18 

Glass 29.7 7.0 36 20.7 5.2 49 

Metal 14.9 6.4 28 34.6 13.1 13 

Other liquids 17.6 4.0 66 62.6 8.8 29 

Rope 23.9 9.2 20 11.3 4.4 53 

Small 
container 9.5 5.7 20 22.7 12.4 11 

Tetra Pak® 30.0 11.8 15 50.0 16.7 10 

Wood 45.5 5.4 61 86.1 4.9 41 
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Table B6 Population density and marine traffic density for year 2017 at 3 resolutions (5, 30 and 110 Km), 

monthly and annual wind speed, fetch length, beach exposure and angle of incidence of the prevailing wind 

to the beach line for each of 44 surveyed beaches. 

 

The table continues on the next page 

Station 
ID

Population 
density 2017 

(people km-2), 5 
km resolution

Population density 
2017 (people km-

2), 30 km 
resolution

Population density 
2017 (people km-

2), 110 km 
resolution

Marine traffic 
density (routes km-

2 y-1), 5 km 
resolution

Marine traffic 
density (routes 

km-2 y-1), 30 km 
resolution

1 5.37 5.37 45.43 8.51 8.51
2 5.37 5.37 45.43 8.51 8.51
3 5.37 5.37 45.43 9.30 8.51
4 5.37 5.37 5.91 17.99 23.42
5 5.37 5.37 5.91 17.99 23.42
6 5.37 5.37 5.91 17.99 23.42
7 5.37 5.12 4.53 0.36 0.56
8 5.37 5.12 4.53 0.43 0.56
9 5.37 5.12 4.53 0.43 0.56

10 5.37 5.12 4.53 0.43 0.56
11 4.47 4.47 4.53 0.33 0.72
12 7.24 7.24 6.50 0.00 0.41
13 0.00 7.24 6.50 0.34 0.43
14 0.00 7.24 6.50 0.69 0.43
15 0.00 7.24 6.50 0.69 0.43
16 37.59 49.86 53.52 0.56 0.56
17 6.09 6.00 3.07 1.03 119.31
18 12.15 13.12 10.40 0.86 114.18
19 12.15 13.12 10.40 0.86 114.18
20 5.37 5.37 45.43 8.90 8.51
21 5.37 5.37 5.91 17.21 23.42
22 5.37 5.37 5.91 17.21 23.42
23 0.00 7.24 5.99 0.00 0.20
24 7.24 7.24 5.99 0.33 1.08
25 19.53 16.79 80.81 0.43 0.66
26 19.53 16.79 80.81 0.43 0.66
27 16.36 16.79 80.81 0.66 0.66
28 16.36 16.79 80.81 0.43 0.66
29 20.44 16.79 80.81 0.43 0.66
30 241.24 625.09 194.68 0.86 1.03
31 20.05 18.01 23.87 0.53 0.53
32 20.05 18.01 23.87 0.47 0.53
33 29.24 29.24 25.27 0.31 0.66
34 29.24 29.24 25.27 0.39 0.66
35 29.24 50.26 25.27 0.00 0.61
36 29.24 50.26 25.27 0.00 0.61
37 29.24 29.24 29.24 0.00 0.21
38 29.24 29.24 29.24 0.00 0.21
39 29.24 29.24 29.24 0.00 0.21
40 29.24 29.24 29.24 0.00 0.21
41 49.96 49.93 53.52 0.36 0.58
42 49.96 49.93 53.52 0.36 0.58
43 29.24 49.86 53.52 0.56 0.56
44 29.24 49.86 53.52 0.56 0.56
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Station 

ID

Marine traffic 

density (routes 

km-2 y-1), 110 

km resolution

Wind speed 

(m s-1), 30 

days 

Wind speed 

(m s-1), 1 

year

Fetch length 

(km)

Beach 

exposition

Incident angle of 

prevailing wind 

(absolute value)

1 31.87 4.68 4.65 23.92 NE 87.00

2 31.87 4.68 4.65 23.92 NE 102.00

3 31.87 4.68 4.65 294.26 S 134.00

4 27.93 4.14 4.03 22.62 N 32.00

5 27.93 4.14 4.03 22.67 N 65.00

6 27.93 4.14 4.03 22.67 N 60.00

7 1.53 4.09 3.93 2.00 N and W 61 and 52

8 1.60 4.09 3.93 2.79 N 40.00

9 1.60 4.09 3.93 4.94 N 40.00

10 1.53 4.09 3.93 4.48 NW 9.00

11 4.60 4.78 4.62 8.89 NE and E 70 and 163

12 4.81 4.69 4.37 206.68 SW 79.00

13 19.64 4.69 4.37 230.62 W 64.00

14 19.64 4.69 4.37 330.00 NW 10.00

15 19.64 4.69 4.37 9.32 E 150.00

16 0.72 3.21 3.40 1.15 NE 110.00

17 61.67 3.42 4.06 16.83 W 57.00

18 33.31 3.48 4.28 3.22 SE 176.00

19 33.31 3.48 4.28 0.70 NE 106.00

20 31.87 4.26 4.56 23.92 NE 102.00

21 27.93 3.96 3.94 19.46 E 147.00

22 27.93 3.96 3.94 19.22 NE and SW 91

23 3.38 4.09 4.54 1.42 NW 22.00

24 33.31 4.11 4.54 24.77 NE 80.00

25 76.84 3.80 4.36 1.52 SE 176.00

26 76.84 3.80 4.36 5.10 NE 100.00

27 76.84 3.80 4.36 225.70 SW 79.00

28 76.84 3.80 4.36 3.75 NE 85.00

29 80.30 3.80 4.36 3.33 W 29.00

30 130.29 3.63 4.42 269.95 SW 100.00

31 33.31 3.17 3.46 416.00 S 60.00

32 27.93 3.17 3.46 416.00 S 62.00

33 119.31 3.00 3.69 21.00 NE 82

34 119.31 3.00 3.69 79.00 SE 5.00

35 0.79 3.05 3.45 282.00 SW 104.00

36 0.79 3.05 3.45 42.00 S 45.00

37 130.29 3.09 3.76 284.00 W 135.00

38 130.29 3.09 3.76 430.00 S 29.00

39 130.29 3.09 3.76 264.00 SW 97.00

40 130.29 3.09 3.76 425.00 S 45.00

41 0.66 3.57 3.85 309.00 W 125.00

42 0.66 3.57 3.85 290.00 W 113.00

43 0.72 3.28 3.36 6.05 N 125.00

44 0.72 3.28 3.36 330.00 SW 91.00
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Table B7 Multiple linear regression models of litter density (items m-2) distribution in 44 beaches of the Red 

Sea. The complete set of variables tested in each of 6 models is reported as footnote. Following the stepwise 

regression, models were reduced to 5 (A, B, C, D and E) and the variables for which the estimates are reported 

are those selected after the backward selection as the best explaining variables for each model. For each of 

the 5 models, we here report the estimates ± SE of the intercept (α) and of the slopes (β) of the variables and 

their significance (Pr (> |t|) or p-value). We also report the F-statistics, the Degrees of Freedom (DF), the p-

value, the R2 and the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) of the models. 

Model A (selection of Model 1) 
F-statistic 3.562, DF = 3 and 42, p-value = 0.02, R2 = 0.20, AIC = -72.0 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.2028 0.0364 5.564 1.7e-6 

Population Density (110 km) 0.0010 0.0005 1.944 0.059 
Marine Traffic Density (110 km) -0.0010 0.0004 -2.482 0.017 
Beach Exposure -0.0009 0.0004 -2.438 0.019 

Model B (selection of Model 2) 
F-statistic = 3.804, DF = 4 and 41, p-value = 0.01, R2 = 0.27, AIC = -74.1 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.4314 0.1222 3.529 0.001 
Population Density (110 km) 0.0009 0.0005 1.926 0.061 
Marine Traffic Density (110 km) -0.0013 0.0004 -3.127 0.003 
Wind Speed (monthly) -0.0565 0.0289 -1.953 0.058 
Beach Exposure -0.0009 0.0004 -2.439 0.019 

Model C (selection of Models 3 and 4) 
F-statistic =2.858, DF = 2 and 43, p-value = 0.07, R2 = 0.12, AIC = -69.3 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.1712 0.0345 4.960 1.2e-5 

Population Density (30 km) 0.0003 0.0002 1.525 0.135 
Beach Exposure -0.0007 0.0004 -1.965 0.056 

Model D (selection of Model 5) 
F-statistic =2.742, DF = 2 and 43, p-value = 0.08, R2 = 0.11, AIC = -69.1 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.4106 0.1654 2.482 0.017 
Wind Speed (annual) -0.0596 0.0410 -1.452 0.154 
Beach Exposure -0.0006 0.0004 -1.580 0.121 
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Model E (selection of Model 6) 
F-statistic =2.736, DF = 2 and 43, p-value = 0.08, R2 = 0.11, AIC = -69.1 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.1673 0.0359 4.788 2e-5 
Population Density (5 km) 0.0007 0.0005 1.449 0.155 
Beach Exposure -0.0007 0.0004 -1.989 0.053 

 
Model 1 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 2 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 3 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 4 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	30	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 5 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 6 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 
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Table B8 Multiple linear regression models of plastic litter stocks (g m-2) distribution in 15 beaches of the 

Red Sea. The complete set of variables tested in each of 6 models is reported as footnote. Following the 

stepwise regression, models were reduced to 4 (A, B, C and D) and the variables for which the estimates are 

reported are those selected after the backward selection as the best explaining variables for each model. For 

each of the 4 models, we here report the estimates ± SE of the intercept (α) and of the slopes (β) of the 

variables and their significance (Pr (> |t|) or p-value). We also report the F-statistics, the Degrees of Freedom 

(DF), the p-value, the R2 and the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) of the models. 

Model A (selection of Models 1 and 2) 
F-statistic 2.998, DF = 2 and 12, p-value = 0.09, R2 = 0.33, AIC = 61.3 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.1754 0.6504 2.697 0.019 

Population Density (110 km) 0.0211 0.0095 2.220 0.047 
Marine Traffic Density (110 km) -0.0168 0.0091 -1.848 0.089 

Model B (selection of Model 3 and 4) 
F-statistic = 1.044, DF = 2 and 12, p-value = 0.38, R2 = 0.15, AIC = 65.0 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.8256 1.0121 0.816 0.431 
Marine Traffic Density (30 km) -0.0295 0.0213 -1.383 0.192 
Beach Exposure -0.0157 0.0130 1.206 0.251 

Model C (selection of Models 5) 
F-statistic =1.646, DF = 2 and 12, p-value = 0.23, R2 = 0.22, AIC = -24.8 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 0.0664 0.2307 0.288 0.778 

Population Density (5 km) 0.0008 0.0004 1.806 0.096 
Wind Speed (annual) -0.0013 0.0576 -0.022 0.983 

Model D (selection of Model 6) 
F-statistic =1.66, DF = 2 and 12, p-value = 0.23, R2 = 0.22, AIC = -24.8 

 Estimate ±SE t-value Pr (> |t|) 
Intercept 5.8e-2 3.4e-2 1.710 0.113 
Population Density (5 km) 7.3e-4 4.3e-4 1.722 0.111 
Fetch length 2.1e-5 1.4e-4 0.151 0.883 

 
Model 1 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 2 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(110	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 3 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 4 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(30	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	30	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 5 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(*--(*)) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 

Model 6 = α + β$%&'()*+,&-	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + 	β:;*<,-0	=<*>>,?	/0-1,+2	(5	67)9 + β@A0+?ℎ	C0-D+ℎ9 +
	βEF,-G	H'00G9(7&-+ℎ)2) + βIJ0*?ℎ	KL'&1,+,&-9 + βMN1&)*+,&-9 + O9 
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7.2.2 Mangrove forests as traps for marine litter 

 

Fig. B4 Smoothing functions for the additive model applied on litter density data for Red Sea mangrove 

transects (N=76) using 1 parametric variable (tree density) and 2 continuous variables, effect of the distance 

to a high intense maritime traffic area (a) and to the beach behind the mangrove stand (b). The solid line 

represents the estimated smoother, the dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval.  
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Fig. B5 Mosaic plots representing relative distribution of plastic objects categories (numbers from 1 to 8 as 

per legend) in two mangrove compartments: pneumatophores and seedlings; trunk and branches. Area of 

each shape reflects the relative abundance of the corresponding category. Colors correspond to Chi-square 

test standardized residuals as per legend, where blue colors indicate that the observed value is higher than the 

expected value if the data were random and red color viceversa. Plot A includes all transects where location 

of object was recorded (N = 53), while plot B and C show the distribution of objects in the Red Sea (N = 33) 

and Arabian gulf (N = 20), respectively. 
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Table B9 Correspondence of object types (in alphabetical order) to unified litter types and codes listed in 

Cheshire et al, 2009. First two letters of the code correspond to the material: ME for metal, PL for plastic, FP 

for foamed plastic, PC for paper and cardboard, CL for cloth, RB for rubber, GC for glass and ceramic, WD 

for wood. 

Object type Unified litter type Unified 
code 

Aluminium Aluminium drink cans; Other cans < 4 L ME03, 
ME04 

Bottle Caps Bottle caps & lids PL01 

Boxes Baskets, crates & trays PL13 

Buoys Foam buoys FP03 

Carboys Bottles, drums, jerrycans & buckets > 2 L PL03 

Cardboard Cardboard boxes & fragments PC02 

Cloth Clothing, shoes, hats & towels CL01 

Detergent Bottles Bottles < 2 L PL02 

Drink Bottles Bottles < 2 L PL02 

Food Wraps Plastic bags (opaque & clear) PL07 

Footwear Footwear (flip-flops); Clothing, shoes, hats & towels; 
Other plastic 

RB02, 
CL01, 
PL24  

Fragments Other plastic PL24 

Glass Bottles & jars; Light globes/bulbs GC02, 
GC04 

Lines Monofilament line PL18 

Nets Fishing net PL20 

Oil Containers Bottles < 2 L PL02 

Plastic Bags Plastic bags (opaque & clear) PL07 

Polystyrene Foam (insulation & packaging) FP04 

Plastic Bags Pieces Plastic bags (opaque & clear) PL07 

Polystyrene Boxes Other foam FP05 

Ropes Rope PL19 

Small Containers Food containers (fast food, cups, lunch boxes & similar); 
Cups & Food packs 

PL06, FP02 

Tarpaulin Bags Sheeting (tarpaulin o other woven plastic bags, palette 
wrap) 

PL16 

Wood Processed timer and pallet crates WD04 
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Table B10 Results of the significance of the additive model applied on litter density data for Red Sea 

mangrove transects (N = 76) using 1 parametric variable (tree density) and 2 continuous variables (distance 

to a high intense maritime traffic area and to the beach behind the mangrove stand). The table report degrees 

of freedom (df) or estimated degrees of freedom (edf), value of the F-statistic (F) and p-values.  

Parametric terms: 

 df  F p-value 

Tree density 1  7.184 0.00925 

Approximate significance of smooth terms: 

 edf Ref.df F p-value 

Distance to high intense 
maritime traffic area 

6.021 6.947 2.673 0.01341 

Distance to beach 1 1 8.375 0.00509 
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7.3 Appendix C. Microplastic sequestration by coastal ecosystems in the 

Arabian seas 

7.3.1 Adhesion to the coral surface as a potential sink of marine microplastics 

 

Fig. C1 Scheme of the experimental design. Samples were subjected to 3 treatments: the “Plastic” treatment 

(addition of plastic beads), the “Artemia” treatment (addition of Artemia salina eggs and nauplii) and the 

“Mix” treatment (addition of both beads and A. salina). Each treatment comprises 20 beakers: 12 beakers 

host 12 corals of three species (1 coral for each beaker, 4 corals for each species), 6 beakers (called “controls”) 

contain 6 coral skeletons, named here dummies, of two growth forms (1 dummy per beaker, 3 dummies per 

growth form) and 2 beakers were left empty (“blanks”).  
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Fig. C2 Particle loss rates in 28 h. Decrease of plastic beads (a and b) and Artemia salina eggs and nauplii 

(c and d) concentration during 28 h in plastic (a), Artemia (c) and mix (b, d) treatments for feeding chambers 

with live specimens (data from all species are pooled). Lines represent the logarithmic fit of data. 
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Fig. C3 Distribution in size classes of ingested, totally- and strongly- adhered beads. A) Distribution of 

ingested beads in 5 size classes for 24 corals of three coral species (8 corals per species. B) Distribution of 

totally-adhered beads in 5 size classes for 15 corals of two coral species (7 Acropora hemprichii and 8 

Goniastrea retiformis). C) Distribution of strongly-attached beads in 5 size classes for 23 corals of three coral 

species (7 Acropora hemprichii, 8 Pocillopora verrucosa and 8 Goniastrea retiformis). Size classes are here 

reported as the mean value of the class boundaries. Data from plastic and mix treatments are pooled 

considered that no significant difference between the two treatments arises (Table C1.7, 1.9 and 1.10). Lines 

represent the linear fit of natural log-transformed data. P-values (p) of linear models are reported.  
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Fig. C4 Correlation between number of ingested beads and total number of adhered beads (a) or number of 

strongly-attached beads in each of 15 corals (a, 7 A. hemprichii and 8 G. retiformis) and 24 corals (b, 8 A. 

hemprichii, 8 G. retiformis and 8 P. verrucosa), respectively. 
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Table C1 Results of ANCOVA tests. For each ANCOVA test, we report the terms of comparison in the first 

column, followed by R2, F-statistic, degrees of freedom (df), p-value of the whole model and p-value of each 

comparison. Numbers in the first column cluster groups of same model type applied on different species. 

 Comparison (ANCOVA test) R2 F- value df P-value 

1.  Plastic loss rates, first 12 h:  0.4 63.45 3, 332 < 2.2e-16 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment    0.95 

2.  Artemia salina loss rates, first 12 h:  0.6 142.9 3, 332 < 2.2e-16 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment    0.2 

3. Plastic loss rates, plastic treatment, first 12 h: 0.6 55.2 5, 162 < 2.2e-16 

    A. hemprichii VS G. retiformis     0.0004 
    A. hemprichii VS P. verrucosa     0.004 
    G. retiformis VS P. verrucosa         0.5 

4. Plastic loss rates, plastic treatment, first 12 h: 0.4 17.83 5, 123 < 2.8e-13 

         A. hemprichii VS Blank     0.3 
         A. hemprichii VS Branching dummy     0.007 
         Blank VS Branching dummy     0.2 

 Plastic loss rates, plastic treatment, first 12 h: 0.7 60.19 5, 123 < 2.2e-16 
         G. retiformis VS Blank     0.03 
         G. retiformis VS Massive dummy     1.0 
         Blank VS Massive dummy     0.04 
 Plastic loss rates, plastic treatment, first 12 h: 0.6 28.25 5, 111 < 2.2e-16 

         P. verrucosa VS Blank     0.1 
         P. verrucosa VS Branching dummy     1.0 
         Blank VS Branching dummy     0.2 

5. A. salina loss rates, Artemia treatment, first 12 h: 0.7 95.91 5, 162 < 2.2e-16  

          A. hemprichii VS G. retiformis     0.002 
          A. hemprichii VS P. verrucosa         0.4 
         G. retiformis VS P. verrucosa         0.0001 

6.  A. salina loss rates, Artemia treatment, first 12 h: 0.7 45.96 5, 123 < 2.2e-16 

         A. hemprichii VS Blank     3.9e-7 
         A. hemprichii VS Branching dummy     1.1e-9 
         Blank VS Branching dummy     0.7 

 A. salina loss rates, Artemia treatment, first 12 h: 0.9 176.9 5, 123 < 2.2e-16 

         G. retiformis VS Blank     < 2.2e-16 
         G. retiformis VS Massive dummy     < 2.2e-16 
         Blank VS Massive dummy     0.6 
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A. salina loss rates, Artemia treatment, first 12 h: 0.6 26.73 5, 111 < 2.2e- 
         P. verrucosa VS Blank     1.5e-5 
         P. verrucosa VS Branching dummy     1.3e-7 
         Blank VS Branching dummy     0.7 

7. Ingested plastic, distribution in sizes, A. hemprichii: 0.6 18.68 3, 36 1.8e-7  

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment     0.5 

 Ingested plastic, distribution in sizes, G. retiformis: 0.3 5.122 3, 36 0.004 
         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment     0.9 

 Ingested plastic, distribution in sizes, P. verrucosa: 0.6 15.25 3, 36 1.5e-6 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment     0.2 

8. Totally adhered plastic, distribution in sizes, A. 
hemprichii: 

0.3 3.613 3, 31 0.02 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment    0.1 

 Totally adhered plastic, distribution in sizes, G. 
retiformis: 

0.3 4.352 3, 36 0.01 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment    0.5 

9. Totally adhered plastic, distribution in sizes: 0.3 11.77 3, 71 2.4e-6 
 A. hemprichii - G. retiformis     0.04 

10. Strongly-attached plastic, distribution in 
sizes: 

 0.6 18.81 11, 103 < 2.2e-16 

         Plastic treatment VS Mix treatment     0.7 
         A. hemprichii - G. retiformis     0.08 
         A. hemprichii - P. verrucosa         0.8 
         G. retiformis - P. verrucosa         0.1 
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Table C2 Linear models fitted on natural log transformed estimated concentrations of plastic and/or Artemia 

salina in the water, obtained from aliquots sampling of feeding chambers treated with both plastic and A. 

salina (“Mix” treatment) in the first 12 h. 

Particle Type Sample Species/ Dummy Equation of linear model P-value 

Plastic beads Live specimen Acropora hemprichii Ln (y) = - 0.4 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 8.3 5.6e-4 

Plastic beads Live specimen Pocillopora verrucosa Ln (y) = - 1.0 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 9.6 1.4e-9 

Plastic beads  Live specimen  Goniastrea retiformis Ln (y) = - 0.7 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 8.3 1.5e-10 

Plastic beads Control Branching dummy Ln (y) = - 0.4 ± 0.08 Ln (x) + 8.8 9.5e-6 

Plastic beads Control Massive dummy Ln (y) = - 0.5 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 8.1 0.001 

Plastic beads Blank -- Ln (y) = - 0.4 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 8.9 0.036 

Artemia salina Live specimen Acropora hemprichii Ln (y) = - 0.9 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 8.8 3.1e-11 

Artemia salina Live specimen Pocillopora verrucosa Ln (y) = - 0.9 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 9.6 2.9e-8 

Artemia salina Live specimen  Goniastrea retiformis Ln (y) = - 0.9 ± 0.06 Ln (x) + 8.2 <2.2e-16 

Artemia salina Control Branching dummy Ln (y) = - 0.03 ± 0.06 Ln (x) + 8.3 0.645 

Artemia salina Control Massive dummy Ln (y) = - 0.26 ± 0.09 Ln (x) + 8.6 0.005 

Artemia salina Blank -- Ln (y) = - 0.05 ± 0.1 Ln (x) + 9.3 0.627 
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Table C3 Plastic ingested and adhered to surface of Acropora hemprichii, Goniastrea retiformis and 

Pocillopora verrucosa (24 corals of 3 species) exposed to two treatments (plastic and mix) for 28 h (A. 

hemprichii and G. retiformis) or 24 h (P. verrucosa). Estimated number of polyps, surface of each sample, 

rates of ingested plastic beads per polyp per hour and of totally adhered beads per cm2 per hour are also 

reported. Some data on adhered beads are not available (NA) because samples were combined with plastic 

recovered from the feeding chamber at the end of the experiment. 

Species Polyps  
cm-2  

mean ±SE 

Coral 
surface 

(cm2) 

N ingested 
beads 

specimen-1 

N ingested  
beads        

polyp-1 h-1 

N adhered 
beads 

specimen-1 

N adhered 
beads     

cm-2 h-1 

Plastic treatment 

A. hemprichii 17.7 ± 4.7 35 11  6.4 x10-4 844 0.9 

  58 12 4.3 x10-4 5643 3.5 

  31 3 1.8 x10-4 1683 1.9 

  112 11 2.1 x10-4 4515 1.4 

Mean ± SE  59 ± 18.6 9 ± 2   3.7 (± 1) x10-4 3171 ± 1138 1.9 ± 0.6 

G. retiformis 7.8 ± 0.7 37 447 0.06 7853 7.6 

  72 360 0.02 6951 3.4 

  76 201 0.01 4888 2.3 

  190 153 0.004 6684 1.3 

Mean ± SE  93.8 ± 33.2 290 ± 68 0.02 ± 0.01 6594 ± 621 3.6 ± 1.4 

P. verrucosa 66.3 ± 7.2  66 6 0.4 x10-4 NA NA 

  42 18 2.5 x10-4 NA NA 

  37 36 6.3 x10-4 NA NA 

  43 14 2 x10-4 NA NA 

Mean ± SE  
47 ± 6.5 19 ± 6   

2.8 (± 1.2) 
x10-4 

-- -- 

Mix treatment 

A. hemprichii 17.7 ± 4.7 63 13 4.3 x10-4 3169 1.8 

  48 20 8.8 x10-4 NA NA 

  31 5 3.2 x10-4 721 0.8 

  72 2 0.7 x10-4 1203 0.6 

Mean ± SE  53.5 ± 9 10 ± 4   4.2 (± 1) x10-4 1698 ± 749 1.1 ± 0.4 
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G. retiformis 7.8 ± 0.7 130 3 1.1 x10-4 5000 1.4 

  82 54 0.003 4320 1.9 

  88 238 0.012 3680 1.5 

  154 318 0.009 5320 1.2 

Mean ± SE  113.5 ± 
17.2 153 ± 75  0.006 ± 0.003 

4580 ± 365 1.5 ± 0.1 

P. verrucosa 66.3 ± 7.2  46 21 2.9 x10-4 NA NA 

  45 5 0.8 x10-4 NA NA 

  64 38 3.8 x10-4 NA NA 

  43 7 0.8 x10-4 NA NA 

Mean ± SE  
49.5 ± 4.9 18 ± 8   

2.1 (± 0.7) 
x10-4 

-- -- 

 

 

Table C4 Effect of treatment (plastic or mix treatment), species (A. hemprichii, G. retiformis, P. verrucosa) 

and interaction of the two factors on plastic ingestion tested with Two-Way ANOVA. Degree of freedom 

(df), Sum of Sqaures (Sum Sq), Mean Squares (Mean Sq), F-value and P-value are reported. Kruskal-Wallis 

test using “Species” as the only variable was also significant (K = 10.745, df = 2, p-value = 0.005) and 

pairwise comparisons confirmed G. retiformis as the species ingesting more plastic (G. retiformis vs A. 

hemprichii/P. verrucosa, p-value = 0.016). 

 df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value P-value 

Treatment 1 0.0002019 0.0002019 2.199 0.15539 
Species 2 0.0011452 0.0005726 6.236 0.00876 
Treatment*Species 2 0.0004018 0.0002009 2.188 0.14110 

Residuals 18 0.0016528 0.0000918   
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Table C5 Plastic adhered to surface on 6 branching and 6 massive dummies exposed to two treatments 

(plastic and mix treatments) for 28 h. Dummies surface and, as a result, number of adhered beads per cm2 h-

1 are also reported. 

 

Dummy growth 
form 

Dummy 
surface   (cm2) 

N adhered 
beads dummy-

1 

N adhered 
beads        cm-2 

h-1 

Plastic treatment 

Massive 160 6214 1.4 

 89 6903 2.8 

 104 9220 3.2 

Mean ± SE 117.7 ± 21.6 7446 ± 909 2.4 ± 0.5 

Branching 116 3854 1.2 

 51 4855 3.4 

 48 2652 2.0 

Mean ± SE 71 ± 22.1 3787 ± 637 2.2 ± 0.6  

Mix treatment 

Massive 76 2902 1.4 

 200 4112 0.7 

 83 2806 1.2 

Mean ± SE 119.7 ± 40.2 3273 ± 420 1.1 ± 0.2 

Branching 84 4264 1.8 

 40 1663 1.5 

 43 5848 4.9 

Mean ± SE 55.7 ± 14.2 3925 ±1220 2.7 ± 1 
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Table C6 Effect of treatment (plastic and mix treatment), presence of biofilm on the surface (live coral and 

dummy), growth form (branching and massive) and interaction of the three factors on number of total beads 

adhered (following natural log-transformation) tested using a three-way ANOVA. Degree of freedom (df), 

Sum of Sqaures (Sum Sq), Mean Squares (Mean Sq), F-value and P-value are reported. Mann-Whitney U 

test using “Treatment” as the only variable was also significant: W = 48, p-value = 0.037. 

 df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value P-value 

Treatment 1 1.449 1.4487 5.071 0.0364  
Biofilm 1 0.067 0.0675 0.236 0.6325 
Growth Form 1 0.1 0.1004 0.352 0.5602 
Treatment*Biofilm 1 0.156 0.1559 0.546 0.4690 
Treatment*Growth Form 1 0.447 0.4471 1.565 0.2261 
Biofilm*Growth Form 1 1.065 1.0647 3.727 0.0686 
Treatment*Biofilm*Growth 
Form 

1 0.274 0.274 0.959 0.3397 

Residuals 19 5.428 0.2856   

 

 

Table C7 Effect of treatment (plastic and mix treatment) and species (A. hemprichii, G. retiformis and P. 

verrucosa) on number of strongly-attached beads tested with a two-Way ANOVA. Degree of freedom (df), 

Sum of Sqaures (Sum Sq), Mean Squares (Mean Sq), F-value and P-value are reported.   

 df Sum Sq Mean Sq F-value P-value 

Treatment 1 0.05144 0.05144 7.962 0.0118 
Species 2 0.2773 0.13865 21.461 2.2 e-5 
Treatment*Species 2 0.05985 0.02993 4.632 0.0248 

Residuals 17 0.10983 0.00646   
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7.3.2 Exponential increase of plastic burial in mangrove sediments as a major 

plastic sink 

 

Fig. C5 Composition of plastic items (N=126) recovered from processed sediment samples. A) Distribution 

of plastic items from sediments (in grey) and from Red Sea surface waters (in blue, data from Martì et al. 

2017) in 4 size classes whose bins follow a 5-log scale and cumulative distribution (probability that objects 

with a size X are smaller than a given size x, F(x) = P[X ≤ x]) of the same items compared with a Two-Sample 

Kolmogorov Smirnov test (D=0.232, p-value=1.5e-4). B) Distribution of fragment (in green) and film (in 

pink) sizes through time. The relationship between deposition date and size of the plastic items was tested 

with a Linear Model (for Fragments: F=1.64, 1 and 55 df, p-value=0.21; for Films: F=0.93, 1 and 33 df, p-

value=0.34). C) Shapes of recovered plastic items (N=126). D) Colors of recovered plastic items (the 

patterned slice represents transparent color. E) Polymers of recovered plastic (Others includes polyvinylidene 

fluoride and acrylonitrile Butadiene). 
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Fig. C6 Increase in plastic burial rate through time, since 1950s until present, in 7 mangrove sites (4 in the 

Red Sea and 3 in the Arabian Gulf). Burial rates were standardized per maximum burial rate of each site. The 

line represents the exponential fit of which equation, R2 and p-value are reported.  

 

 

Fig. C7 Sediment-Microplastic Isolation (SMI) unit (design and picture) adapted from the design proposed 

by Coppock et al., 2017. Differences from the original design include use of poly methyl methacrylate 

(PMMA) instead than polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes and removable base to ease washing. Photo credit: 

Cecilia Martin, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology. 
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Table C8 List of cores from the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf processed for plastic extraction. We report 

coordinates (latitude and longitude) of sampled mangrove, name of site and mass accumulation rates (MARs, 

in g cm-2 y-1) calculated for each core.  

 Sea Lat (N) Lon (E) Site MAR (g cm-2 y-1) 

1 Red Sea 22.972008 38.848878 Khor Al-Kharrar 0.52 ±0.09 

2 Red Sea 22.938872 38.878769 Khor Al-Kharrar 0.021 ±0.002 

3 Red Sea 22.752567  38.997394 Khor Al-Baqila 0.29 ±0.12 

4 Red Sea 22.282150  39.084325 Al Taweelah 0.20 ±0.06 

5 Arabian Gulf 27.28603 49.56685 Abu-Ali 0.25 ±0.02 

6 Arabian Gulf 27.28283 49.56523 Abu-Ali 0.45 ±0.05 

7 Arabian Gulf 26.71674 50.02111 Ras Tanura – Safwa 1 0.50 ±0.05 

8 Arabian Gulf 26.64246 50.01462 Ras Tanura – Safwa 2 0.28 ±0.09 

9 Arabian Gulf 26.63699 50.01067 Ras Tanura – Safwa 2 0.44 ±0.06 
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Table C9 Abundance, mass, density and burial rates of plastics in each of the 88 samples processed  

 

Core 
ID Location

Slice 
ID

Central 
depth 

(cm)

Actual 
depth 

(cm) Date 

Weight of 
sediment 

sample (g)

N 
plastic 

items

Weight 
plastic 

(mg)

N plastic 
g-1 

sediment

N 
plastic 

m-2

mg 
plastic 

m-2 

Burial 
rate (mg 

plastic    
m-2 y-1)

1 Red Sea 1 0.5 0.5 2013 20.8 4 0.27 0.19 1300 87.5 67.3
1 Red Sea 3 2.5 2.5 2007 18 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
1 Red Sea 5 4.5 4.6 2002 18.3 8 0.48 0.44 2599 156.1 136.5
1 Red Sea 6 5.5 5.6 1999 30 1 0.09 0.03 325 29.2 15.6
1 Red Sea 9 8.5 8.7 1990 38 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
1 Red Sea 10 9.5 9.7 1988 26 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
1 Red Sea 12 11.5 11.8 1982 43 1 0.05 0.02 325 14.7 5.5
1 Red Sea 15 14.5 14.9 1974 37 3 0.05 0.08 975 16.4 7.1
1 Red Sea 20 19.5 20.0 1960 39 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
1 Red Sea 22 21.5 22.1 1954 40.8 1 0.01 0.02 325 1.9 0.7
1 Red Sea 26 25.5 26.2 1943 37.1 1 0.05 0.03 325 16.2 7.0
2 Red Sea 1 0.5 0.5 2007 0.6 10 0.05 16.67 3249 14.8 16.0
2 Red Sea 3 2.5 2.7 1974 0.4 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
2 Red Sea 7 6.5 7.2 1907 1.4 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
2 Red Sea 9 8.5 9.4 1874 2.4 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
2 Red Sea 11 10.5 11.7 1841 8 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 1 0.5 0.5 2013 16 2 0.06 0.13 650 18.6 10.4
3 Red Sea 3 2.5 2.7 2007 16.6 1 0.04 0.06 325 12.2 6.6
3 Red Sea 5 4.5 4.9 2001 13.6 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 7 6.5 7.1 1996 15 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 9 8.5 9.3 1990 21 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 10 9.5 10.4 1987 25 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 11 10.5 11.5 1984 37 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 13 12.5 13.7 1978 41 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
3 Red Sea 15 14.5 15.9 1973 35 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
4 Red Sea 1 0.5 0.5 2012 20.9 1 0.22 0.05 325 71.5 21.1
4 Red Sea 3 2.5 2.7 2001 17 2 0.04 0.12 650 13.8 5.0
4 Red Sea 6 5.5 6.2 1984 15 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
4 Red Sea 11 10.5 11.9 1956 32.6 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
4 Red Sea 15 14.5 16.5 1934 38 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
4 Red Sea 26 25.5 29.2 1873 19.6 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
5 Arabian Gulf 1 0.5 0.5 2013 42 5 0.17 0.12 1299 42.9 9.8
5 Arabian Gulf 2 1.5 1.6 2006 42.797 4 0.03 0.09 1039 7.0 1.6
5 Arabian Gulf 3 2.5 2.7 1999 34.043 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
5 Arabian Gulf 4 3.5 3.8 1993 44 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
5 Arabian Gulf 5 4.5 4.8 1986 26.57 5 0.17 0.19 1299 43.2 15.7
5 Arabian Gulf 6 5.5 5.9 1979 47.848 4 0.03 0.08 1039 7.9 1.6
5 Arabian Gulf 7 6.5 7.0 1972 33.518 4 0.07 0.12 1039 19.4 5.6
5 Arabian Gulf 8 7.5 8.1 1966 41 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
5 Arabian Gulf 9 8.5 9.1 1959 17.103 2 0.01 0.12 520 1.6 0.9
5 Arabian Gulf 10 9.5 10.2 1952 40 2 0.02 0.05 520 4.9 1.2
5 Arabian Gulf 13 12.5 13.4 1932 31.761 2 0.00 0.06 520 1.2 0.4
5 Arabian Gulf 14 13.5 14.5 1925 59 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
5 Arabian Gulf 18 17.5 18.8 1899 30.24 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
6 Arabian Gulf 1 0.5 0.5 2014 21 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
6 Arabian Gulf 2 1.5 1.6 2010 30.765 3 0.98 0.10 780 254.6 143.3
6 Arabian Gulf 4 3.5 3.6 2002 22.853 6 3.38 0.26 1559 878.3 665.6
6 Arabian Gulf 5 4.5 4.7 1998 15 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
6 Arabian Gulf 6 5.5 5.7 1994 49.807 4 0.35 0.08 1039 91.6 31.9
6 Arabian Gulf 8 7.5 7.8 1986 58.393 1 0.02 0.02 260 5.2 1.5
6 Arabian Gulf 9 8.5 8.8 1982 30 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
6 Arabian Gulf 11 10.5 10.9 1974 6 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
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Core 
ID Location

Slice 
ID

Central 
depth 

(cm)

Actual 
depth 

(cm) Date 

Weight of 
sediment 

sample (g)

N 
plastic 

items

Weight 
plastic 

(mg)

N plastic 
g-1 

sediment

N 
plastic 

m-2

mg 
plastic 

m-2 

Burial 
rate (mg 

plastic    
m-2 y-1)

6 Arabian Gulf 12 11.5 12.0 1970 44 3 0.35 0.07 780 90.9 35.8
6 Arabian Gulf 14 13.5 14.0 1962 30 3 0.06 0.10 780 15.5 9.0
6 Arabian Gulf 18 17.5 18.2 1946 48 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 1 0.5 0.5 2015 17 1 0.18 0.06 260 46.8 52.9
7 Arabian Gulf 2 1.5 1.6 2012 37.368 1 0.01 0.03 260 2.3 1.2
7 Arabian Gulf 3 2.5 2.6 2009 20 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 4 3.5 3.7 2006 48.065 2 0.01 0.04 520 2.3 0.9
7 Arabian Gulf 5 4.5 4.8 2003 4 1 0.05 0.25 260 12.8 61.6
7 Arabian Gulf 6 5.5 5.8 2000 49.875 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 10 9.5 10.1 1988 45.23 1 0.01 0.02 260 2.0 0.9
7 Arabian Gulf 13 12.5 12.2 1979 29.25 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 15 14.5 15.4 1973 19.45 1 0.14 0.05 260 36.4 36.0
7 Arabian Gulf 16 15.5 16.4 1970 44.113 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 19 18.5 19.6 1962 36.77 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
7 Arabian Gulf 20 19.5 20.6 1959 26.945 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
8 Arabian Gulf 1 0.5 0.5 2012 27 1 0.01 0.04 260 1.7 0.7
8 Arabian Gulf 2 1.5 1.6 2005 55.8 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
8 Arabian Gulf 3 2.5 2.7 1998 26.3 1 0.13 0.04 260 33.8 13.8
8 Arabian Gulf 4 3.5 3.8 1991 56.631 1 0.01 0.02 260 1.8 0.3
8 Arabian Gulf 7 6.5 7.0 1969 42.2 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
8 Arabian Gulf 8 7.5 8.1 1962 53.189 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
8 Arabian Gulf 9 8.5 9.1 1955 26.015 1 0.01 0.04 260 1.5 0.6
8 Arabian Gulf 10 9.5 10.2 1948 46.1 1 0.01 0.02 260 2.3 0.5
8 Arabian Gulf 13 12.5 13.4 1926 27.7 11 2.03 0.40 2858 528.1 205.5
9 Arabian Gulf 1 0.5 0.5 2014 25.9 5 0.08 0.19 1299 20.7 13.5
9 Arabian Gulf 2 1.5 1.4 2011 46.191 10 0.06 0.22 2598 16.2 5.9
9 Arabian Gulf 5 4.5 4.1 2001 25.8 3 0.03 0.12 780 8.0 5.3
9 Arabian Gulf 6 5.5 5.0 1997 52.413 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
9 Arabian Gulf 7 6.5 5.9 1994 21.7 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
9 Arabian Gulf 8 7.5 6.8 1991 49.708 1 0.01 0.02 260 1.4 0.5
9 Arabian Gulf 9 8.5 7.8 1987 38.657 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
9 Arabian Gulf 10 9.5 8.7 1984 39.4 1 0.01 0.03 260 2.3 1.0
9 Arabian Gulf 12 11.5 10.5 1977 47.6 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
9 Arabian Gulf 13 12.5 11.4 1974 9.5 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
9 Arabian Gulf 17 16.5 15.0 1960 33.1 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.0 0.0
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